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ABSTRACT

This study examined Grade Eight students' chemical

knowledge construction in microcomputer-based laboratories

(MBL). The three major questions that brere explored !,¡ere:

l- ) lVhat were the inf luences of teacher strategies and

behaviors on Grade Eight students' knowledge constructions

of endothermic and exothermic reactions in the MBL

environment?

2) What understandings of chemical principles do students

construct about endothermic and exothermic reactions?

3) How do Grade Eight students use computer -generated data

to understand endothermic and exothermic reactions?

Questionnaires, laboratory reports, teacher and "critical
friend" observations, and tests were used to assess the

understanding of the 25 students in the class. The students

\^¡ere then categorized into three groups - Naive,

Transitional and Chemist's understanding. Qualitative case

studies were done of the most articulate student from each

category. The data were then related to the constructivist

theory and implications were made in terms of children's

conceptualizations, Iearning as a social/mediation process

and teacher reflections on the whole process.
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C¡IAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Background to the Problem

The focus of many teachers seems to be the product

rather than the process of learning. Indeed, it is easier

for teachers to use student marks as an evaluation of

student comprehensioni to use the same lesson repeatedly

year after year; and to blame the students for their lack of

success. Vüe often classify students based on their grades

as being weak, average or strong students and then treat

them as such. !{e assume that students come to class with no

previous ideas about a concept, are abl-e to immediately

enter into our realm of meaning and can passively absorb

knowledge as it is transmitted to them. When we do the

above, are students really learning? Are we sacrificing

student comprehension for the completion of all the

curriculum objectives? Are we teaching for marks or for the

develoment of student conceptualizations? Research into

student learning has revealed that students have their own

ways of constructing meaning which may be different or

similar to our ov¡n. It is not enough to transmit the same
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information, the same wây, and hope that all the students

will comprehend. Wheatley (1991), believes that

...know1edge is not passively received, but is actively

built up by the cognizing subject. Ideas and thoughts

cannot be communicated in the sense that meaning is
packaged into words and "sent" to another who unpacks

the meaning from the sentences. That is, as much as we

would like to, we cannot put ideas in students' heads,

they wiII and must construct their own meanings. "

(p. 1o )

Indeed, although we as teachers cannot reach into a

student's head and put ideas into it, we can provide the

mediating activities that make the concepts that we wish to

convey more meaningful to the student. Computer activities,

books, notes, Iaboratories, and lectures are sources that

students can use to mediate or make sense of the the

scientific concepts. Student dialogue with the teacher,

with other students and other adults enable them to organize

their thoughts and confirm or dispute their personal

knowledge. Students construct their own realities using

different means and sources. Learning becomes not only a

personal matter but a social one as weII and in order to

help students reach the conclusions that we wish them to

make, teachers need to try to see the world as students do.



"The teacher (should be) viewed as a valuable resource, as a
person who faciritates rearning rather than the authority
whosetSproductionquotas.InaIearningp1acethegoatis

Ilearning, not completing tasks. " (lVheatley r l-gg J_ rp. l3 )

Emphasis therefore, needs to be not onry on the transmission

of scientific concepts but on the student's individual
constructions that enables him or her to make sense of these

concepts. Memorization should not be the ultimate goal in 
i

science instruction, but rather, the objective should be the

development of a scientist's awareness, curiosity and

approach to a perceived problem.

This study can be thought of as a journey through my

deveropment as researcher and teacher. Arthough r was aware

of the constructivist view of teaching and learning where

theemphasisismoreontheproceSsthanontheproductof

1earning,IwasnotSureoftheapp1icationofthisapproach

in my classroom. I felt that I needed to examine my own
:

teaching and the students' thinking in response to my

instruction before I could make any changes. I was also

interested in incorporating the computer in the raboratory

and r wanted to examine how this instrument courd be used to
mediatestudent'sunderstandingoftheconceptthatrwanted

them to learn. This study was therefore conceived with the

idea of reflecting and improving upon my own teaching



: through an analysis of student responses on questionnaires,
:

, laboratory reports and interviews as well as my own personal

teaching strategies. I decided that using such qualitative
,'1, techniques would give me more insight into how students

, processed the information. f attempted to research
' 

"tudents' thoughts and ideas during a chemistry unit in
:

: response to the mediating activities which I provided.
I.:
:

'.,' . ì
I

, Research Questions
:

. My first research question derÍved from the need to
, sxamine my role as a teacher and mediator of student

, comprehension. I did not make any drastic changes in my

teaching style during the study since my objective was to

study my regular cl-assroom procedures and behaviors and

their effect on student learning.

, trly second question addressed the development of the
ì students' conceptualizations. I wanted to explore how
ì

.t
: students thought about endothermic and exothermic reactions

My last question was developed from my Ínterest in the
, computer as a tool for learning in the J-aboratory. I wished

..;i to determine if the computer could be used to mediate
l

students' ideas about the scientific concept.



Thus, the major questions that \^rere explored in this
study include:

l-. vrlhat were the inf luences of teacher strategies and

behaviors on Grade Eight students, knowredge constructions
of endothermic and exothermic reactions in the microcomputer

- based laboratory (MBL) environment?

2. !ühat understandings of chemical principles do

students construct about endothermic and exothermic

reactions ?

data

3.

to

How do grade eight students use computer - generated

understand endothermic and exothermic reactions?

This study was inductive in that the purpose here was

not to prove or disprove hypotheses herd before entering the

study. Rather, this study was of a descriptive nature and

the data colrected served to provide evidence to understand

the problems that r as a teacher fert r needed to focus on

in my teaching. This study also helped me to develop my

personal philosophy of science teaching and come to a better
understanding of my students as active participants in the
learning process.



Overview of Methodolog-y

Within a classroom, it is difficult to assess the

conceptualizations of every student for every scientific
principle. Accordingly, f chose to examine the way I taught

the concepts and principles relating to endothermic and

exothermic reactions and to explore in some detail the

conceptualizations of three students using a case study

method. Merriam (1988) defines the qualitative case study

as "an intensive, holistic description and analysis of a

single entity, phenomena or social unit. Case studies are

parti-cularistic, descriptive and heuristic and rely heavily

on inductive reasoning in handling multiple data sources"

(p.16). She defines particuJ-aristic as meaning that "case

studies focus on a particular situation, event, program or

phenomenon"; descriptive as being that "the end product of a

case study is a rich, "thick" description of the phenomenon

under study" and heuristic meaning that "case studies

illuminate the reader's understanding of the phenomenon

under study. They can bring about the discovery of new

meaning, extend the reader's experience, or confirm what is
known" (pp.12-13).

By using this approach, I became an "inside observer"

who was famil-iar with both the situation and the students.

This is in contrast to an outside observer who would have to



take the time to farniliarize himself or herself with the

situation and the individuals involved. I used qualitative
techniques such as student interviews, student

questionnaires, teacher notes and observations, field notes

and student laboratories and tests to describe events and

student conceptualizations. I reflected upon the results of

these techniques in order to define my role in the student

learning of the scientific concept. By doing this, I was

able to step back from my instruction and come to a better
understanding of how I could integrate the cognitive

theories that I had read about and studied in my courses and

apply them to the practice of teaching. Thus,

The data coll-ected was in the form of words or pictures

rather than numbers. The written results of the

research contain quotations from the data to illustrate
and substantiate the presentatj-on... (one tries) to

analyze it (the data) with aII its richness as closely

as possible to the form it was recorded or transcribed

(Bogdan & Bik1en,L982,p.2B) .

I chose the students to interview based upon their
responses on the student questionnaires, their marks and my

observations of their behavior in c1ass. Like many

teachers, I tended to put students into categories of weak,

average and strongr so using Hesse's categories (1987) where



students were categorized as being naive, transitional or

having the chemist's understanding appealed to me.

(Although I had read about constructivism, at this point in
my study, I was still developmentally oriented in my

practice. ) I then analyzed the results by organizíng

student conceptualizations into a hierarchy of

understanding. This hierarchy was constucted from my

assumptions about the students' thought processes as they

Iearned about endothermic and exothermic reactions (see

definition of terms). The hierarchy was then matched to

student responses during and after the experiments. The

implications of these results were also related to my

personal teaching strategies. I was able to determine which

strategies helped to mediate student thinking and where

improvements could be made which would foster better student

conceptualization of endothermic and exothermic reactions.

Justification for the Study

This study is intended to provide a background for

further study and to identify questions that can be examined

in future research. It is by no means intended to be

conclusive since it is limited to the experiences of one

teacher, one cl-ass and one school. The value of my study is
that it



1. provides some insight into the teaching and learning

of chemical concepts, specifically, endothermic and

exothermic reactions to which other teachers may relate as

they read this study;

2. reveals my journey to understanding myself as a

teacher and my struggle to understand how students process

information using the computer and other mediating activies.
It also highlights the conflict within myself as I try to

reconcile the different views of teaching to my practice;

and

3. highlights the need for more studies where a

teacher's own observations and self reflections can be used

to improve his or her instruction. Moreover, while there

have been many studies done on student conceptions at the

elementary level, more needs to be done at the adolescent

leve1 if a teacher accepts the premise that the development

of conceptualizations is a continuous process. AIso, many

previous studies using quantitative techniques, focused on

the before and after results of teaching but did not reveal

the processes that students go through to arrive at their
conclusions.

fn order to maximize learning of scientific concepts in
the MBL environment, it is important for the teacher to have

as complete a picture of what is going on in the students'
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minds as possible. Teachers can then pran for interestirg,
motivating lessons that take into account students'
conceptualizations and backgrounds.

Description of Terms

The meanings of the most commonry found terms in this study

are listed below in alphabetical order.

- Concept: "A concept is a combination of things. . . it
is the synthesis of many examples or things that exemplify

the concept...a concept involves rules or descriptions
(although some concepts do not have convenient rules or
definitions) . . .concepts also have titIes." (Smith,L97B)

Endothermic Reaction: A process that absorbs heat.

Example: The boiring of water on a stove where water ceases

to boil if there is not a constant source of heat.

- Exothermic Reaction: A process that liberates heat.

Example: The burning of wood.

- Hesse's Categories (1987):

a) The Naive Students (naive understanding) -
Students who cling to naive theories or alternate
conceptions of the nature of change in the physicar world.

These conceptions almost arways contain erements that would

be considered unacceptable by the chemist.
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b) The Transitional Students (transitionaL
understanding) - Students who are between the stages of
naive understandÍng and the chemist's understanding. vfhile

they possess some understanding of chemj_cal concepts, they

may revert back to the use of everyday materiars (analogies)

to explain events.

c) The GoaI Conception Students (chemist's

understanding) - These students are abre to exprain chemical

changes at the atomic - molecular level and use chemical

substances in their explanations.

- Mediating activity - an action with an object or

individual(s) that students utilize to try to make sense of
(conceptualize) a scientific principte. Wertsch (1991)

believes that "a definilg property of higher mental

functionirg, one that is unique to humans, is the fact that
it is mediated by tools and by sign systems such as natural
language. "

- Microcomputer-based Laboratory: Probes are connected

to a computer which help the student to measure, record and

graph quantities like temperature, Iight intensity, and

relative velocity. The measurements are taken by a probe

and are displayed directly on the computer monitor in real-

time. These measurements can be saved, further analyzed in
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diverse ways or printed out (Stein, Nachmias & Friedler,

1990).

Transmission model - The translation (or "encoding") of an

idea into a signal by a sender, the transmission of this

signal to a receiver, and the "decoding" of the signal into

a message by the receiver. (!ùertsch,1991)
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CTIAPTER TTTO

REIÀTED RESEARCH

Children's Conceptions in Science

f began the study with the belief that teaching for
understanding does not mean bombarding students with
scientific theories, hoping that they eventually understand

but rather, to create an environment conducive to the

structuring and restructuring of student ideas. Being that
learning is an active process in which the child constructs

meaning from new experiences, the teacher needs to be a

mediator between the learner and the knowledge. However,

being a teacher whose views were based on the transmission

model of learning, knowing about constructivism and applying

it were two different things. I needed to determine for
myself if students would benefit from a change in my

philosophy by examining my regular teaching practice in
relation to their learning. I would then be in a better
position to determine where constructivism would apply in my

teaching situation. What follows are the highlights of my

readings that have led me to consider a change in my

viewpont on teaching and learning.
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The teacher as a mediator between knowledge and the

Iearner needs to be understood from the view that
...meaningful learning occurs as a result of active

student engagement during learning activities.
Learning and growth of understanding always involves

learners in the construction of personal

understandings. Because learning is a personal

endeavor, each student needs to have a set of

experiences that takes into account of his/her current

knowledge and the way helshe can make sense of science

content (Tobin, Espinet, Byrd & Adamsr 19BB,pp.434-435) .

Moreover, according to Linn (1987),

Recent research suggests that students' intuitive ideas

about a discipline overshadow the potential influence

of general reasoning patterns, such as those

characterizing the scientific method or critical
thinking. These findings emphasize the importance of

identifying and articulating the learner's ideas and

thinking skilIs within a subject matter domain as a

basis for designing instruction (p.197).

Indeed, a student's ideas are very much content

dependent. Students have their own world view and actively
construct an understanding of scientific phenomena according

to this view. Duschl (1989) states from his own readings
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that "a learner's knowledge base is organized into
conceptual schema and such schema include both decrarative
knowledge and procedural knowledge" (p.381). Linn (1983)

supports this idea when she observes that
...students do not so much reject incomplete or

inaccurate ideas as embrace more powerfur ideas about

science research confirms that students develop

mental- moders of scientific phenomena and that powerful

model-s help students Iearn. Mental models include

factual detail-s or declarative knowledge, procedures

and plans that combine declarative knowledge and

procedures to yield problem sol_utions (p.3).
Linn al-so identifies two types of understandings that

students require in the comprehension of scientific
principres and concepts. The first, "robust understanding",

refers to knowledge that can be applied to new but related
problems. She claims that students entering science classes

for the first time have fragite knowledge that applies to
one small problem. The second type of understanding

involves the knowledge required to capture the nuances that
differentiate probrem sorutions. This she carls "cohesive

understanding". students entering science classes often
cannot determine which science ideas apply to which

problems. one wonders if and when students achieve these
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understandings and whether the strategies teachers use make

any difference.

Staver and Jacks (1988) took these ideas further j-n

their study which examined the influence of cognitive

reasoning level, cognitive restructuring ability, working

memory capacity and prior knowledge on eighty - three high

school students' performance on balancing chemical equations

by inspection. Piagetian cognitive level was measured using

the Test of Logical Thinking which assessed four reasoning

schema, proportions, variable control, probabilities, and

correlations as well as combinations. Cognitive

restructuring ability was based upon students' ability to

visually rotate objects. Disembedding ability was assessed

by the Find-A-Shape Puzzle where students must find and

shade a simple figure in five complex figures on a page.

lVorking memory r^ras determined by the Reading Span Test.

Students wrote the last word of each sentence after each set

of fÍve sets of two, three, four, and fivei and three sets

of six sentences were read aloud. Prior knowledge was

assessed using a pretest on chemical formul-as.

Although Staver and Jacks's study was specifically

about the balancing of equations, their results may have

some significance for this study. Their findings revealed

that:
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1. When prior knowledge alone is considered, students'

understanding of chemical formuras significantly influences

overall equation balancing performance.

2. Vühen prior knowledge, restructurÍng and working

memory are considered, only restructuring ability
significantly influences overall performance.

3. Working memory capacity does not significantly
influence overall performance but does on certain posttest
items.

4. Prior knowledge and restructuring ability also

significantly influence performance on certain posttest

items (p.263).

Because the study's design was pretest-posttest and ex-

post facto, there was little information on students'

cognitive processing between the pretest and posttests. The

authors propose that " It may well be that increased

restructuring allows students to connect apparently

unrel-ated facts, concepts and rules, thereby forming a smal_l

number of chunks and not overloading working memory" (Staver

& Jacks, L988,p.774). In order to better confj.rm this
claim, qualitative techniques such as student interviews may

be more effective in determining what connections and what

kind of cognitive restructuring may be occuring in students'

minds. My teaching emphasised buil-ding prior knowledge of
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chemical bonding as a background for the next grade leve1.

Prior to my readings, I did not really consider the

importance of knowing how students restructure their ideas.

One investigation that targeted students in the same

grade level to be examined in this study used student

interviews to determine students' conceptions of changes in

the state of matter from liquid or solid to gas, as well as

their understanding of the reversibility of this process.

Stavy (1990) found that the concept of matter as being

composed of particles and the state of matter as explaÍned

according to the arrangement of these particles, \^/as only

noted in 158 of grade I and 9 students although this concept

is supposed to be taught in the seventh and eighth grades.

She discovered that

There were rare cases in which the students mentioned

particles, although they claimed that dense particles

are heavier than rare (Iighter) particles. The

children had in fact adapted the particulate theory to

their own conception according to which solids weigh

more than gases. In other words, the particulate

theory is not internalized and does not become useful

for most of the students even though they have learned

it in school (Stavy,L990,p.279) .
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This observation may have important ramifications in

the analysis of this study on exothermic and endothermic

reactions since particulate theory is of significance in the

explanation of what is occuring in the experiment. Students

who have not internalized this concept and do not deem it
useful may have difficulties explaining their results in the

scientific language required by the teacher.

Indeed, even if students do understand the

conceptualization, they may not be able to interpret

experimental data (observations) in terms of the model.

They may even have conflicting ideas about what is happening

in an experiment despite what they have learned. That is,

they may have learned the concept but are unsure of its

application. Hashweh (1988), conjectures that

. . . ( students' ) beliefs can persist after instruction;

students can compartmentalize their knowledge, using

preconceptions under certain contexts and

scientifically accepted conceptions under other

contexts. . . Students can assimilate orthodox knowledge

that seems contradictory to their preconceptions into

their existing cognitive structure (p.125).

Thus, it is possible for students to internalize
conflicting ideas and to apply them to whichever situation
seems to merit the idea be it scientific or not. Duckworth
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(1987) observes that rure bound children will search their
memory for a learned rule that may apply to the situation
whether they understood the rule or not. She also notes

that

...children's understanding is not infinitely
malleable. At certain levels, the children do not even

see the conflicts that exist in their own thinking.
Conflicting notions are simply compartmentalized, and

no need is felt to reconcile them. Only if children
recognized and were bothered by a conflict did they

sometimes manage to construct a more adequate notion to
coordinate the two conflicting ones

(Duckworth, 19 87 ,p. 39 ) .

The use of anarogy by students exemplifies this discrepancy.

"The approach of learners, and in particular novice

learners, to understanding a new situation appears to depend

much more on reasoning by analogy with other known

situations that are judged to be similar than on the

application of general rules of procedure" (MiIlar &

Driver,L987,p.51). The meaning that students attribute to a

given sj-tuation is very much context and content dependent.

The use of analogy may or may not be the transitionar stage

between the "naive " understanding of a concept and the
chemist's understanding of the same concept.



Hesse (1987) in his thesis on Student Conceptions Of

Chemical Change, examined the written responses of 100 first

year high school chemistry students who explained the

phenomena of the rusting of an iron nail, the heating of

copper in air and the burning of a wood splint. From these

students, he chose l-1 for clinical interviews and then did

an in-depth analysis of the respnses of three of the

students. Analysis focused upon the students' chemical

knowledge, their conservation reasoning and explanatory

ideals (standards by which the acceptibility of scientific

explanations is judged). fn his study, Hesse interprets

the choj-ce of the analogy as the "need for something

familiar when explaining scientific phenomena. . . " (p.108) .

Hesse also noted that

The use of analogies, simil-es, metaphors and models in

scientific explanation can be treated as a useful step

in the development of a scientific explanation. In

some cases, analogies actually pinpoint the underlying

mechanism in a complex system...the analogies used

...do not focus upon the underlying mechanism, but upon

surface similarities between the familiar and the

unfamiliar (p. 142 ) .

Hesse's three case studies were categorized as "naive",

"transitional", and "chemist's understanding". Through the
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use of interviews with the three students, he found that the

student that he claimed as being "naj-ve" was seen as

possessing little chemical knowledge, very seldom conserved

mass or substance and seemed oblivious to the notion that
atoms/molecules and their interactions formed the basis of

an acceptable explanation of chemical change. The student

preferred to use the homespun analogies. The "transition"
student tended to struggle over the choice of explanation.

Although the student possessed some chemical knowledge and

coul-d apply it to some situations, in areas where she was

unsure of her explanations, she reverted to the use of

analogies. The student possessing a "chemist's

understanding" indicated a preference for the atomic

molecular theory to explain the changes occuring before him

and could quickly detect and correct minor errors in his

conservation reasoning.

These categories based upon developmental t.heory seem

reasonable to the author and to many teachers. However,

problems may arise with labelling students in this fashion.

The knowledge and usage of chemical concepts by students

depends upon the context and the ideas that they bring to

the situation.

Thus, student conceptualizations in science are often

dependent on the context. Students bring their own ideas
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and past experiences into their interpretation of scientific

data and while they may be able to internalize a scientific

concept and apply it to a single event, they may have

difficulty applying it to different situations. If they

have not been exposed to a concept, they may try to find
analogies to help them understand it. These analogies,

however, tend to be superficial, that is, based on the

observable event and do not take into account the underlying

concept.

Thus, a teacher needs to adopt an insider's view, that

is, to seek to understand the sense that students will bring

to a situation, help students develop their understandings,

meanings and assist them to appropriate the official science

language to explain thejr concepts.

Vtith the above ideas in mind, I attempted to examine my

students' thinking in response to my teaching in order to

determine how they made sense of endothermic and exothermic

reactions and what my role was in their learning.
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The Teacher as Mediator of Student Reasoning in Science

To ensure learni-ng of scientific processes, teachers

need to be aware of students' familiarity with the

scj-entific skill-s and concepts to be attained and provide

students with settings that challenge and enable them to

structure and/or restructure their own reasoning. In my

study, I wished to examine whether my teaching techniques

r^/ere enabling students to make sense of the scientific
principles. One way that teachers mediate students' ideas

is through language be it with the teacher, other students

or even other adults. Lemke (1990) in his book Talkinq

Science states that,

The job of science education is, at the very least to

teach students how to use language according to the

thematic patterns of science, flexibly and for their

own purposes. This means, ât least, teaching them to

"talk science" in class, on tests, in talking their way

through to the solution of a problem (aloud or to

themselves) and in writing or speaking about issues to

which science is relevant (p.l-00).

Language in this case refers to the written as well as

verbal aspects. Students, however, do not get enough

practice "talking science" in the classroom. Lemke also
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expresses some concern about the use of scientific language

in the laboratory. He claims that

In the laboratory students talk science to each other

to guide themselves through prescribed experimental

procedures, to decide what to do when something goes

wrong... Unfortunately, too often, students do not seem

to have enough command of the language they need to be

able to figure out what's really going on in the

Iaboratory while it's happening. At best some

reconstruct it lat.er (Lemke,L990,PP. 156-157) .

Lemke also offers some advice for teachers to develop

commonality of language with their students. He suggests

that teachers should

1. Give students more practice talking science.

2. Teach students how to combine science terms in

complex sentences.

3. Discuss students' commonsense theories on each

topic.

4. Teach students the minor or major genres of science

writing.

Ziedler and Lederman (1989) in their study on the

extent high school biology teachers' language may influence

tenth grade students' conceptions of natural scj-ence
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researched the teacher's role in student comprehension. They

state that

lfithout precise language on the teacher's behalf,

without forethought about the manner in which teachers

present subject matter to their students, it is quite

possible that the "common" perceptions that students

envision may at best lead to a misunderstanding of

physical laws, theories, or phenomena¡ or at worst a

distorted caricature of the theoretical foundations of

all scientif ic endeavors (p.77) .

Ebenezer (personal communication) also observed

discrepancies in teacher language and student comprehension.

She examined the classroom discourse that occured between a

chemistry teacher and his students. Her study indÍcated

that although the establishment of common knowledge

(definitions and meanings that are the same for the teacher

and the student) is important to enhance communication and

learning in science, teachers often do not take the time to

establish common knowledge in class. She claims that

...conmon knowledge is not established due to

constraints of externally imposed curriculum, time,

types of knowledge, and the students' unpreparedness to

enter into the teacher's world of meaning...teacher

power, control, and authority relationships with
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students are knotted into the web of communication.

The teacher is accepted as the possesor of power and

control. It appears only those students who enter

into the teacher's realm of meaning would experience

success. It foll-ows, that the teacher in his efforts
can reach only a handful of students. (pp.26,27).

These constraints are both internal as well as

external, however. Teachers have to be made aware of the

value of researching and understanding students' viewpoints

and ideas and their implications in the instruction of

scientific concepts.

Thus, teachers need to make more of an effort to

understand and assess a student's realm of understanding in

order to provide the type of learning environment in which

students can attain the teacher's reaÌm of understanding.

Teachers also need to research thei-r own attitudes and how

they mediate learning in the science classroom. A teacher

who is a mediator of student learning wiII have a different

role from the teacher who transmits information to a passive

audience.

Often, a teacher may not be aware of his/her role in
the classroom and how he/she is perceived by students. As

Iong as students have the information and are achieving good

marks, the teacher is satisfied. Like students, teachers
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must perceive a need to change before change will occur.

The need for the teacher to be a researcher in his or her

classroom is exemplified in the study by Tobin, Espinet,

Byrd and Adams (1988). Their research focused on the

actions of a supposedly exemplary chemistry teacher. They

used an interpretive research methodology to investigate his

actions in science classrooms. According to these

researchers, this teacher had a perspective on science

teaching which differed from their own perspectives. They

made the following assertions:

1. The teacher emphasized getting the work done in the

scheduled time rather than learning.

2. The assessment schedul-e influenced the nature of the

academic work. This implied that students had few

opportunities to practice skills and concepts in a formal

sense without the threat of a grade.

3. Teachers and students adopted strategies that

reduced the cognitive demands of the academic work in

science classes.

4. A relatively small number of target students

dominated whole - class interactions and laboratory

activities.

5. Differential teacher expectations for classes and

students influenced the nature of the academic work.
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However, when confronted with the results of the study,

the teacher was defensive of his actions and regarded the

results as an exampre of "ivory tower" views of the research

team. In order for a teacher to come to these conclusions

and make changes in his/her instruction, he,/she should feel
the need to observe and reflect on student learning in
response to his/her instructional strategies. fndeed, like
students, teachers cannot be forced to think a certain way

but must come to their own realizations. My own readings

have led me to the realization that my instruction could be

more directed towards chil-dren's conceptualizations,

however, it is only by examining my own teaching that I
could determine where and hor^¡ I could reconcile the above

ideas with my practice.-

Thus, the teacher has an active role in promoting a

classroom environment that facilitates the development of
scientific concepts and skil1s in students.

the language that he/she uses, the examples and activÍties,
and his/her expectatj-ons, aII play an important role in how

students process information. Unfortunately, teachers may

find it difficult to teach for the construction of student

conceptualizations because of constraints such as the time

it takes to assess student understanding, rarge crass sizes

and the covering of a dj.verse currj.culum which promote
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memorization as an essential tool for students. Moreover,

teachers may not have the skills and insights to implement

qualitative research methods and the constructivist
approaches of teaching and learning.

MBL in the Science fnstruction

This section of the literature review describes the use

of the computer as a mediating device in childrenrs

learning. Many researchers have studied the value of a MBL

(microcomputer - based laboratory) in the science laboratory

in rel-ation to student conceptualizations. !'Ihile PIMMS'

(Project to Increase Mastery of Mathematics and Science,

L987 ) research revealed that there are some disadvantages

and cautions about the use of MBL, they bel-ieve that its
many advantages compensate for its disadvantages and suggest

that MBLs can be effective learning tools.
The researchers for PfMMS in its "Guide to Computer

Use by the Science Teacher" assert that
The combination of computers and probes provides the

teacher and student with a tool that has three major

effects. First, it reduces the tedium involved in the
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collection of data and allows students to devote more

time to an understanding of the concepts...the new

technologies open the classroom to a host of different

types of investigations...these technologies can

unleash student creativity by providing ne!,¡ experiences

that generate questions the students themselves can

answer (p.6).

PIMMS also identified some real problems that inhibit

MBL usage in science instruction. These included the

teacher's lack of confidence in using MBL and

misconceptions about computer usage (such as the computer

replacing teachers as instructors); the need for increased

teacher preparation time; the lack of resources (hardware

and software) and the lack of finances. They also noted

that "Beyond anecdotal evidence there is a lack of published

data on the impact of MRL on student attitudes and student

learning, except for graphing skills" but concluded that

problems are "more than offset by MBL's performance in

gathering and analyzing data and its ability to excite and

motivate students" (p.B) .

Baird (1989) on the basis of his own studies asserts

that the advantage of using a computer in scientific

experiments: "With MBL, science becomes truly

interactive. . .Science becomes more realistic. . .Learning
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becomes more concrete and intimately connected to observable

phenomena...Teaching science as process skilIs becomes

easier for teachers" (20). However, he is not specific as

to how the MBL accomplishes this nor does he provide

researched support.

Evidently, there is a need for more study of student

reasoning and MBL if teachers are to be convinced of its

worth. A study by Baird, Ellis and Kuerbis (1989) showed

that only 338 of teachers reported using computers one year

after the training.

MBL and Student Cognitive Ability

According to several researchers, MBLs may help

students understand an observable event in relation to the

abstract scientific theory. Researchers such as Staver and

Jacks, 1988, (mentioned earlier - p.15 of this study)

believe that working memory may be important in the

understanding of the balancing of chemical equations.

Friedler, Nachmias and Linn (1990)' from their study of the

impact of enhanced observation or enhanced prediction on

scientific reasoning, relate memory to the use of MBL when

they hypothesize that

Using the computer as a tool to collect experimental

data might reduce the burden on students' working
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memory and enable them to observe more carefully. !{hen

students do not need to process information concerned

with logistics, they can focus their limited STM (short

term memory) on information gained from their
observations (p.175).

They also claim that

Using MBL, in contrast to traditional laboratory

techniques, reduces the memory load required for

understanding the relationship between the experiment

and the graph. It also provides a dynamic

representation of a complex relationship. Thus

students understand the graphic representation (p.176).

The focus of the study which used written tests,

classroom observations and i-nterviews, was the enhancement

of observational and predictive skiIIs through the use of

MBL. The study did not explore the effect of teacher

interactions on student cognition nor the reasoning that

students use to make sense of the experimental data.

Adams and Shrum (1990) in their study of the effects of

MBL on the level of cognitive development in 10th grade

biology students suggest that the MBL may provide "...a
concrete example of the abstract representation (that) may

be useful-. ft may be of some use in bridging the gap

between formal and concrete operatj-ons" (p.778).
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On the basis of their own research and their readings

from secondary sources, Linn, Layman and Nachmias (L987)

propose that because

The graph displays in microcomputer-based laboratories

are generated in real time and thus permit learners to
comprehend the underlying principle of the laboratory

lesson without the delays that the conventional,

piecemeal, manual graphing methods entail...
The graphs in MBL are formed as the experiment is
carried out and are immediately related to an

experiment that the students may have designed or set

up for themselves. Thus they are l-ess likely to be

seen as static pictures and more likely to be seen as

dynamic relationships (p.244-245).

Porter ( l-989 ) suggests that "students are involved in
the data collection, but they do not need to laboriously
write and plot each individual data point. Student time is
spent analyzing and interpreting - reasoning skills we want

our students to develop" (p.17). She does not however,

mention sources to support her statement. A qualitative

study depicting students thoughts and reasoning could

enhance understanding of these ideas about student cognition

a-nd MBL.
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Furthermore, Nachmias and Linn (1987) in another study

found that MBL enabled some students to see that scientific

data are affected by many variables, some known in advance,

other, detected as knowledge is gained. They state that a

weakness of their study however, is that their

. . . interview revealed glimpses of how students fol-low

their ideas for awhile and then revise them' but these

interviews do not provide enough information...to 
l

accurately determine how individuals select the ideas l

they retain t ot what conditions support conceptual "

change (p.503).

Stein ( L9B7 ) , based on one year of classroom

experience with one year of microcomputer-based laboratory

use concluded that the computer and laboratory learning

environment helps to develop higher cognitive skills,

especially the procedural skills of planning, testing and :

revision. She claims that

Using the computer to forge a strong and immediate link

between the process of doing a laboratory and the

analysis of the results should give students an

unprecedented opportunity to keep the underlying goal

of a lab investigation in sight, to receive and respond '

to results in terms of that goal and to modify

experimental procedures accordingly. Thus, the
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emphasis in the laboratory may shift from record

keeping and rote procedures to the procedural tasks of

planning, testing and revising hypotheses which

underlie aIl problem solving (p.227).

Thus, MBL may facilitate comprehension by reducing

cognitive load and short term memory demands. Because

students do not need to concentrate on data collection, they

can observe what is going on in the experiment and

concentrate on the link between the scientific principle and

the experiment.

In this study, this "link" between the process of doing

the experiment and the analysis of the results will be

explored. Vlhat sense do students make of computer-

generated data? Vùhat is the influence of teacher's

strategies on the development of students understanding of

scientific concepts? This present study should provide

more insight into how students think about computer-

generated data. Through the study of my teaching in

relation to student learning, I hoped to discover which

activities influenced students' thinking and why as well as

other significant mediating influences. Teachers need to

be aware of this since "teaching correct scientific ideas

requires restructuring the concepts that children have,

rather than simply supplying correct concepts" (Linn,1987).
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Moreover, Martin and Szabo (1990) observe the need for more

research when they note that ". . .we are still in a primitive

state of knowledge about how to employ the computer to

optimÍze cognitive restructuring" (p.41) .
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CTIÀPTER THREE

PROCEDURE

Because I wished to get an "insider's" view of

students' thinking, as well as a view of my teaching from

the students' vantage point, I chose qualitative procedures

that would give me more data about their conceptualizations

than simply test results would have. Furthermore, I tried
not to deviate from my regular classroom procedures since I
wished to examine my regular instruction in terms of

students' conceptualizations. The procedures used proved to

be a good vehicle for studying the computer as a mediating

device for student ideas.

Furthermore, since I was developmentally oriented in my

practice at the beginning of my study, I used Hesse's

categories in order to group my students. This was in

keeping with my perception of my teacher role as the giver

of marks and the expert to which the students could refer.
Despite what I knew and read about constructivism, f was not

yet at the point of reconciling my practice with the theory

at the start of the study. I was not even convinced that I
needed to change my teaching practices since many of my

students seemed to be getting good marks. Yet, I $/as
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worried whether I was enabling students to think l-ike

scientists or producing memorizers who viewed the language

of science as being elite and incomprehensible.

fn the section that follows, I describe my procedures

in terms of the participants, setting, experiments, and the

qualitative techniques that I used to collect my

information.

a) Selection of Participants

The individuals for the study were selected from a

class of grade eight late French fmmersion students. This

class was chosen because I wished to minimize possible

distractions to student concentration on the endothermic and

exothermic reactions. Thus I:
1) selected a class with computer experience,

2) conducted the interviews, journals and

questionnaires in EngIish,

3) used a class that I taught the year before.

I reasoned that a class that had already used the computer

and was familiar waith my teaching would be comfortable with

myself and my procedures.

The students were categorized according to Hesse's

(l-989) categories (see definition of terms in chapter 1) as

naive, transitional and with the chemist's understanding.
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Three of the students were selected to be interviewed based

on my analysis of the journals and questionnaires as well as

my own observations. The most articulate student from each

category was chosen in order to better understand the

scientific thinking of students in each of these categories.

I identified the most articulate on the basis of the

accuracy of the information and the amount written in the

questionnaires and my own observations of the students in

class.

An example of an answer of a student whom I woul-d

perceive as being at the naive level of understanding would

be as f ol-lows:

Question: What !.¡ere the major observations of your

experiment?

Answer: "My observations were that whenever you added baking

soda to anything, it would bubble and when you added

it to viniger Isic] it practilly Isic] exploded."

Question: How would you explain your observations?

Answer: " The baking soda and vinagar Isic] exploded because

of a chemical reaction. I not sure how it works

but I do know that when you add baking soda to

vinegar it explodes. "

The "naive" students focused mainly on the physical aspects

of the reactions.
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An example of the transitional student's responses to
the same questions would be:

Ànswer: "rn the experiment the major observations are how

much the temperature of the water goes down with the
different proportions of water and baking sod.a."

Anserer: " The observations are the more baking soda that you

add the less the temperature goes down."

This student discussed the reaction in terms of the
temperature changes as seen on the computer screen and was

abre to relate the temperature change to the proportions of
the substances.

The students whom r considered crose to having a

chemist's knowredge gave reponses simirar to this one:

Ànswer: "r observed that the temperature went up, stayed

constant for awhile, then feII."
Ànswer: "Heat is used to break the forces between the

molecul-es and when the forces break more heat is ret
out than was used in the first prace. when the
reaction is finished the temperature stays the same

until it falls to room temperature."

This student not onry notes the temperature changes but
arso dÍscusses what has occured in terms of morecul_ar

theory.
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b) Setting

The science laboratory was equipped with sixteen Apple

If computer systems, each computer having l-28K memory, one

or two disk drives and a monochrome monitor. Students used

Science Toolkit (ST) by Broderbund. Like the majority of

MBLs, ST consists of an interface unit and two transducers

sensitive to light and temperature. In this study the

students worked only with the temperature probes.

c) Experiments

Previous to the experiment on endothermic and

exothermic reactions, the students performed two experiments

not using MBLs on the mass and volume of a solution and the

different types of solutions, the results of which were used

to cl-assify students. fn the first one, the students

measured the mass and volume of a mixture of colored alcohol

and water before and after it was stirred. The mass before

and after should not change since mass is the measure of the

amount of matter in a substance. The total volume of the

mixture of water and alcohol shouLd be less than the sum of

the volumes of the two liquids separately.

fn the second experiment which explored the concepts of

saturated, non-saturated and supersaturated solutions, the

students made up sugar and water solutions. They used a
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certain amount of water and added sugar until the water

could hoLd no more without leaving a residue. They measured

the mass of the sugar that they had put into the water.

They then put the solution into a hot water bath and

determined how much sugar could be dissolved in the solution

at a higher temperature. The students were supposed to

Iearn that a non - saturated solution could stiLl have more

sol-ute (sugar) added to it and no residue would be left

over; a saturated solution contains the maximum amount of

solute at a given temperature and a supersaturated solution

contains more sol-ute at a higher temperature.

The endothermic and exothermic experiment consisted of

three parts. In the first part, students measured the water

temperature using the temperature probe. They then measured

the temperature of the water as varying amounts of baking

soda were added. As the students varied the proportions of

water and baking soda, the computer recorded and graphed the

temperature changes over time for student observation.

For the second part of the experiment, the method of

the first part was repeated but this time varying

proportions of baking soda and lemon juice and baking soda

and vineçJar were used.
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For the third part, the temperature change of the water

over time was measured before and after the addition of a

fixed amount of calcium chloride.

The students worked from teacher - prepared worksheets

and notes for the experiments. I expanded the definition of

endothermic and exothermic that was provided in the textbook

by explaining about the role of chemical bonding in the

reactions. I did this on the premise that this would

provide a background for the students when they reached

grade nine and woutd study covaLent and ionic bonding. They

had already been exposed to the idea of chemical bonding in

grade seven and in grade eight, I felt that they needed to

be provided with settings that would help nurture their

understanding of this concept.

The MBL experiments were taken from the Broderbund

laboratory manual. These were translated and distributed to

the students.

d) Research Procedures

The students began the chemistry unit in September and

completed the unit mid December, 1991. The students were

instructed in the chemical principles and concepts as per

the Manitoba curriculum guide. In the past yearsr hy
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concern was that the students could memorize and regurgitate

the definitions that I gave them on a test. However,

because of my readings on students conceptualizat.i.ons, my

focus changed to providing students with another instance of

chemical bonding (continued from grade 7) in order to help

facilitate the learning of covalent and ionj-c bonds in grade

9. Staver and Jack's study (see p.15) emphasize the

importance of prior knowledge in the learning of chemical

concepts.

Two of the chemistry experiments were videotaped

beforehand so that students would be comfortable with the

camera during the research experiments. During the

experiments, the students were put into groups of two or

three and kept the same partners for the entire unit. I

also kept my own personal records of the learning taking

place during this chemistry unit. A "critical friend"

(Leslie) and the laboratory asssistant were present during

three of the experiments in this unit so as to help students

become comfortable with their presence. The role of the

"cri-tical friend" was as another information source of what

was occuring during the laboratory and as a mediator for

student comprehension. Leslie vras asked to observe the

students, ask them about the experiment and note anything of

importance during the laboratories. Previous to thisr wê
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had discussed the purpose of her observations and she had

read the proposal for this study. By asking the students

about the experiment in English, students were able to
explain what they thought was occuring and the reasons for
their observations in their mother language while the

experiment was occuring. This would have been difficult for

me to do since I am supposed to discourse with the students

only in French. Talking science with Leslie allowed

students to construct their ideas during the experiment

rather than after as Lemke (see p. 24) noted that students

s¡ere apt to do.

The role of the laboratory assistant was to videotape

the laboratory session.

e) Records

The data were collected via Leslie's field notes during

observation periods, my personal notes and observations,

student questionnaires, Iaboratory reports and tests and

videotapes of the class as they worked on the computers.

Student questionnaires - After each experiment,

students were given teacher-made questionnaires to assess

their learning and to group them according to Hesse's (1987)

categories: naive, transitional and chemist's understanding.
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In an effort to uncover student ideas, I asked questions

that were open-ended and non - specific. The questionnaires

themselves also reflect the transition in my thinking. In

the first questionnaire, the question was posed so that it

seemed that the scientific principle was something external

to the students' world. "What theory did you learn in this

part of the chemistry unit?" The second question emphasized

the importance of a right answer and that the objective of

an experiment was to prove the theory. The second version

of the questionnaire seemed to be more relevant to student

comprehension and reasoning since it asked for student

observations and an explanation for their observations.

One student from each category was then chosen for

interviews. (see Appendix I for examples of questionnaires)

Student interview - Three students were interviewed.

They \^¡ere asked open-ended questions pertaining to their

understanding of the laboratory experience and the

comprehension of the theory behind the activity. The

interviews were tape recorded for subsequent transcription

purposes.

Teacher notes and observations - fn these notes' I

wrote about the purpose of each activity; the way in which

each activity was implemented, incl-uding all copies of

teacher - prepared materials used; comments and impressions
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about what the students were doing; questions that I had

about the students' ways of learning and what I could have

done to improve my instructÍon. I also noted any other

classroom events (equipment problems, visits by other

personnel, etc. ) The results of these notes were to be used

to help me assess my teaching strategies in relation to the

development of student ideas. (see Appendix II for example

of notes ) ,

Field notes - These were made by Leslie, my "critical

friend" and included such things as teacher procedures;

student and teacher interactions with the labware; student

progress and problems during the activity. Both she and f

dÍscussed my objectives for this study and what I expected

of her as observer. She became another source of

information from which I was able to better gauge the

instructional settings that I had provided the students in

terms of their understanding of the concepts. She

circulated around the laboratory and asked students what

they vvere doing and why. Through her interaction with the

students in English rather than French, students had the

opportunity to "talk science" and explain their ideas to

someone who they may have perceived as non threatening.

They did not feel that they needed to have the right answer

with her. VrIe then di-scussed her observations and
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impressions of the students' comprehension of the laboratory

experience and what activities helped foster their ideas.

Videotapes of the laboratory periods - A laboratory

assistant videotaped the experiments for future reference

during the analysis of the data. For the first half of the

cIass, she mainly focused the camera on one group and the

second half she scanned the class. From these videotapes, I

was able to better observe student interactions with each

other and the computer as well as Leslie's interactions with

the students during the laboratory sessions. I was also

able to observe what my role was to the students during the

laboratory session.

e) Data Transformation

An inductive analysis of the data was attempted in

order to find patterns of student reasoning and student

conceptions as they tried to reconcile the observed data

with the abstract scientific concept. A hierarchy of student

understanding for endothermic and exothermic reactions was

developed and discussed in terms of students'

conceptualizations. Teacher strategies and interventions

were also discussed in relation to their importance to the

development of student comprehension through analysis of my

own observations and impressions as well as the responses
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from the student questionnaires, tests, laboratory reports

and intervi.ews. This study attempted to discover what sense

students made of computer - generated data of endothermic

and exothermic reactions. The role of the teacher and the

learner when using MBL was also explored.
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CTIAPTER FOUR

RESITLTS

This chapter describes the resurts of the qualitative
procedures that r used to colrect my data. From my personar

notes, observations and the videotapes of the laboratory
sessions, r was abre to reflect on my teaching strategies
and the mediating activities that affected students'
conceptualizations of endothermic and exothermic reactions.
r was abre to monitor these conceptuarizations through the

use of the student questionnaires, laboratory reports, tests
and interviews. LesIie's observations provided further
insight into student thinking since her observations were

taken during the l-aboratory sessions. These observations

and the student interviews probably provided me with the

best data of student comprehension since it was possible to
pose questions that courd provide me with insights into what

activities or persons affected their reasoning. The tests
provided me with information on what they remembered or

memorized, that is, what information about the reactions
that they deemed important to know. The Laboratory reports
and questionnaires provided some clues into students'
conceptuarizations but r would not consider these to be
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totally reliable as students may have copied from each

other, used their notes or did not understand the questions.

The first section of this chapter discusses my

"intellectual autobiography" where I explore the development

of the perceptions of my role as a teacher and the student

as controllers of their learning. The next section

describes my teaching strategies as mediating activities of

student thinking. The next part deals with my original

ideas about how student thinking about endothermic and

exothermic reactions would occur. f arranged these processes

in a hierarachy of understanding. I then describe the

results of the laboratory reports, tests, Leslie's

observations and interviews with my hierarachy in mind. The

case studies then describe the responses of three students,

Kristy, Jerome and Erin whom I had assessed using Hesse's

categories, in more detail.

Intel lectual Autobiography

In this section, I wish to reveal how my thinking

changed as I progressed from the initial planning of the

study, through the early stages of data collection and

analysis, to the advanced stages and finally to report

writing.
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Prior to the study, although I was aware of the

complexity of student conceptualizations from my coursework

: ¿nd readiû9s, f was unsure if f was taking these into
l: : account in my teaching practice. I tended to present the

material in the form of notes and readings and then the

students would read and memoríze the material. Laboratories
i.- :

', were given in order to prove the theories that they had

learned in class. They would then regurgitate the material
i- i that they had "learned" on tests that \^¡ere very factual and

: procedural in nature. The important thing was that I
a' covered aII the concepts of the curriculum rather than

ensuring that students were doing more than memorizing. My

teacher role was perceived by both myself and my students as
:

being "the provider of information and the giver of marks"

: tather than the facilitator of student thinking. With time,
: ï realized that students had not really internalized the

; concepts and that science was perceived as a boring, rote
:i

i:::Iil
:

. ,,, subject that was incomprehensible to many students.
.:

'l Students did not see the value of science - "Why do I need

:' Thus, they did not feel the need to reach the "chemist's
' : understanding" of scientific theories. As long as they got' .1

1,

the necessary marks that they needed to pass, many students

were satisfied.
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I noted that because scientific principles can build

upon each other, it is important to provide students with

instructional settings that motivate them to Iearn,

stimulate their curiousity and enable them to develop

connections with past experíences that lead to long term

rather than short term memories. Using the computer as a

tool in the science laboratory thus seemed like a promising

option because I had already noticed that many students

enjoyed using it. However, I wondered whether it would

better enhance the development of student conceptualizations

in science as the li-terature had claimed.

At the start of my study, I had the following

objectives:

1. To map the processes by which a learner translates

new data into conceptualizations and to examj.ne to what

degree using microcomputer-based laboratories encourages

this process.

2. To reveal teacher expectations and the effect of

these expectations upon instruction and thus upon student

reasoning.

As the study progressed, I tried to further refine my

focus. My questions became:

1. What were the influences of teacher strategies on

Grade Eight students' knowledge constructions of endothermic
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and exothermic reactions in the microcomputer-based

laboratory (MBL) environment?

2. Vühat understandings of chemical principles do

students construct about endothermic and exothermic

reactions?

3. How do Grade Eight students use computer-generated

data to understand endothermic and exothermic reactions?

My emphasis became not so much the effectiveness of the

computer in helping the students learn about endothermic and

exothermic reacti-ons, but rather, what sense the students

made of the graphs that they saw on the computer screen. I

wondered whether students were able to go beyond what they

saw on the screen to what was occuring in the reaction that

they could not see, that is, whether the computer helped

them to mediate their ideas.

Furthermore, I wanted to determine whether the students

could explain the reaction using the scientific explanation

related to the molecular kinetic theory or whether their

thinking would be at a more "naive" Ieve1. As a teacher, I

felt that I needed to assess students' levels of

comprehension in order to provide the kind of instruction

that would be appropriate to their level of understanding.

At this point, I still saw the students' understanding as

being organized in neat little compartments where students
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would move from one level to the other i-n a linear fashion.

As I analyzed and reflected upon the results of my

procedures, I found that this is not necessarily so and that
students' ideas are not so neatly organized and easy to

decipher.

When I first started the study, I did not foresee many

of the problems nor anticipate the amount of time and energy

that it would take to plan and collect the data. During the

first stages of my study, f planned the experiments and

activities that the students would do, debated over how I

would present the concepts and theories, made up the

questionnaires, and talked with the English teacher about

giving the students time to write in their journals during

English class. Because- students express themselves better

in their native language, I believed that I would get more

accurate results if they wrote their journals in English

rather than in French. The students did not, however,

continue with the journals. The process of journal writing

had not been taught and the objectives for writing the

journal were not clear to them. Students also forgot their
journals at home.

During the planning of my lessons, I could already

perceive a change in my teaching perspective. Although I
still tended to give students information through notes and
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Iectures, I al-so Iet them participate actively in their

learning. (see sectj-on to follow). Most of the activities

were teacher - directed rather than student directed.

Teaching Strategies and Personal Observations

I introduced the concepts of exothermic and endothermic

reactions in the same manner that I have always done.

Normally, I have the students copy the definitions which

include one or two examples of each reaction, read over the

definition with them and then try to explain it in more

detaÍl. I assumed that students needed to be given the

scientific vocabulary and objectives at the outset before so

that they could use them in discussions later. I also

believed that if they had the vocabulary and the definitions

they should be able to enter my realm of meaning right away.

I ask students if there are any questions and then give them

an assignment or have them prepare an experiment about the

concept or theory. I felt that doing doing an experiment

would strengthen the concept in the students' minds.

Reflecting upon the above strategy in terms of

constructivism theory, I realized that I had been providing

the students with information and assuming that they

understood. I was also reinforcing the idea that the only

purpose of school laboratory experiments was to support
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theory. Accordingly, I provided a mediating activity

intended to assist students in making sense of the theory.

The students "acted out" the reactions by portraying

molecules and their joined hands represented the forces

holding the atoms in molecules. Groups of students lvere

mol-ecules of baking soda and other were water. Other

students were heat energy that broke the "bonds" by

separating the clasped hands. New "bonds" were then

created. I also used diagrams to explain the reactions.

Subsequentlyr w€ reviewed the experiments and how the

probes and computer programs were used. I gave them

handouts that describing the experiment. UsuaIly, I give

them just a general outline of the experiment and it is for

them to determine the variables (independent, dependent and

control-Ied variables), and the hypothesis. They also

rewrite and organize any method given in numbered steps.

However, I felt that the experiment would proceed faster if

it were given to them. AII they had to do was to follow

the instructions and answer the questions as they did the

experiment rather than afterwards as they were used to

doing. The need to proceed faster and to cover aII aspects

of the curriculum was always at the back of my mind as I
decided upon this strategy. Later, I would discover that it
takes time for students to internal ize a concept and that
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making time for the development of conceptualizations would

have been a bett,er option than repeating the same

experiment.

The students then did the experiment in groups of two

or three. These groups were assigned by myself according to

my perceptions of their abilities and social behavior in the

laboratory. That is, I tried to put the weaker and stronger

students together. I reasoned that the stronger students

would enter into discourse with the weaker ones and help

them to construct and organize their ideas. However, there

was always the risk that the weaker ones would simply copy

from the stronger students. I also tried to avoid putting

students together who would be disruptive.

During the laboratory session, I found that much of my

time was spent explaining procedures and assisting students

with computer problems in the hardware or software. It was

difficult to monitor the students' Iearning but I noted that

the majority of students seemed to be performing the

procedures of the experiment. Several students asked me

about the questions on the laboratory reports and about the

data that they saw on the computer screen. They wanted to

know if they had the "right" answer or the "right" data. I

tried to ask them about what they thought and to encourage

them to make hypotheses about the data that they saw.
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Students perceived me as the expert and wanted me to give

them the answer rather than take the time to really t'hink

for themselves. Some students either found it difficult to

verbalize their thoughts, did not have a clue, ot drew upon

the theory that that they had been exposed to in class.

Most students realized that the rise or fall in the curve of

the graph indicated a temperature change based on the type

and proportion of the chemicals used. Most were also able

to name the reaction that they saw. However, when the

temperature rose instead of feII as they had expected, they

immediately asked me why and were frustrated when I told

them to think about some possible reasons. I think that

while s'ome students made an effort to try to reconcile the

discrepancies to what they already knew or had learned in

class, others gave up and decided that I would probably give

them the anslrer in class anln^¡ay.

Afterwards, I corrected the laboratory reports

according to the answer key provided in the laboratory

manual and then we discussed the results. However, many of

the students did not make a data table for third part of the

experiment (the observations) although they did attempt to

ans$/er the questions. This was confirmed from my interview

with Jerome, who stated that his group did not get to the

last part of the experiment and from my observations during
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the laboratory session. While the majority of students

attempted to answer the questions, probably after the

experiment, they did not have any data to support their

responses in their report. It became evident to me that I

had rushed the students to finish the laboratory by the end

of the class, therefore making it hard for them to do little

more than perform the procedures rather than thinking about

the data. Thus, I had the students redo this part of the

experiment - writing it out, defining the variables and

numbering the steps to be followed. I fett that defining

the variables on their own would make them think about what

they were looking for in the experiment and numbering and

writing out the steps would help them be better prepared for

the experiment instead of depending on me during the

Iaboratory session to guide them at each step.

The experiment progressed much better this time.

Instead of worrying about finishing the experiment on time,

I noted that the students were talking more about the

results that they were seeing on screen, that is, how fast

the temperature was rising in comparison with their previous

experiment and why the temperature would be going up rather

than down. !{hile it seemed that students were discussing

more amongst themselves, certain students found the

experiment redundant and wanted to know, "What's the point
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of doing this again when we've done it already and we know

what's going to happen?" I told them because their data

were not complete. Reflecting upon the adequacy of this

response, I realized that I had missed a "teachable moment",

that I could have emphasized that science experimentation is

not about getting the "right" answer, rather it, is a meaning

making process. Thinking about why a certain result occurs

is what is important. We then discussed these results. I

found that most of the students could describe an

endothermic or exothermic reaction by the direction of t,he

curve of the graph, though a few students confused the

terms. They also seemed to know that heat enerçly was used

during the reaction and was used to break bonds. They did

not seem to be able to make the link between the change in

temperature and the change in chemical bonding. They may

not have had enough experience with this scientj-fic

principle or may not have internalized the scientific

terminology to explain it.

During the review for the final test of this unit

(about two weeks later), we again examined the experiments

and the results. Students remembered that the way that the

graphs curved indicated which reaction was taking place, a

few students stated that heat was being used to break the
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forces between the molecules, and some still mixed up the

terms endothermic and exothermic.

Selecting Students for Interview

In order to choose the students for interviews, f

grouped the students using the categories that Hesse ( 1987 )

had used in his study and then chose the most articulate

from each group. These categories were naive understanding,

transitional understanding and the chemist's understanding

(see description of terms, p.10). This categorization

reftects my developmental viewpoint at the beginning of the

study.

The results of the questionnaires from the two

experiments on the mass and volume of a solution and the

types of solutions were surprising. Although I felt that I

had satisfactorily covered the concept in class, for the

experiment on mass and volume, out of the twenty - three

questionnaires that were fitled out, only eight students

were at "transitional" Ievel of understanding (according to

my own standards) while only four were at the chemist's

level of understanding. Examples of student responses at

each level of understanding are as follows:

Questions: 1. What theory did you learn in this part of the

chemistry unit?
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2. How do you know if the theory is right or

wrong?

Haive: 1. "!Ve learned the theory about molecules and how

they react with other molecules"

2. "By preforming [sic] the experiment we did in

science class with the alcool [sic] and if you pour

the alcoo1 [sic] and water and the mass rised.Isic]"

Transitional: 1. "That if you poured alcohol over water

(slowly) the alcoohol- [sic] would stay on top.

Water molecules are bigger than alcool

Isic] molecules (mass & volume)."

2. "!{e did an experiment with coloured alcoohol

and we poured it onto water, the alcoolho1

[sic] stayed on top but when you stir it the

alcoolhol [sic] mixes in with the water and

becomes more dense but there's less liquid."

Chemist's understanding: 1. "Vte learned a theory about

molicules Isic] and how theY mix

together by going in the spaces

between. "

2. " I know the theory is right

because in the lab the volume of

the rnixture went down alot because

the molicules Isic] of the alcool
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went between the molicules Isic] of

the water. "

The student that I had identified as naive

understanding noted that the mass "rised" and did not give

any scientific explanation for his cIaim. the transitj-onal

student attempted to give a more scientific explanation for

her observations but her explanation was not totally

correct. The student who I identified as being close to

having a more chemist's understanding supported her

observatj-ons with an acceptable (to me) scientific

explanation.

For the second experiment, out of the twenty - one

students that answered, only four were at the level of naive

understanding while the others were at a more advanced

1eveI. An example of each of the level of responses would

be: (The same questions as before were used. )

Naive: 1. "Vte learned the theories on saturee, sur-saturee

and non-saturee. Isic] "

2. "Because we did the experiment and it proved to be

right. "

Transitional: 1."How to determine the amount of residue in a

substance. "

2. "We did an experience. First we added a

little sugar to water then mixed and if there
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was none left on the bottom you kept doing

that tilt some was Ieft. "

Chemist's understanding: 1-. "Vfe learned that there are

spaces between the molecules that
can hold dissovible Isic] substances"

2. "Vte know the theory is right
because we did an experiment. !üe

had 10 mL of water and kept adding

sugar until it dissolved."
The naive student seemed to simply parrot the

scientific terms without providing any meanings. However,

it is possible that this student may have known more than he

had written down. The transitional student used the less

formal definitions and noted that the formation of a

"residue" was an important part of the experiment. The

student with more of a chemist's understanding attempted to
explain her results using the molecular concept of spaces

existing between particules of a substance. She may have

memorized this without any meaning attributed to it.
I also used the results of the questionnaires from the

experiments on endothermic and exothermic reactions to aid
me in selecting the students for interviews. I again

grouped the students into the naive, transitional and

chemist's understanding. (see pp. 38-39 for examples)
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I found that it was not easy to group students this
way. The students that I placed in the naive category

tended not to wrj-te very much, therefore making it difficult
to asssess what they knew. Students may not have understood

the questions or what a "theory" was and may not have had

the language to express what they understood. The students

!'rere not used to thinking about their own conceptualizations

and may have been uneasy about revealing what they thought

in case it was wrong. They may have been simply repeating

what they had learned in class at a superficial leveI. I
hoped that the interviews would give me more information on

how students thought about scientific data , specifically

the computer-generated data.

Personal Hierarchy of Student Conceptualizations

f outlined my expectations carefully and came up with a

hierarchy of understanding that I thought the students woul-d

go through as they attempted to grasp the concepts of

endothermic and exothermic reactions. I thought that this

hierarchy would help me assess their comprehension. It also

revealed to me how f perceived students' thinking to proceed

in a linear fashion.

I thought that the most basic understanding of the

experiment would be evidenced by a description of
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concrete/observable events. The second would be the

interpretation of the graphs on the computer screen where,

if the l-ine goes up, the temperature rises; if the line goes

down, the temperature drops; and if the line does not

change, the temperature is constant. The third level was

the concept that heat can be absorbed or liberated during a

chemical reaction. The fourth level was if the student

coul-d provide explanations of events at the molecular level,

that is, that chemical bonds are being broken and reformed

during the reactions. The final level was the use of the

scientific terminology (exothermic and endothermic) in the

explanation of events. f saw these levels as moving from

lower or less complete understanding to higher or more

complete understanding.

Upon examination of the twenty - two student

questionnaires that I received after the first run of the

whole experiment (both types of reactions) and the twenty -

three questionnaires that I got after the second run of the

experiment (exothermic reactions), I discovered the

following:
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HIERÀRCHY OF I.JNDERSTANDING

Level t of Students (Frequencvl
First Run Second Run

1 . Observable/concrete

2. Interpretation of
Graphs

3. Concept of Absorption or
Liberation of Heat

4. Molecular Level: Changing
of Chemical Bonds

5. Terminology: Endothermic
and Exothermic

T4

82

L4

18

55

22

I7

52

0

91

' Examples of student responses from each level are as

follows:

L. Observable/concrete - "My major observations were that

. whenever you added baking soda to anything it would bubble,

, "nd when you added it to vineger it practilly (sic)
1r exploded. "
:: 2. Interpretation of the graphs - "In the experiment the

major observations are how much the temperature of the water

goes down wtih different preportions of water and baking

; soda. "

'j 3. Concept of Absorption or Liberation of Heat - " The

temperature rises because the heat from the environment
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breaks the forces between the molecules, but between the

molecul-es is energy which forms heat which causes the

temperature of the environment to rise."
4. Molecu1ar Level: Changing of Chemical Bonds - "The

calcium de chlorure raised the temperature because there is
alot of action in the molecule and when the forces between

the molecules are broken the heat goes in to the envj-ronment

(water). The bicarbonate de soude lowers the temperature

because all- the heat in the water is used to break the

forces between the molecules. "

5. Terminoloçfy: Endothermic and Exothermic - "When it was

exothermique temperature went up endothermic temperature

went down. "

The resul-ts of the questionnaires showed that there my

hierarachy did not match the students' actual levels of

conceptualization. This will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 5.

Laboratory Reports

In this section, I will report on the students' answers

in terms of the hierarchy of understanding specified

earlier.
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1. Observable/Concrete - Students noted that:

- there is "action in the baking soda."

- "the mixture feels col-der."

- "there is a greater amount of movement in the lemon

juice than water."

- "there is more baking soda for water and water is

soaked up in the baking soda..."

- "when you have a lot of lemon juice,/vinegar because

it overcomes the baking soda."

- tr the only reaction is that the temperature drops. "

- "it was different because we used different

substances. "

- rr the first mixture was a fast reaction, it maybe

bubbled a bit and after it was ca1m. "

- "The baking soda and water because it's "fízzy" and

bubbles aIot. "
- "more baking soda, the water is more thick. More

water, the solution has more liquid. "

2. Interpretation Of Graphs - Some of the students comments

included the following:

- "The temperature decreases when you put more water. "

- "The temperature increases when you put more baking

soda. "
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- "An endothermic reaction is when the temperature

drops "

- rr You know that the reaction is exothermic or

endothermic when the graph goes higher it's exothermic and

when the graph goes lower it's an endothermic reaction."

- tr Vlhen the proportions have more baking soda the

temperature decreases. "

" The strip chart says if the reaction is fast or

s 1o\," . "

According to the laboratory reports, most students

noted that if the graph's curve went up, the reactj-on was

exothermic and if the curve went down, it was endothermic.

Moreover, from their observations of the graph while the

reaction was occuring, some students noted right away the

change in the rate of reaction using the different

substances.

Absorption or Liberation of Heat Durinq the Reaction

Some students associated the rise or fall of the

temperature curve with the absorption or liberation of heat

energy. Others reaLized that heat was of importance in an

endothermic/exothermic reaction but did not associate this

with the breaking and reforming of chemical bonds:



- ". . .when the baking soda uses the heat it just uses

all- it can, not more."

- "The dissolving is finished and all the heat is used

that is needed to be used."

- "An endothermic reactj_on is when the chemistry takes

the heat from the environment."

- "An endothermic reaction takes the heat and the

environment becomes colder."

- "... there j-s alot of energy and you don't use a lot

of energy and there is heat left in the environment. "

- rr The vj-negar creates the greatest drop in

temperature because the heat is used up faster. "

- "In the endothermic reaction, the heat is liberated

and in the exothermic reaction, the heat is absorbed. "

- rt Vüe saw that when we did this experiment, the

temperature of the mixture dropped because all the heat of

the environment which surround the mixture was used. rr

- il A chemical reaction is when the reaction takes the

heat from the environment."

It seems to me that the majority of students have

associated the rise or faII of the temperature curve on a

graph as being related to an increase or decrease in the

amount of heat in the water. From their statementsr some of

the students realized that the heat energy had to go

73
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somewhere if it was not in the water and reasoned that it
had to do with the dissolving of the baking soda.

Molecular Level - Chemical Bonds are Broken and Reformed

Not many students attributed the changes in temperature

to the breaking and reformation of chemical bonds. Those

that did wrote that:

- tr The heat is used to break the forces between the

molecules. "

- ". . .when the water breaks the molecules, the heat

goes into the environment."

- "!,lhen you add the salt to ice cream, it makes a

reaction and the heat in the liquid and uses it to break the

forces and the temperature drops past zero degrees and it is
solid. "

- rr Because the forces between the molecules are

st.ronger and the solution uses more heat in order to break

the forces than in the first experiment."

- rr There are more bonds to break and the mixture is

colder. "

" The molecules aren't broken very fast in the other

experiment. "

- rr An endothermic reaction is when the liquid uses

more heat to break the molecules than is in the molecules. "
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The students were taught last year that chemical bonds

exist between the atoms that make up the molecules

substances. This was again examined in the discussion of

endothermic and exothermic reactions in class. It seems

that the few students who were able to internalize the

concept of the existence of chemical bonds were more apt to

use them in their explanations. I think that it made sense

to these students that the heat energy was used to break the

bonds in the baking soda. It is also possible that the

students were only repeating what they learned j-n class.

Howeverr wê did not discuss the rate of reaction in class.

It seems, then, that the student who noted that " The

molecules aren't broken very fast in the other experiment"

seemed to be using the concept of the breaking of chemical

bonds to account for the change of the rate of reaction.

The theory made sense to him in relation to what he saw on

the computer screen. The student who noted that " There are

more bonds to break and the mixture is colder" also seemed

to be relating the theory to the data. If there are more

bonds, more energy is needed to break them and so more heat

is taken from the water.

Scientific Terminoloqv - Endothermic and Exothermic

fn their laboratory reports, students used the

scientific terminology correctly. This was probably because



the questions asked referred specifically to a reaction as

part of the question. Thej-r usage was also emphasized in

class by me. f think that the students were "parroting" my

words rather than really understanding their meanings.

Vthile they seemed to comprehend the relationship of the

temperature curve to the amount of heat in the water (the

computer-generated data), the identification of the graphs

as being endothermic or exothermic was probably done

strictly through memorization.

Student Responses From The Unit Test

There were two questions on endothermic and exothermic

reactions on the test. These were:

1. What is the difference between an endothermic and

exothermic reaction? Give an example for each one.

2. Draw and explain the graphs for the endothermic and

exothermic reactions.

Out of the 25 students that wrote the test, 842 (2I/25)

of the students explained the reactions according to the

graphic interpretation, that is, that the temperature

changes according to the graphrs curve. 488 (L2/25) of the

students talked about the absorption or liberation of heat

in their explanations while onLy 24* (6/25) mentioned the

breaking and reformation of chemical bonds. Only eight of
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the 25 students (322) gave examples of each reaction. Not

aII of the examples given were appropriate. only two (Bt)

students answered the question using all four categories.

For the second question, 92* of the students were able

to represent the reactions graphically. These graphs

however, were not the graphs taken from their experiments

but those that hlere given in their notes as examples.

Observations of the "Critical" Friend (Leslie)

As was mentioned earlier, the role of the "critical"

friend was to provide another information source or student

comprehension for me. I had informal meetings with her

prj-or to the conmencement of her observations to discuss my

study its objectives. she was very enthusiastic. To

prepare herself as well as the students for the

observations, Leslie was also present at one of the

experiments prior to the experiment on endothermic and

exothermic reactions. After she had completed her

observations of the experiments she would write down

comments on the procedure and the activities of the students

during the explanations. The first time the students did

the experiment on endothermic and exothermÍc reactions she

observed that:
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"Most students were paying attention, except for one

who fiddled with his books, until his seatmate finally

helped him find the pages in his book. After that, his

eyes wandered aII over the room, and he seemed not to

be paying attention. "

She had been at the back of the room as I explained the

procedures again so she had a good view of what the students

were doing. After the explanation, she circulated amongst

students and asked questions about their experiments, asking

them to explain what was occuring in English, claiming that

she was an English teacher and did not understand what was

happening. She stated that:

"I had some very interesting responses from, "I dunno"

to "cause she (teacher) said so", to "the temperature

is supposed to go up (or down), but it didn't maybe

we didn't measure correctly..." and " it gives off heat

because the changing of the molecules takes energy" and

"because she (teacher) made us be mo1ecu1es... and we

held on to each other..."

She concluded this observation session by noting that:

"There was very obviously a lot of thinking going on...

a lot were uncertain of what the computer experiment

was supposed to show...but most seemed to understand

the exchange of molecular energy/heat in chemical
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reactions. They were able to guess why their

experiments weren't working as they expected them to do

(when that happened) with thought Íf not necessarily

accuracy. It seemed to help the students "explain"

what was happening to tell someone who they thought had

no notion of what was goi-ng on, nor understood the

Ianguage (how could an L.A. teacher know Science or

French???). They were very patient and very precise

in their explanations. "

As part of her second observations, she tried to tape

the students' responses to her questions, but unfortunately'

the tape recorder malfunctioned and this data was lost. She

did note, however that:

"I found that all the students by now had some notion

of endothermic and exothermic reactions. They all had

some theory of why the temperature of the liquid

dropped - having to do with an exchange of energy from

the liquid to the dry chemical. Some felt that the

temperature change v.tas more dramatic because there was

more "fizzing", more chemical reaction on this day than

the day with the water. Some even ventured the

speculation that the more dramatic temperature change

had to do with the fact "that one is a base and the

other is an acid..."
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She felt that students in general had assimilated

more information about the movement of molecul-es, the

release of heat in a chemical reaction, and about chemical

reactions than they had before the experiments. She also

believed that the teacher activity of having students "act

out" the reactions contributed significantly to the

students' understanding of the reactions. She stated this

because, "...so many of them told (her) about it, when (she)

first talked to them. " Acting out the reactions brought the

theory to a more concrete, visual level that was also

amusing for the students. They tended to remember things

that they were more actively involved in. The computer-

generated data served as another mediating activity that was

to have helped them reinforce or contradict the ideas about

the scientific activity that they may have constructed from

the dramatic activity..

Her conclusions were that "they (the students)

certainly were better abler ort the whole, to verbalize an

understanding of the principles (the teacher) was trying to

get across to them. "

This can be supported by one of the conversations with a

student during the experiment that was captured on

videotape:
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Leslie: Why did the temperature go down?

Student: You have lots of bicarbonate de soude...it's using

the water's energy because it doesn't have none.

Leslie: Vthat's using the energY?

Student: The baking soda is using all the heat that's in the

water to break aII the molecules up so it's taking away aII

the heat away.

Leslie: fs that going to do the same thing with this

(vinegar) ?

Student: I don't think so.

( Both watch the reaction with baking soda and vinegar. the

graph on the screen shows the temperature decreasing. )

Leslie: Is it going down same as the water?

Student: Yeah, what happened was that there probably wasn't

Iots and lots of energy so you needed aII of it so aII the

heat was taken away and the temperature went down but if you

probably put more baking soda and less water the temperature

would probably go up.

It seemed to me that having Leslie make the students

verbalize their thoughts as they did the experiment helped

them to clarify their thoughts for themselves and their

partners. An excerpt from one of the interviews

demonstrates this (T=teacher, S=student)
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T. Okay, what did you think about the experiment?
S. I thought it was pretty fun but sometimes I didn't really
understand but then after I got to understand.
T. How come you got to understand it better?
S. Vthen (Leslie) came in, she started to ask us questions
and I was thinking about it a lot, while I was saying it
and, well, like for the endothermic, like, oh, boy, w€r
where we had l'eau and what's that?
T. Baking soda.
S. Yeah baking soda, when we put Ít together, the molecules
like, they separated, whatever, and they caused like the
I'eau to become, ufr, okay the energy between the molecules
changed and they went to different partners and everything
sort of like became, Iike the liquid sort of disappeared and
everything...

Student Interviews

Although I had decided to interview just three students

based on the groupings of the responses of the

questionnaires, I was so interested by students' responses

that I ended up interviewing eight students - four students

individually and one group of two girls and a boy and a

group of two boys. The interviews v¡ere informal without

any set questions. I asked them about their feeli-ngs on

science in general and then gradually about the experiment

on endothermic and exothermic reactions. I made it clear

that this was not a test and that their answers were to be

used to help me improve my teaching. Despite this, some

students felt that they had to give me a "ri.ght" answer and

were cautious about expressj-ng themselves. Some of the

students' ideas that came from these interviews were:
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L. Vinegar is "stronger" than water.

2. There are acids and bases in chemical reactions.

3. There is "action" that occurs within molecules.

Students also tended to have a different meaning of the term

"environment" than I did and mixed up the meanings of

endothermic and exothermj.c in their explanations. I also

found that students were more comfortable being interviewed

individually rather than in groups. In the groups it seemed

that students were reluctant to express their thoughts in
front of the other students and myself because they did not

want to take the risk of "looking stupid. " It was hard for
them to express themsel-ves in front of me, harder still in

front of their peers. While f was interviewing them, some

students would not look at me directly, but at the floor or

glanced uneasily at the person next to them. I think that

they perceived the group interview to be more threatening

than a one on one situation. In the case studies that
follow, I will be examining the j-nterviews of three of the

students more closely.

Case studies

I decided to focus my study mainly on the anshrers of

three students on their written reports as well as their
responses during interview sessions. These three students
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were chosen because they represented a cross section of

student responses from the most naive to the most

sophisticated in terms of their understanding of the

reactions presented for their explanations. From my

analysis of the questionnaires and my own observations,

Kristy was consistently in the naive grouping, Jerome, the

transitional and Erin, the chemist's understanding.

Furthermore, they were the most articulate in that they

tended to write the most in the questionnaires and

participated weII in class discussions. (volunteering ídeas

and asking questions. ) The next part of this paper will

deal with the responses of the three students, Kristy, Erin

and Jerome. In my view, Kristy possessed a naive

understanding of endothermic and exothermic reactions, Erin,

a more sophisticated understanding and Jerome, a le.vel- of

understanding somewhere between these two.

Kristy

Ouestionnaire

The questionnaire did not reveal much about Kristy's

reasoning. She wrote that the major observations of the

experiment were "the different reactions that happened when

adding different substances together. She did not ans$¡er

the question that required her to explain her observations.
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For the question about which parts of the experiment were

confusirg, she stated " discovering the difference between

endothermic and exothermic. It was only confusing until I

figured out the answer" She felt that the easiest part to

understand was "...the help of the computer. If the

computer wasn't being used, the experiment would have been

much harder. " She does not explain, however, why the

computer was helpful in helping her understand the

reactions. She said that she felt good about the experiment

and that it was fun. The diagram that she drew depicted a

beaker of baking soda and vinegar and the bubbling of the

mixture which she labeled as "reaction".

Laboratorv report

For the first part of the experiment using water and

baking soda, Kristy stated that she did not observe what she

had expected to observe during the experiment. She reports

that the temperature drops when there is more water than

baking soda and that the temperature rises when there is

more baking soda. Her answer to the question "Vühy can|t the

ratio between baking soda and water be increased

indefinitely to produce lower and lower temperatures?" was

that "because when the baking soda uses the heat, it just

uses all it can, not more" (translation from French). For
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the question, "How is this experiment an example of chemical

bonding?", she responds that "the heat is used to break the

forces between the molecules. "

For the second experiment which used combinations of

baking soda and water, baking soda and lemon juice and

baking soda and vinegat, she describes an endothermic

reaction as being, "when the temperature drops." She noted

t,hat the reaction occured faster than in the previous

experiment. Her response to the question, "As you altered

the proportions of baking soda and liquid, which combination

caused the greatest temperature drop? Vthy?" was incomplete.

She wrote that "The vinegar made the greatest drop in

temperature." The next question on the laboratory report

dealt with the application of an endothermic reaction:

"Adding rock salt to the ice in an ice cream maker causes an

endothermic reaction. Explain how this reaction occurs and

describe the results." Kristy's response was " Because all

the heat is used to break the force between the molecules of

salt and there isn't any other." The next question asked,

"The temperature drop in this experiment was greater than in

the previous experiment. Why is this so?" Kristy wrote:

"In this experiment we used different products than the

first experiment. It made a different reactj-on."
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In the third experiment, the exothermic reaction using

calcium chloride and water, Kristy wrote that the exothermic

reaction starts when the temperature rises and finishes when

the temperature stays the same. The endothermic reaction

starts when the temperature drops and then finishes when the

temperature no longer changes. Vthen asked to give the

difference between an endothermic and exothermic reaction'

she writes: " An endothermic reaction is when the

temperature drops and exothermic reaction is when the

temperature rises.'r Her answer to the question, " How do

the experiments help you to understand the difference? " was

that, " It gives a chance to determine if the theory is

true. "

Test

For the question, "Vühat is the difference between an

endothermic reactÍon and an exothermic reaction? Give an

example for each", Kristy wrote, "ArI endothermic reaction j-s

when the temperature drops and then stays constant¡ êx.

water and alcohol. An exothermic reaction is when the

temperature rises and then d.oesn't chanþer êx. calcium

chloride and water" She draws a very rough graph of these

reactions but does not explain them.
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Kristy thus gives a graphical interpretation of the

reactions and does not use the concepts of heat absorption

or tiberation nor the molecular theory in her explanations.

Al-so, her example of the exothermic reaction is j-ncorrect

and she uses the exampJ-e from the experiment rather than one

that would be more conmon, Iike the burning of a match.

fnterview

In the first part of the experiment on endothermic

reactions using baking soda and water, Kristy was abl-e to

identify the visible characteristics of an endothermic

reaction, that is, that the temperature decreases during the

reaction, and realized that heat energy has somethj-ng to do

with the reactions.

I. Vthy do you think the temperature went down?
K. The heat, the heat that breaks the molecules, the
heat breaks them, so then it separates them and the
molecul-es go apart.

She was unclear about where the heat comes from. She tended

to quote from her notes that the heat comes from the

"environment" but was not clear about what the environment

was. She aLso claimed that there is no heat in air. She

attributed the heat to the addition of baking soda and used

the analogy that the addition of each spoonful of baking

soda to the water is like adding a blanket to the water.
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In the second part of the experiment which also

involved an endothermic reaction, this time using vinegar or

lemon juice, she stated , "...heat changed the environment

from a liquid to vinegar - from water to vinegar. "

Furthermore, she explained the rise in temperature in the

reaction with baking soda and vinegar (which is supposed to

be an endothermic reaction that absorbs heat from the water

so that the temperature of the mixture drops) by stating

that the reaction was "stronger".

I. Why did the temPerature go uP?
K. I don't know. It's a tot stronger...you can smeIl
it and you can tell that it's a lot stronger.

fn the last reaction which was an exothermic reaction using

calcium chloride and water, she noted that "This time,

instead of the water being stronger the calcium is stronger

than water. t' She is unable to explain further in molecular

terms but reverts back to the analogy of the blanket - the

more that is put in, the hotter it gets.

Erin

Ouestionnaire

Erin's major observations of the experiment were that

"...the calcium de chlorure (calcium chloride) with water

raised the temperture also. The bicarbonate de soude
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(baking soda) with aII the J-iquids lowered the temperature. "

Unlike Kristy she explained her observations:

"The calcium de chlorure raised the temperature because

there is a lot of action in the molecule and when the

forces between the molecules are broken the heat goes

into the environment (water). The bicarbonate de soude

Iowers the temperature because all the heat in the

water is used to break the forces between the

molecules. "

Furthermore, Erin claimed that she did not find any parts of

the experiment confusing but that some of the questions for

the laboratory report were confusing. She also felt that

". . . it was easy to understand why the temperature !{as

changing. This was because they were explained to me very

weIl." She felt rushed during the experiment. She also

wrote that the computer was helpful because "it shows you

exactly when the temperature is rising and falling. "

Her diagrams of the experiment showed two beakers one with

water and baking soda and the other with water and calcium

chloride. She also drew molecules depicted as circles with

a line between the being the force (O-O) and wrote that the

water (heat) breaks the force. For the diagram with water

and calcium chl-oride, she depicted the force as being
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different and that the heat between the forces goes into the

water.

Laboratorv report

When asked "Did the results look the way you thought

they would?", Erin wrote " No, f think that it goes down

automatj-cally and doesn't go up before going down." She

recognized the importance of measuring the temperature of

the water before beginning the experimnent. She noted that

during the reaction from the first mixing of baking soda and

water, "the temperature doesn't change as fast." She

explained the discrepancy between her expectations and the

results by stating that "the temperature goes higher because

there is a tot of action in the baking soda and when the

water breaks the molecules, the heat goes into the

environment". She then explains the consequent drop in

temperature: "the temperature drops because the heat is used

to break the forces between the molecules of baking soda."

She further reasoned that the ratio between baking soda and

water cannot be increased indefinitely to produce lower and

lower teamperatures because "the dissolving is all finished

and all the heat is used that is needed to be used."

She concluded that for this part of the experiment that

"Vthen there is more baking soda the temperature is higher
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but when there is more water, the temperature is lower...The

heat is used to break the forces between the molecules. "

For the second part of the experiment which combined

baking soda with either vinegar or lemon juice in different

proportions, she defined an endothermic reaction as being

"...when the chemistry takes the heat from the environment.

Because of this reaction the mixture feels colder. " She

noted that for this part of the experiment, the mixture

became colder right away. She accounted for this difference

by writing "because there is different liquids and the

liquids are more different." It would be interesting to

know why she thinks that different liquids are a factor.

For the third part of the experiment Erin explained the

results of the experiment as follows:

"The exothermic reaction began when you add the cal-cium

chloride. The reaction is finished when the

temperature stays the same. It's because when the

calcium chloride is put in the water, the water begins

to break the forces between the molecules. Vlhen all

the forces are broken and aII the heat is in the

environment the reaction is finished. "

She described the difference between between the reactions

AS:
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,,Ifthetemperatureonthestripchartrj-ses,it'san

exothermic reaction. If the temperature of the

reactiondrops,it'sanendothermicreaction...Inan
endothermicreactionheatisneeded.Inanexothermic
reaction has a tot of heat ' "

TeSt

LikeKristy,Erinansweredthetestquestionusingthe

graphical Ínterpretation: ''In an endothermic reaction the

temperature drops. In an exothermic reaction the

temperature rises. Endothermic - salt- and water'

Exothermic - matches and oxygen. " For the second question

she gave a rough representation of the graphs for each

reactj-on and explained that for an endothermic reaction the

heat in the molecules is used to break the forces between

the molecules and that for the exothermic reaction the heat

in the molecules goes in the environment'

Tnterview

Erin was more comfortable than Kristy talking about the

reactions in molecular terms. she summarized what has

happenedint'heexperimentsbystating:''Themoleculeswere

brokenupbytheheatoftheliquid,intheliquidandthe

temperature changed according to what the substances hIere"'

vlJhen asked about how she knew that the heat breaks up the
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forces between the molecules when she could not see them,

she referred to the notes and the explanations given by the

teacher. She later explained that there are forces in
between the molecules because: "It's matter and there are

forces in aII matter to hold it together." She saw the

experiment as proving the notes and lectures given in class.

However, she found it difficult to explain discrepancies

between her notes and her experimental data:

E. "The temperature...I thought it was going to go down
right away but it went up first and then started going
down.
I. Why do you think it went up?
E. Why do I think? I don't know.
I. No idea?
E. No.

Moreover, in the second part of the experiment, she

veered away from explaining her results in molecular terms

but was caught up with the visible events of t,he experiment.

She believed that the temperature went down right ar^ray

because the vinegar was stronger than water. She made this

claim because of the visible reaction "It fizzed alot

more. There's bubbles and everything."

In the third part of the experiment, she stated that

the rise in temperature was due to ". . .more energy in the

calcium and when it breaks, it, the energy goes into the

water which heats the water. ft's exothermic." Although

she realizes that forces (molecular bonds) are being broken

94
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and energy is being used to break the bonds, she did not

talk about new bonds being formed as a result of the

reaction which also release energy. She was clear about the

.difference between exothermic and endothermic reactions.

Interestingly, she also discussed the advantage of

using a computer in this type of experiment: "...it's all

there on the computer and it's actuatly taken down and it

shows the graph as you went aIong. You can make a graph

which shows you too, but during the experiment you kinda

know what's going on."

Jerome

ouestionnaire

The questionnaire revealed very little about Jerome's

thinking. He did not respond to the question about the

major observations of the experiment but for the explanation

of the observations he \nrrote, " You add the substances

together and put the sonde (probe) in the cup and observe on

the computer. " He claimed that he understood "everything

because (he) read the experiment.'t He answered the rest of

the questions very generallY.
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Laboratorv report

Like the other two students, Jerome did not have

difficulty explaining the importance of establishing a

starting temperature before beginning the experiment. He

accounted for his resurts in this part of the experiment as

follows:

"!ùhen you have a lot of baking soda and there isn't a

. Iot of water the temperature rises. The reason for
this is because that there is alot of energy and you

don't use a lot of energy and there is heat left in the

environment. But you have a lot of water it doesn't

have a lot of baking soda, the temperature drops

because you use a lot of energy and there isn't heat in
the environment. "

He arso claimed that the increase in temperature courd be

due to the observation that "there is more baking soda for
water and water is soaked up in the baking soda and there
isn't enough heat to make a reaction and the thermometer is
only measuring the temperature of the baking soda."

For the second part of the experiment, he defined an

endothermic reaction using the same wording as Erin: "The

endothermic reaction is when the chemistry takes the heat

from the environment, because of this reaction, the mixture

feels colder. " He arso discussed his results stating that
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the lemon juice or vinegar "overcomes" the baking soda and

that "different things used" wÍ11 cause different reactions.

He then explained the reaction that occurs when rock salt is

added to the ice in an ice cream maker by writing that "when

you add salt to ice cream, it makes a reaction and the heat

in the liquid and uses it to break the forces and the

temperature drops past zeÍo degrees and it is solid. "

One interesting factor about Jerome's report was that

his group did not get to the third part of the experiment

according to his comments in the interview, yet he answered

the questions for this part. He wrote:

"An endothermic reaction is when the temperature of the

mixture drops. Àn exothermic reaction is when it

rises. But I think that the graph and the experiment

don't prove this except for the second part of the

experiment. "

His response after doing this third part ( I had the students

repeat this part of the experiment at a later date) was "an

endothermic reaction is when the temperature decreases and

exothermic is when it increases. The experiment helped me

because it is right, the experiment is exothermic." He also

noted the exact time that the reaction started and finished

although he did not justify these times.
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Jerome's answer for the first question was brief - "For

endothermic the temperature drops and exothermic the

temperature rises. " He does not give examples. His answer

to the second question included two rough graphs of the

reactions and an explanation that the endothermic reaction

takes the heat from the environment and there isn't any heat

that's left in the water. He gave no other explanation for

the exothermic reaction.

Interview

For the first part of the experiment he explained that

the drop in temperature was due to the fact that heat energy

was used to break the forces between the molecules. Like

Kristy, he was confused about the term environment:

"The temperature would go down because all the heat is

being used to break the forces in between the molecules

and the heat goes into the environment and there isn't

any heat left in the water and the temperature goes

down. "

He believed that forces (chemical bonds) were being broken

but could not tell why in his own words - he reverted to the

explanations given in cIass. Moreover, he said that when

more baking soda was added to the water, the mixture was no
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longer a liquid. He was having a difficult time explaining

the increase in temperature in his results:

"You see when we had three tablespoons of water and

just maybe one of baking soda it would go down and when

we had more of baking soda and maybe one of water then

I think it went up because it wasn't a liquid anymore'

so there wasn't really any heat in the water, it was

part of new water, we just measured the temperature,

so...tt

He also claimed that when the heat energy was used up the

temperature started to rise again: "Like at first it went

down then when aII the water had gone down, it went back

up. " Although he realized that the water is important for

the reaction, he did not see the relationship between the

amount of baking soda and water and the rise or faII of the

temperature.

Jerome's ideas were based on his comprehension of the

explanations in class and what he has been told by his

parents.

At that time, Jerome's group did not get to the third

part of the experiment (the exothermic reaction) but he

predicted that the temperature would probably have dropped

if there was more water and go up if there was less water.
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He did not immediately distinguish between the words

endothermic and exothermic.

The second time that I interviewed Jerome after his

group completed the third part of the experiment, he

explained what he did in the experiment. When I asked him

about the variables of the experiment which he had not

identified in his laboratory report, he wanted me to ask the

questions in French. Jerome' desire to have the questions

asked to him in French may indicate that his

conceptual-ization and learning of the scientific principle

is in this language and thus he would be more at ease

discussing it in French. Vle identified the variables of the

experiment together and then discussed his observations. He

said that the mixture got hotter and hotter and after awhile

it started to go down. His reason for this was that

"Probably when it started to go down all the force would be

used up." !,Ihen asked what would happen if there was more

water than calcium chl-oride, he responded that the reaction

would be faster and that if there were more calcium chloride

than water, the mixture would get hotter. He believed that

it would get hotter "coz there's more molecules and then

when they get broken it makes more and more heat. And after

a while it would take longer coz... loses some heat for the

forces , for them to break. " He realized that water was also
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important for the reaction to occur because when asked if
calcium chloride could be added indefinitely to cause an

indefinite rise in temperture, he stated:

"Don't think so coz after awhile there wouldn't be

enough water, it would all soak up the water. Coz

that's what happened in the l-ast experiment when you

are able to make up your own experiment...you probably

need at l-east 25* of water before it would actually
I^/of k. tt

Followup

At the end of the year, the students reviewed for the

final examj-nation. During the rêview, they were asked

orally to describe the difference between an endothermic and

exothermic reaction. The students noted that there was a

difference in the temperatures, that is, during an

endothermic reaction, the temperature drops and for an

exothermic reaction the temperature rises. Two students

remarked that heat is absorbed or liberated. No students

discussed the role of chemical bonds in the reactions. It
seems that the students need more experience with the

principle of chemical bonding and more opportunities to

discuss it before they wiII Ínternalize and be able to apply

ir.
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CTIAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF REST'LTS

In this section, f will discuss the implications of my

research in relation to the reseach questions that \^rere

specified at the beginning of this study and

examine how my teaching strategies could be improved in

order to promote student conceptualizations.

Grade Eight Use of Computer-Generated Data

One of my research questions was, "How do Grade Eight

students use comput.er - generated data to understand

endothermic and exothermic reactions?" My observations

indicated that students seem to enjoy working with the

computer and that it is a mediator for student ideas. From

the questionnaires, students noted:

- "I thought that I understood the concept pretty well

because f could see what was happening on the computer."

- "It was easy because we were using the computer to

get the temperature and not a thermometre. "

- "The part which was really easy is the graph on the

computer because the computer shows you aIot. "

- "Visually seeing the temperature rise made it easy to

understand. "
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These observations support PIMMS (1987) assertions

that, "...it (the computer) reduces the tedium involved in

the collection of data and a1lows students to devote more

time to an understanding of the concepts." (p.6) Because

students did not have to col-Iect the data, they were able to

watch the movement of the curve of the graph. Doing this,

they could immediately estimate the rate of reaction, the

direction of temperature change and the extent of the

change. Erin too, noted this j-n her interview when she

stated that, " ...it's aII there on the computer and it

shows the graph as you went along. You can make a graph

after which shows you too, but during the experiment you

kinda know what's going on."

Seeing the temperature change on a graph as the

reaction occured seemed to enable students to make more

accurate predictions, that is, whether the t,emperature would

rise or falI with varying proportions of substance. During

the interviews, most students were able to accurately

predict and explain what would happen to the temperature if

the proportions of water and calcium chloride were varied by

mentally extrapolating the results. For example, when

Jerome was asked what would happen if there was a higher

proportion of water than of calcium chloride, he stated that
the temperature would increase but not as high if there had
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been more calcium chloride to water. He attributed this to

the increased number of molecules that would be broken if

there was more calcium chloride.

Furthermore, because the students dÍd not have to

devote time to data collection since the data was computer

generated, they rÁ¡ere abl-e to observe what was occuring in

the styrofoam cup where the chemicals were added. They were

impressed by the "fízzy" reaction of the baking soda and

vinegar. Some students were distracted by the visible event

and interpreted the "fizzing" as being "stronger" and

releasing heat when in fact heat was being absorbed during

the reaction. One student stated, "...when we put it in it

caused a reaction, it all- came up...it fizzed a lot...and

then it just dissolves, Iike aII the energy came out of it

or something because most of aII when it reacted. " This

physical reaction influenced the students' thj-nking about

the principle. Some students used the theory to account for

the temperature drop and the "fizzín1". An example of this

is Jerome's explanation, "because if the forces between the

molecules were strong then it would either make a big

reaction and the temperature would go down or it would þreak

the forces and the temperature would still go down. "

For other students, although, they could see on the computer

screen that the temperature was decreasing as the reaction
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progressed, they interpreted the "fízzing" of the substances

to mean that energy would be gÍven off and that the mi.xture

would get hotter and remembered only this. This concurs

with Duckworth's (1987) observation that children do not

even see conflicts in their own thinking. More student

sharing of information in small- groups might have averted

this problem since learning can be viewed as a social

construction. In comparing answers and ideas, students can

assess their own understandings in light of others' .

Also, because the data were collected by the

computer, students were able to repeat the parts of the

experiment that they did not understand the first time. In

addition, they could work at their ovln pace, thereby

allowing them to watch the graphs, develop their ideas about

what is occuring, and answer the questions about the

experiment as they do it. From my experience, students tend

to devote their attention to the data collection and wai-t

until the experiment has been completed before analyzing and

answerj-ng any questions. During the experiment, I noted

that some of the groups were attempting to answer the

questions in the Laboratory report while in the process of

doing the experiment. Thus, I think that these students

were able to use the questions as a guide for their

observations and analysis of the data. Using the questions
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in this manner, iläy have helped some students to really

think about what was occuring in the reaction and "to keep

the underJ-ying goal of (the) Iab investigation in sight"

( Stein , L987 ,p.227 ) ,

Another advantage of using the computer - generated

data was that students were able to observe the speed of the

temperature change as proportions and chemicals varied.

This would have been difficult to monitor using

conventional means since many students probably would have

found it too demanding to monitor both the temperature

change and the rate of reaction. From my study, students

using the computer seemed to be able to make comparisons in

reactions. During the interview, one student stated from

her observations with vinegar and baking soda that the

temperature went down much faster ". . .because the bigger the

reaction, the faster the temperature goes do\n¡n."

However, while using the computer-generated data seemed

to promote the students' understanding of the absorption and

liberation of heat with the combinati-on of different

chemical-s, it did not really help them with the scientific

terminology - endothermic and exothermic. On the

questionnaires, Iaboratory reports and tests, some students

still confused the terms although they were able to describe

what was happening in a reaction depending on the
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temperature curve. For example, Jerome was able to describe

what happens when the curve of the graph drops: "the

temperature woul-d go down because alt the heat is being used

to break the forces in between the molecules and then the

heat goes into the environment and the water then it goes

down..." However, when he was asked "So what do you think

is the differnce between endothermic and exothermic

reactions?", he responded, "VÙell, I don't really know that

one too well. " The terminology could have been linked to

the data if I had explained to them beforehand the meanings

of the prefixeS "endo" and "exo" - "endo" being asSOCiated

with enLer (heat is absorbed during the reaction) and "exo"

being associated with exit (heat is liberat.ed during the

reaction). If heat "enters" or is absorbed from the solvent

into the solute, the solution becomes colder. ff the heat

created from the mixing of the solute and solvent "exits" or

is liberated into the solution, the temperature of the

solution will rise. This explanation combined with the

other mediating activities (ex. the dramatization of the

reactions ) could assist students in linking the definitions

to the computer-generated data.

One of the major drawbacks that I encountered was the

wording of the questions in the laboratory handouts. My

Grade Eight late immersion students found the syntax and
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vocabulary too difficult and this may have distracted them

from thinking about the computer - generated data since they

would be too busy trying to interpret the questions. As I

circulated around the laboratory during experiment, much of

my time was spent helping the students read the procedures

and decipher the wording of the questions. The students as

learners were faced with the challenge of not only trying to

make sense of the scientific language but also of the

French. My role as a teacher should have been to facilitate

discussion of the questions beforehand, so that students

would have the opportunity to discourse, to "talk science"

and with the help of each another, find meaning in the

questions.

Another problem that I encountered was the deviation of

the computer * generated data from the students'

expectations (and mine). As my "critical" friend, Leslie

noted, there was a range of hypotheses for this discrepancy.

I later realized that the water temperature at the beginning

of the experiment was not at room temperature. Students

used tap water which was either hotter or colder. This

would have affected their results. I later discussed with

the students some possible reasons for some of thej-r

resul-ts, but some students retained the images of what

occured in their experiments and this may have led to their
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confusion of the terms endothermic and exothermic. Further

experimentation using different starting temperatures of

water could have enabled students to reconstruct their

thinking.

The graphs that the students handed in as part of their

laboratory reports depicted the lowest temperatures of

different proportions of the chemicals used for the

endothermic reaction. These graphs were not the same as

those that the students had seen on the computer screen. The

purpose of these student made graphs was to make comparisons

of the lowest temperature as the proportions of the

substances changed. These graphs did not show the

temperature curve for each proportion. However, for the

exothermic reaction, the students were required to go to the

data table of the computer program upon completion of the

reaction, copy the results and reproduce a similar graph to

the one that they saw on the computer screen. If students

referred to these graphs to review the experiments and did

not read them carefully, they may have been confused by the

results. The problem with this particular computer program

is that while it is easy to use, it does not print the

graphs for the students to refer to at a later date. If

students did retain inaccurate information in their long

term memory, such as the "fizzing" of the solution meaning
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that heat was being liberated, and if they coul-d not review

the experimental graphs, they would not make an effort to

reconstruct their ideas. Students do need notes, graphs,

and diagrams to assist them in making sense of the

scientific principle and tanguage in conjunction with other

mediating experiences .

principles of chemical Knowledge for Endothermic and

Exothermic Reactions

My second research question was "V'Ihat understandings of

chemical- principles do students construct about endothermic

and exothermic reactions?"

Before researching this question, I asked myself "How would

students think about these reactions? What would be their

l-evels of conceptualization? VÙhat would be the easiest and

hardest ideas for them to understand?" At the outset of the

study where I tended to be more developmental- in my thinking

about student conceptualization, it seemed to me that the

more concrete notions would be the easiest for them to

comprehend, that is, the things that they could touch, feel,

see or smeIl. The harder levels became plogressively more

abstract.

The principles of chemical knowledge that had been

outlined earlier in this study were:
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1. Observable/Concrete

2. Interpretation of GraPhs

3. Concept of Absorption or Liberation of Heat

4. Molecular Level: Changing of Chemical Bonds

5. Terminology: Endothermic and Exothermic

These categories seemed to be accurate except for the

position of the fifth category. Most of the students l^Iere

able to use the terms endothermic and exothermic in their

explanations although using them be it in tests, written

reports or even in verbal sentences, did not necessarily

indicate comprehension of what is occuring during the

reaction. Students could have simply memorized the words

without internalizing the principle. The scientific

language does not necessarily enter into their own "voice"

or language. This category should have been second or third

in the hierarchy of understanding.

The majority of students were able to interpret the

meaning of the computer generated graphs. That is, when the

curve goes üP, the temperature rises, when the curve goes

down, the temperature drops and when the curve does not

change the temperature is constant. This may be attributed

to what they had learned l-ast year in scj-ence with

thermometers. I can not be certain however' since I did not

Iook at the students' preconceptions before the experj-menÈ.
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During the experiment, the students were fascinated by

the "fizzing" of the baking soda and vinegar mixture and

interpreted this to be a "bigger" reaction because there was

more visible "action" in the molecul-es. Some students

thought that because there was more "action", the

temperature of the mixture would go up. Furthermore,

according to the questionnaires, very few students

associated endothermic and exothermic reactions with the

absorption or liberation of heat or with the breaking and

reformation of chemical bonds immediately upon completion of

the experiment. However, many of the students interviewed

discussed the use of heat energy in the breaking of "forces"
or chemical bonds. In the interview, unlike the

questionnaires, students were prompted to give reasons for

their statements and had more time to think about possible

explanations. While the interviews lasted 20-25 minutes,

the questionnaires were given 5-10 minutes before the end of

the c1ass.

By the time of the test many more students seemed to be

able to make this association:

Absorption or Liberation of Heat

Questionnaj-re - LAZ

- Test - 4BZ
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Chemical Bonds

- Questionnaire - 183

- Test - 242

The reason for this change is difficult to ascertain but it

may be because students studied and memorized their notes

for the test or they may have taken the time to read over

their notes and laboratory reports. They couLd have then

made the connection between what they had seen on the graphs

and what was actually happening with the chemicals. The

test results gave me the product of their studying, and what

aspects of the principle they deemed important to remember.

It did not provide me with the process that students used to

try to understand the principle and the mediating activities

that enhanced their conceptualizations.

The Laboratory reports did not give a clear indication

of individual student reasoning because several students

wrote similar or the same answers which may indicate that

they had discussed the results of the experiment with each

other or that they simply copied the answers from each

other. The interviews and Leslie's observations were

probabty more reliable gauges of student reasoning. Indeed,

I found that my groupings of students from their

questionnaires, based on Hesse's categories of naive,

transitional and chemist's understanding were inaccurate. I
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had initially perceived Kristy as a student who possessed a

naive understanding of chemistry but during the interview,

she tal-ked about the use of heat energy in the breaking of

forces (bonds) between the molecules of a substance. She

incorrectly used the word "environment" which was from her

notes and did not connect it to the water. She was concrete

in some of her observations such as "smelling" that a

reaction was stronger. The use of an analogy to explain her

results on the exothermic reaction indicates her attempt to

make the scientific language part of her own language'

Jerome, too, possessed some knowledge that was more

advanced. He attributed this knowledge to what he had

learned in class as well as to what his parents had told

him. Clearly, Jerome's conceptualizations have been

influenced by his social contacts - his parents, his

classmates, etc. In order to clarify his thoughts, and

reconceptualize others, he needs to verbalíze his ideas to

others and get feedback from them. This is consistent with

Lemke's (1990) views on language,

"Learning is an essentially social process. Talking to

one another, in small group work or even in side-

conversations, gives students an opportunity to talk

science in a different way, free of the pressure of

talking science with the teacher." (p.169)
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Erin had Iittle difficulty discussing heat energy and

chemical bonding but stil-I was partial to the observable

characteristics of the reactions. She too had some

difficulty resolving her ideas about the reactions to the

experimental results. Yet her reasoning about the existence

of chemical- bonds was logical to her and formed the base for

her comprehension of endothermic and exothermic reactions:

I. How do you know there are forces between the molecules?
E. I just know it.
I. You know it and it makes sense to you.
E. Yeah, because it's a material and there are forces in all
material.
I. You mean something has to hold iL together?
E. Right

The students' conceptualizations did not realIy conform

to the hierarchy that I had constructed. Their thinking

tended to be more non-l-inear and fluid rather than in

discrete categories with defined boundaries. For examPle,

they did not need to have the observable events of the

experiment to be able to interpret the computer -generated

graphs. They coul-d draw upon past experience to make sense

of the graphs since they had already worked with graphs in

previous grades. Moreover' my labelling of students using

Hesse's categories was not indicative of the students'

abilities to conceptualize. Students whom I had perceived

as being "naive" thinkers displayed levels of thinking that

approached the chemist's knowledge.
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fnfluences of Teacher Strategies on Students' Knowledge

Constructions of Endothermic and Exothermic Reactions

In analyzing my own instruction, I discovered that much

of my teaching was based on the transmission of concepts.

That is, the students would copy the definitions and

explanations of the concepts, do an experiment to prove the

notes and then regurgitiate the material on a very factual

based test. While there is a place for the transmission of

knowledge in science instruction, in order for students to

form their own reality of the concept, the teacher needs to

provide Iearning settings that stimulate students' thinking

and if necessary, challenge the conceptions that they

already have. However, as teachers we do not want the

students to construct any reality but one that approaches

our own or the scientj-st's. Vte want to promote "science

thinking" while at the same time, to have students display

understanding on theÍr own terms. Thus, the transmission of

definitions and ideas is of necessity but should not be the

only source for student reasoning because in such a case

learning becomes memorization. Socialization with other

students and other adults enable students to compare and

construct their ideas. this idea had important

ramifications for teacher and student roles and the
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classroom environment. (This is discussed in the next

section )

My "crj-tical" friend felt that the portrayal of

students as molecules in a reaction seemed to have a

positive impact on student comprehension. Students seem to

remember those things in which they are actively engaged in.

From the videotape, one of the students was explaining this

activity to LesIie during the experiment in order to explain

how she knew that forces were being broken and reformed and

that energy from the water was involved. This student

stated that, "She did it with us as people...IÍke she put ,

how many of LtSr five? She put two in pairs...and there was

one person beside them...they were the molecules and they

split the energy and then...and then they'd go together and

make new pairs. . . "

This activity seemed to be conducive to the stimulation

of this students' reasoning. It Seemed to be for her, the

link between the notes and the experimental data

As was mentioned earlier, students tended to memorize

the definitions of endothermic and exothermic reactions.

Some of the students confused the terms. This was probably

due to my method of transmitting this information. Because

of the method of instruction that I chose, students became

Limited to the "cohesive" and "robust" understandings of the
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concept (see p.11). As noted in the test results, the

majority of the students could not give any conmonplace

examples of endothermic and exothermic reactions. They

could not construct conì.mon uses for the reactions from the

scientific principle. Instead of simply giving the students

the definitions, I could have provided mediating activities
which would help them construct their own meanings. That

is, starting off with everyday examples of these reactions

without naming them and getting the students to come up with

other examples. Lemke (1990) states that
Teachers should ensure that students' own ideas about

each topic are discussed, so that alternative views on

the subject are "on the table" for everyone. Teachers

should show respect for commonsense views and

alternative religious or culturaL views while

presenting the view of science and the reasons for that

view. (p.L7L)

Knowing students' preconceptions about a topic assists

the teacher in developing instructional settings that
enhance the development of student reasoning. Analogies

such as the one Kristy used where the baking soda was like a

blanket that generated heat when put upon Èhe water can be

examined and analyzed as a class. Students could come up

with their own analogies that other students can use that
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may help them conceptualize the reactions. Coffman and

Tanis (L990) have used anologies in their classes to explain

the kinetic theory and they found that

...our analogy has increased understanding and that

students were far more able to move from a concrete

example to abstract theory than previous years'

students had been. Perhaps we should explore more

creative analogies with students before we ask them to

think abstractly, even at the secondary level (p.29).

Once students were able to give examples and contexts

of reactions that gave off heat and absorbed heat, wê could

then discuss what the reaction would look like on a

temperature graph. The students could be put in small

groups to discuss hypotheses for why certain substances

liberate heat while others absorb heat. As a group we could

talk about chemical bonding and then do the activity where

the students acted as molecules. Hapkiewicz (L991) also

suggests simple demonstrations such as a ball-and-stick

model of a molecule where students separate the atoms. They

would feel that work had to be done to separate the atoms.

AIso, the two atoms are connected, so there must be some

attractive force holding them together.

Furthermore, it is important for students to verbalize

their thoughts to each other as weII as to the teacher.
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This verbalization is especially important in a French

immersion setting which is already challenging to most

students. Not only do they need the practice of expressing

themselves in a second language but they have to learn to

communicate using the scientific language. "The language of

science is not part of students' native language...and it

sounds foreign and uncomfortable to most students until they

have practiced using it for a long time." (Lemke,L990,p.L72)

Students could try explaining the terms in col-loquial French

before using the scientific terms. Discussion in English

with parents or friends should be encouraged since, if they

can explain the concept in English to others, they probably

have a fair understanding of what is happening in class.

Keeping a journal in English would also be useful for both

the teacher and the student since it may provide a means of

self-reflection for the student and a gauge of the student's

understanding for the teacher. The teacher may also write

notes in it to the student which could help personalize

instruction. However, both the students and the teacher need

to be instructed in the use of a journal in class and be

prepared to make time for it. A collaboration with the

English teacher may make journals a feasible procedure in

the science classroom. The students could write their

journals in English during the English class and be taught
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how to write a journal since this

subject. The journals could then

teacher.

in the domain of this

read by the science

My strategy of giving the students a "cookbook" type

science experiment did not real-Iy promote student

conceptualization. By telling them ahead of time which

reaction would be endothermic or exothermic, I !.¡as helping

to foster the idea that the purpose of the laboratories was

to prove the theory. I should have provided them with the

substances, given them just enough instruction to help them

get started and then they could continue from there and

discover for themselves which reaction was exothermic or

exothermic. I would simplify the questions and instructions

so that I coul-d spend more time monitoring their learning

rather than giving instructions. I thought that I would

save time by giving the students the instructions but

instead I wasted time since the students had to repeat one

part of the experiment.

I believe that it was a good idea for the students to

answer the questions as they did Èhe experiment rather than

after because I think this procedure could be helpful in

guiding them to the "scientist's reality" and making them

reflect on what is happening in the reaction. They would

"appropriate" the language of science in context. I think,

is

be
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however, that the wording of the questions for the

laboratory report were too leading and difficult for the

students. I noted this in my observations of the class as I
circulated around during the laboratory.

When the results of the data did not match the

students' expectations, I should have used this event as a

Iearning opportunity. Students could have discussed in

smaI1 groups and brainstormed hypotheses for the

discrepancy. They could have then tested their hypotheses

on the computer. "Thus the emphasis in the laboratory may

shift from record-keeping and rote procedures to the

procedural tasks of planning, testing and revising

hypotheses which underlie all problem solving"

( Stein ,1987 ,p.227 ) .

Thus, through analysis of my teaching strategies, I was

able to determine where I could have provided or improved on

activities that would help develop student

conceptualizations of the scientific principle. Knowing

more about the student has revealed more to me about my

teaching and my teaching perspective.
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CTIAPTER SIX

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

From this study, I learned much about student

, conceptuaJ-izations, my or^/n teaching and how computer-
)

, generated data mediated student thinking. I also discovered

, that my perception of their thinking was not accurate.

I Student reasoning cannot be accurately assessed strictly by
I

l laboratory reports and tests. Those students who may be

: labelled as naive may have more advanced understandings that

r ttre teacher can draw upon. Moreover, a students' ideas

', about science may range from naive to sophisticated

' depending upon the situation. Students will util-ize

, scientific theories and concepts that they have internalized
:

.. if they believe that the situation merits it or if the
t,

I teacher expects it, whether they have understood them or

I not. Students will use analogies to make sense of results.

r Analogies, can be considered as being the student's attempt

, to bring the scientific language to their way of thinking

: and may range from simple to more complex.

I found researching my own teaching to be a productive
)

i undertaking. I have discovered that the way I was teaching

was a product of the way that I had been taught myself and

that I was continuing this tradition of transmission
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teaching. I know now that the direct transmission of

knowledge is a small part of concept building and that

students need to be provided with other experiences that

will enable them to build realities that concur with our

own. We cannot force our understandings upon them.

Moreover, in order to promote student conceptualization

through the use of mediating activities, the role of the

teacher and how teachers are perceived by students need to

be examined. The teacher should be seen as a facilitator of

student thinking and activities rather than seen as the

"giver of marks and scientific expert". Students who are so

concerned about marks that they will not risk being wrong or

feel intimidated by the teacher will be uneasy or unwilling

to reveal their thoughts and ideas and open themselves to

the opportunity of discourse. It is through discourse with

other students as well as the teacher and other adults that

students can conceptualize and restructure their ideas.

Other factors need to be considered here as well.

DisciplÍne, time constraints, school philosophies and the

avaitability of resourses are possible obstacles that may

present themselves. I know that I t.ry very much to be in

control of all student activities and that I have a low

tolerance to noise in the class. Evidently, being that

student discourse is an important aspect in the development
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of student ideas, I will need to be more tolerant of student

talk and plan for more small group and whole group

discussions. However, students at the junior high leve1

enjoy social izíng about subjects other than science so it

may be difficult to ensure that they are all on task.

Another problem is my school philosophy. Because the

school is French immersion, both students and teachers are

expected to speak only French in the classroom. This makes

it difficult for the teacher to assess student comprehension

thoroughly since students express themselves best in their

mother language. The students uf. also faced with two

chal-lenges - discoursing in the language of science and in

their second language. Using Leslie as another source of

information is one way of circumventing this problem since

as an English teacher she was able to discourse with the

students in English.

Another big factor is time. The curriculum covers a

diverse number of topics and teachers are expected to teach

the students all of them. Vüith large class sizes' a

diversity of students, with many topics to cover, making

time to interview and to research students' thinking is

difficult.

Despite these problems, with school support and

professional development, the exploration of studenLs'
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conceptualizations and the examination of teacher's own

teaching can become valid activities in the classroom

Teachers can take workshops about constructivist theory and

strategies from other teachers or at the university given

the time and the support. They can explore their thinking
as I have done through the writing of research papers and

share their findings with others. AIso, teachers can use

the time allotted for professional development to enter

other teacher's classrooms and act as "critical friends" and

aid that teacher in examining students' conceptualizations.

In the long run, the time spent on finding out what children

know, how they learn, and how they perceive the teacher will

save time as teachers will be able to plan for more

effective activities that enable students to mediate their

ideas and the scientific principle. Students will then no

longer perceive science as being an inaccessible "cIub" with

only elite members of the class being able to join and speak

the scientific language but will- be able to appropriate the

Ianguage and make it their own. Science will become

something that makes sense to them.

The reconciliation of practice and theory has not been

an easy task for me. Three different "lenses" have been

used to look at my practice. These were the children's
conceptualizations in science; learning as a
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social/mediation process; and teacher reflections. Vlhat

these lenses revealed have been summarized in the tables

that foIIow. On one side I have described my interpretation

of the constructivist theory and on the other, the aspects

of my practice which I believe apply or can be improved upon

in light of this theory.

Thus, this study demonstrates the importance of

teachers looking at their own teaching. Vicariously,

through the experiences of others, wê can learn about our

own teaching and student learning.
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IMPLICATIONS OF CHILDREN'S CONCEPTUÀLIZATIONS IN SCIENCE

Theoretical PersPective Practical ImPlications

- Students require time to
think, to make sense of
what they Iearn, to share
and negotiate their Personal
understanding with others
so they can come to a
conmon understanding
of an event: clarify
alternate understandings,
elaborate, justifY and
evaluate personal
understandings.

- Learners should be seen
as active rather than
passive agents-knowledge
is constructed, not
received.

- The learner regulates
his/her own learning.

-Knowledge is not a
separate entity but is
intimately associated
with the action and
experience of the
Iearner.

- Students memorize
terms without
necessarily
understanding their
meaning. Vüithout the
time and discourse to
think about and
organize their ideas; the
students focus on marks
rather than on
understanding the
scientific PrinciPles.

Students control their
own learning-Students
were distracted bY the
observable event (the
"fízzing") and associated
this with the rise i-n
temperature (more
energy) despite what theY
had learned in c1ass.

- Students enjoYed working
with the comPuter and were
able to construct
relationships. TheY were
able to predict what would
happen to the temPerature
if proportions of
substances changed.

- Teachers should not use
Hesse's grouPings to
Iabel students - students'
knowledge is contextuallY
based.
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IMPLICATIONS OF CHILDREN'S CONCEPTUALIZATTONS IN SCIENCE

Theoretical PersPective Practical ImPlications

- Math and Science involve
the construction of
relationshiPs and Patterns.

- Principles of chemj-cal
knowledge are not rigid
categories and do not
necessarily lead into each
other. They are more
transactional or f1uid.

- Learners use analogies
to try to make sense of
chemical princiPles and
relate them to their own
understandings and
experiences.
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IMPLICATIONS OF LEÀRNING ÀS À SOCIÀL/UEOTATTON PROCESS

Theoretical Perspective Practical Implications

- The classroom should be
a place of intellectual
conversation where
students and teacher
discourse and negotiate
meaning.

- Most learning is dependent
upon language and
communication.

- OnIy the student knows
what he has constructed,
but such learning always
takes place in a social
context.

- Learning is the product
of self-organization
and reorganization.

- Teachers cannot put
ideas into students' heads
but can provide the mediating
activities that promote
conceptualizations.

- More activities with smalI
and large groups discussions
should be implemented.

- Student talk rather than
teacher talk should be
encouraged in the classroom.
(perception of roles)

- The use of questionnaires
can be used more frequentlY,
ex. laboratory reports-the
students were able to keeP
the underlying goal of the
laboratory experiment in
sight and used the questions
to discourse with other
students in their grouP to
construct and reconstruct
their ideas.

- The computer can be used as
a mediating activity to
assist students in
understanding what is
happening during a chemical
reaction. Ex. Students
immediately estimated rate of
reaction, direction of
temperature change and the
extent of the change. It
also allowed for repetition
of the experiment.

- Other mediating activities
already used in class: notes,
graphs, diagrams.
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IMPLICATIONS OF LEARNING AS A SOCIÀL/IITEDIATION PROCESS

Theoretical Pespective Practical Implications

- The use of dramatics proved
be a good rnediating activitY.
Students tend to remember
those activities they are
actively involved in.

- Teachers should encourage
students to share their i-deas
about what they learn in
science with significant
others such as Parents.
ex. Jerome claimed that he
got some of his ideas from
discussions with his Parents.
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Theoretical Perspective

IMPLICÀTIONS OF TEACHER REFLECTIONS

Practical Implications

- Teacher should consider
a change of traditional
roles so that instead of
transmitting knowledge,
provide links between
children's ideas and
formal science.

- Teacher is more of
an experimenter than
follower of the given
curriculum.

- Teacher should be a
receiver, facilitator
and sense maker of
children's ideas and should
develop mediating activities
that challenge their
ideas.

- My role in the lab
was that of a manager
rather than facilitator-
more emphasis needed on
process rather than
procedures.

- Philosophical stance
at the beginning of the
study - transitional
more developmental
(transmission) based
than constructivist.
Because of study, I am
more aware of how
constructivism can enter
into my teaching
strategies.

- It is important to
develop activÍties that
challenge the students'
thinking but do not
overly frustrate them so
that they give up. Ex.
The difficult vocabulary
in the laboratory
questions created too
much disequilibrium for
the students. They had
to decipher the
questions, make their
observations and link
them to the scientific
principle.
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IMPLTCÀTIONS OF TEACHER REFLECTIONS

Theoretical Perspective Practical Implications

- It is important to
determine how students
perceive the problem
and why their paths
towards solutions
seem promising to them.

- I need to determine
students' preconceptÍons
since this was not seen
in my regular teaching.
I usually start with
objectives and
definitions.

- I need to explore
students' ideas more
interviews, journals,
questionnaires.
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sAPlpL€ OF lNTERvtÚw)

JER@Hg

T. What do yout think so far of science?

5. It went gc,ad.

T. (Likes?)

5. I dont l<now... itts ltind ':f fun.

T. Are yolt understanding everything?

S, There åre sr:'me things I dr:¡nrt utnderstand.

T. Like what?

5. I dant understand s.rme of the names of the reactions.

T. Y,:ut didnt get t'r (type) the mixtr¡re?

5. Nc,.

T. t^lhat did yout meånr what rnixture did we dc?

S,Lille when ynu purt gas in,:ne t,fgether, itts nurt that Id':ntt get itr ittd just

that I always farget the narnes.

T. Oh. Whi':h ûnes are the s,=Iutte and which 'f,nes are the s':lvent?

5. Yeah, stiff like that.

T. How absut this experiment, da yc,u undergtand it?

S. Yeah, I think so.

T. tJhat made yc,r-r understand it it better than the one vre did before... theyÞe

b,rth endc,therrni,: and e:t,¡therrnic reactiong.

5. Êoz I already knovr it.-. yeah, about the endo- and exo- reactions.

T.5r¡ /rf,u thr:rught this experiment would be exothermic. H,¡w csrne?

S. The hypothesis was it was going tc, be exathermic. Coz of wag easily known.

Fowder,..

T. Êalcium de chlc¡rcr?

S. Yeah, calcium de chlsrc¡. So I thought it would be exotherrnic.



T. t^lhat fl,lr /r3u rneån by exotherrnic?

s. I mean the temp. goes down and then thatts exc'therrnic.

T.S,= when temp gc'e5, down what dc,eg that mean? Itts getting curlder or hotter'?

S. Oh...(mr-tmble mumblet the temp. went up' thatts endo"'

T. Ternp. gr¡es up. So oltay ,sa ev,ct- rneans temp' g'f,es up' Yeah'

5. útray. 5a yoLt didnrt Put independent variable, dependent variable çrr

c,=ntr,:lled variable. LÌan y,=u fill it n'=w? t'Jhat did you ¡:¡rntrr:} the

experimant thatts changed?

s. tJhat I think is that my grouF went on lenger and longer, Iil<e we didn¡t have

tc, dr-, this part right here. tle didntt have to gn that far- s': I guess yout

,:c,Lrld call that 

- 

de infc,rmation gur la chart-

T. So the var. independent r,¡c,uId be the what? Like what depends '=n what wrrLtld

change with the amc,unt of info. that yout get?'

S. Say that ßne mÐre time Please'

T. you said that independent var. is amournt c'f infc,., right? Se if the dependent

var. depends ,¡n the independent var. then whatts the dependent var.?

Usr-rally the independent var. and the dependent var. åre in the'obiective.

Le termine sLrr Ia rreati,:n dans salution exothermique au endr¡thermique?

S. tor-t1d you 5äy those things in French please""

T. Alr:¡rË Ia variable de dependente depende da variabte øf independent.La Var.

of independent ctest qutelle que chose que tu choisi que que chanqe

Ltexperience, Alors dit determiner sur Ia creati,=n dti-rne Ë':,lLttion eagt

exothermique aut endathermiqute. Alors qutest-ce que tu

,:hange, le type de solution c¡u Ie type de reactian?

S. Le type de sc,lt-ttion.

T. AI,:rs Ia var. of independent est quoi?

S. Ctest la type de sc,lutic'n?

kontre) Itici qui



T, ...Alc,rs la var, dependent ig an exc'- or endc,- le type de reaction' Alors tlt

etes faites experience åve': dtautre ch'fse. Tu etes faites e)íPerience

avec carbonate desoude et cette...avec CaCl, Gurelle chose arreste'

canstiante? Gluand le deux essaie?

5. Meme group...

T. Okay, what did yaur dc, in this experirnent?

5. We made the solution, then we purt the little thing caming out of the

computer that tested the temp. in the cup with the g,:luti,:n in it. And wetd

Ioc,]< at one rninute, weH looll at the temp. and then wetd go fsr c,ne min. 3O

seË., then 2 min., then ? min'S(l sec. and then Yr-¡utd write the temp.

T.5c, what happened in this experiment-,' t^lhat were yúur results?

S. It started tc, gc' up lihe we g*t a lr¡t harder Írrsm the beginning. then after

awhile it gtarted to go down just a little bit. Rest gees down at the end.

T. S,-r thatts what happened in the graphrright'? S,:, Whåtts happening that you

csurldnt s'ee/. Thatts what yÕu såw in the cc,mputter. But what was happening

in the sr-¡Iutti*n that you rr¡uldnrb see'?

5. Frabably when it started to ga down all the farce would be used utp. Êouldnrt

see it by the waterr rlr;r¡¡ld¡lt see it c,¡mPletely'

T. What do yor-t rnean by forces being utsed utp-/

S. Theyte all br'rlten and la spåce_ was braken? And lilte all the heat

that created heat in the- and theyhe a11.,.

T. What created heat?

S. The... lihe it kinda blew up, sort of?humble)

T. Whi,:h m,:Iecules blew utp?

5. Pardon?

T. Which rnc,IecuIeE Eeparåted, blew r-rp? What did yar-r use in your Eytperirnent,

what was the solution?



5. llaËt and lteau.

T. l.Jhich were the mc'leclrles that separated-/

S. CaCl.

T. tJhat happened ts them, where did they go?

S. Int,:, the environment.

T. Inta the environment. Whatts the enviranment?

S. The waüer.

T. Okay, it went into the water.So what happenedrwhat did it do tc, the water?

Jr-rst floats arc,ltnd?

S. Nc,t floating aroundr å¡st the reaction wag finishing? Just died dc,wn.

T. S,r the rnc'lecules c,f tl.a Ê1 Separated and then it went inta the water and it

didnt da anything intc, the water? Did it fleat into the bc'ttom c,r what?

S. N¿, I d,=ntt kn,lw. AII my infc'. says that and all the r:rther ey:periments it was

Iike the sarne thinq. It wourld get hatter and hc,tter into thehr-trnble).

T. t^lhich other experirnent'?

S. The c,ne... Cot-t1dn¡ü think exactly what r¿e did at that time. Yc'ur had tc, have

one exc,= and '=ne endø-, tw,: graphs and a whc¡le,brtn,:h '¡f queatic,ns '=n it. The

big one with lc,ts of...

T. therets three parts of experirnent. The first c'ne was baking soda and water,

the sÉc,:'nd was baking soda and lemon irice/vinegårrand the third c.ne wås

this ane. Sc' the first one wäs baking soda and water, what kind of reaction

was that?

S. I thinlc it was exc'-.

T. Ex¡-'? The temp. went up'?

S. Nc', nci. sorì' y, endC'-,

T, Endo? How can ternp. çlo down in that one and gc up in this one?

S' tl'¡z fc,rce in mr-¡lecurles daesnt exa,:tly,..it was nc,t ag gtrong, like it didntt



blaw urp as well so it iutst...gr-, now it started c,f f hotter and you gcl dswn. The

force between the rnale':ules wåsntt str':'ng'

T, 5c, the force between the molecutles are strong-r'

S. Arenlb as strong?

T. Sc, itts strc,nger here- t^lhat makes you thinll that?

S, I dc,nt kn,fw. S'fmehÐw I thintr that they the fr¡rces in between the m'rlecutles

and something would blow urp and that would...gmurmble) so they had to go down.

T. Sr-, what rnalces y,:u think there are f,=rces when you ':ånlt see them? H'¡w d':

yclr knc,w there are forces in this book?

S, I d,rnlt kn,=w. AtI my in f,t, Eays that and everyb,ldy thinlts that it llinda Prúves

it toc,.

T, Haw"¡

S. It dc,esntt exactly prove it but, itts possible.

T. What w¡lLtld happen if you had l,:ts ¡rf water and not a lot of Êalll?

S.Water itw,=utldbealat faster,Istillthintritwoutldbeexo-. Itwor-tldçlojutst

barely hr:¡tter than when it started, then it s,tarüs' trf g¡f, downt

T. Are you telling rne that it wor-rld get hc,tter faster or hotter slower?

S. Fr,rbabIy hntter at the same speed but wouldnit get as h,-rt- It r¡autldn¡f be

this temp., prabably it wourld reach abeut right there'

T. tJhat makes Y'ru ËåY that'?

S, I danit know. Itts sc'rt c,f lilte ä guessr but algc' I thinlt the more C.aCl the

h,:tter it will get.

T. tJhy wourld it get hotter if mare CaCl?

S. t::or therets rnc're mc'Iecul.es and then r+hen they get bralten it makes more and

msre heat. And then after awhile it would take longer coz... lose sc,¡ne heat

f*r the farces, for them t,: brealt.

T. Could yout keep an adding C:aCl and it wc,uld get høtter and hotter?



S. Dontt thinlt so cctz after awhile there wauldnlt be enoutgh waterr it wc,uId all

s¡:,åli r-tp the water. t=irrz thetts what happened in the last experiment when

yc,u are abte to rnake up your crwn exFeriment.. Yout put in a lot of pawder and

jnst (talting the temp. '¡f the p,rwder be,:sz there wås nú waterr.just pnwdert

nc, reaction, not enough water. Yau probably need at least 157. water befc,re

it w':r-rld a':tually vr,:rr[í.

T. Why is water important then?

5.tI:,¡¡ it makes it liquid...makes with reactiurn heat,It breaks d':¡wn rnole,:utles.

T. The water brealls the rnolecutles?

q Vac

T. ü.lhat breafrs maleclrles between CaCl? I thoutght rnc,lecules åre broken in

between. The f':'r':es brnken? YrfLr said the f':'r':es are brc,llen between ¿¡s çËll1l?

S. Nc,, nc't e:¡actly. Itts when theyte rnixed tagether, When r'.re added the.,.If you

.jutst..,t,¡,¡ mur,:h pawder and n,=ne nfwater...it just dc,egntt...y':tLl .just get

temp. of powder.

T. What dc,es water d¡-r when you rnix with l-:aEl'?

5. Haltes reaction. If yor-r just had ane type af one thing instead trf a rnix

t':'gether y':'Lr ':ån rnalte a reacti*n sitting therer but r+hen y'ru add it with

samething... sårne with baltingpawderr leave it by itselfr itts nat genna malle

a reactisn. It needs vinegar befare it r:ån actually d,:' sr¡mething.

T. What dc,es the vinegar çtive it? t^lhatts the paint of adding water? Or Vinegar?

D'-res it give samething tc, the carb':nate des,rude ar to the ta¡11-/ hlhåtts

happening with Caf:I when yau purt it in water-"

S. Itts mixing with water and then heat brealts the f,=rce,

T. Where daes heat corne from?

5. Environment. The surroundings, the water. CTeacher prods sturdent further) ¡

0h! Thatts the water, itts giving c'ff heat!



T' E¡:¡¡:d!

I{RISTY

T. Thatts the experiment where yùu ådd LìaËÌ and wåter, Y,¡ut meågured temp. with

water, blere yc,Lt unhappy abourt missing experirnent?

5. Yes. I didnib get tß write it alt,:utt and understand what happened. Itts a

reaction and itts exc-T. What makes yc,u Eåy ittg a reactic'n and itts exa-?

S. The temp. rises?

T. The temp. rises and then?

S, Itts constant?...

T. Whatts happening here? Ysu see in the cornputer screen the temp. goes up and

y,:,Lr see it stay the same, What is exactly happening that Yr-,ulre n'trt seeing

in the reaction?

5, t^lhatts happening in fr':,nt of the cup?

I wasntt really watching and nathing seemed to happen. I just watched what

the comprrter said.

T, But why is the temp. rising then?



S. ll:,¡= youtle adding r-aËl.

T. l.Jhat exactly did yout do in the experiment?

5. tJe t,=,:ll waterradded a teaspartñ û1 llaGl and thatts it. tle just waited what

the reactic.n was. The temp. went up.

T. t^lhy dc, yon thintr the temp, rÐse

S. Cc'z the C:aCl wås poe/er fu1.

T. What drf yÈru meàn by p,=wer ful?

S. Itts got certain futnctir-'ns in it that make it s;trc,nger than other things.

T' t^lhat dc,es strength do; what dc,es it matter if itts str,:nger ,=r nc,t?

5. humble)

T. Sr, ín this reactic.n what happened?

S. Temp. rÊrse and stayed the same.

T. Temp. rc.se be,:aurse Ca is rnsre power ful?

5. She.just added ¡n balting powder.It w,¡r-rldntt have been the same reactir-,n,:,:,2

itts nc,t qurite as pawerful,

T. If yr:'Lt håd balling s,:da what w.=uld happen?

s. Temp. would rise but not quite as much. And probably not as fast.

T. Why did temp rise again?

S. lla= C:aCl rnade a reaction and temp, rgse.

T. t^lhat llind af reactiLìn h,ås happening"/

S, Exc,-..,.temp. r ises.

T. l4hy d,=es it stay the same?

S. Caz itts taking up all energy it can"

T. t^lhat happened if you had 1':,ts nf water but not that rnnch rlaËl?

S. Temp would rire as much.

T. H¡:rW rlrt¡lll€'?

S. C:oz it depends on temp, of water but I gutess that itts n¡=t äs...yc'Lt have ts



balance it c,ut t,: rnalte a bigger reactic,n ':r a smaller '¡ne.

T. Balance what gut?

S. The amts rrf surbstance.

T. What wc'uId happen if you had lots c,f C:aDI but not very much water-/

S. Temp. wauld rise, I guess.

T. Even if yar-r pr-tt tons c'f E:ËIC:I temp. keep rising?

S. No.

T. t'lhy?

S. E:r-,2 not ennlrqh r¡ater to mal<e a reactic,n. If yc'Lr _ urp a1l the water then

just p,=wder.

T, Sc, you need a certain arnt c'f water?

S. Yep, t,: absr-rrb the powder.

T. S,:, the water absr¡rbs the powder? Thatts what water is for then?

5. The powder sart af takes c.ver the water th,rutgh.

T. What do yor-r rnean takes sver?

S. Itts g,:,t the tlaÊ1... itts çtronger.

T. tlhat does it do to the water? If itts stronger than water.

S. It takes --rver. I dont understand "üalles r:'ver" l.Jhat dr: yau rnaen?

5. It gc'es ,rver tap? Like coc,l-aid. It takes utp the spåce of the water. Itts

,rrr¡l¡r¡ì'pd water. tJhen you add llaÊ:I the water sort of gets strurnger.Itts nat

water anymore. Ittg CaC.1 water!

T. St, when it gives strength tc, the water the temp rigeg?

S. Yep.

T. What wås yoLrr hypothesis in this experiment?

S, I thr,ught it wc'uld be ex'r-,

T. t^lhat dc, you thinll the independent var. is? Ob.jective is deterrnine si la

creatic,n ex':'- cru ÊndLl-. l,lhatts yúur var independente-/



S. The water,

T, The sel-rtic,nr right? what changes becoz c,f the s,:lt-ttian?

S. The water,

T. What sense? When change solLttian, what changes?

5. the v¡ater?

T. ü.lhat chançles in the water?

The texture, the temP.î'

S. The temp. and the inside.

T. Sa the temp change means the rxns ends- c'r Ëv;t'-. (French er:planatic,n c,f the

independent and dependent variables..r What da theEe say beüween the exp.

and the ,=ther e:/iPeriments?

S. Arnc,unt water, arnaunt tlatll,



ERIN

T. Did yrru find enything diff frc,m this exp. than lagt time?

5. No. f dc,ntt think so...it just went down about just a fer pc,ints and then it

went urp again s,= it was .just the same.

T. Can your explain exactly what yout did?

S, Like the p'rintg? þJe gat the c'=mputer ready then r*re put 10 mL c,f waterrput

the _ on the cornputer.

T. And what did yc'u n'f,tice in the ternp?

S. It went utp.

T, H¡w ':È'fne';r

S. Beca: when water brealls mc'lecLrles of ÊaCl the heat frem inside rnc,lecules

g,:res int,:, the water and heat it up. T. Hr'wts that dif f fr'¡m using baking

soda and water?

S. In balting soda and water the water needs rnc,re heat ar it Ltses aIl its heat

tc' breall the maler:uleg. 5,r it has tr-, talte rn¡:'re heat fr,¡m the

envirc,nrnent. And sc, it Ltses all the heat and the temp. gc.es dc'wn.

T. Where drf,ES it c'rrne fr':m'l

S. Frc,m the enda-?

T. Bc'th.

S. Fr,¡m the environrnent?

T. t"lhatts the envir¡-¡nrnent?

5. Itts the water and then when it needs extra heat it comes the air.

T. S': whatts this part here?

S. I danlb l{nr-,br why but it went dawn first and then it urent back up. I thin}r it

was be':,:¡ when we were mixing it all up it just ':ame out of the water or

something.



T. E:,tpIain the part ab'rut the rn':'lecules again'

S. Far the exc-? Nhen ít brealls dor¡n the mc,lecules in the CauìI the heat frc'm

the inside the moIe,:UIe g':,eË inta the water.

T. So the heat is absarbed. Heat is absc,rbed in the Êacl?

s. Nc,, Itts absc,rbed intc, the water but it ':':.fnes fr,:,m the m,:lecules.

T. Dr_rring the reaction the heat is given off or tallen in?

S. Tal:en in t,: the water.

T.If Heat taken in the water...sa the water gets hatter. Did the cornputter help

yc,r-runderstand whattshappening?

S, yc,ur can Eee exactly whatts happening all the time. Yc'ut don¡b have to talte the

temp. and write it dnwn from the the'rrnc'meter'

T. Can yc'u seÉ r.rhatts happening with the çolecutleg?

S. N,:'.

T. How do you lnc.w this is happening?

S. Itts in the nates sr:' yr:¡u.just urnderstand frr-rrn the n,:tes.

T. Hc,w cc'rne this matles sense tc' you?

S. I dc,nt llnow. It was explained a lc't and sa I ltnderstand and I read it frr-'rn my

nctes a l'¡t sc' I understand it.

T. Did y'¡Lr È':,nnect this with the past?

S. Like last twc' years? Not really.

T. Just what yÊ'Lt Ieårned this year.

S. Yeah.

T. Okay.



JNUF:FJAL _ CRITICAL FqIEND

lrtedne=day, Novernber =r L99L

Rcdelyn explained and denonst.rat=d the procedure to the
gtudentg. She had a, very sore throat

Student= sat in pair= or in grÐup=' of three and listened
careful Iy.

They then proceedeC to folÌcw the instruction=r and do the
er:perirnent which r+as to make a Eupersat'urated sslution of sugar
and ra¡ater. taking the temperature of the solution at the poi-nt
where the super=a+-urated solution wa'= regched.

Rodsl'/n turned on the burners as the students r.lere readyt to
heat the salution ,=nd note the temperature . When 5O degrees was
reached they were to turn oll the burners-

Sever¿l students cauld expiain v¡ha.t they were doing. =everal
csuld not'

l"1y que=tion wås: do the students unde:-stand the purpose of
the activity?

r¡Je t¡-ied out the vid=o rnatrhi-rîe, and the li.brarie,n e:':plained
the +-echniq'-re= to the students...more to farniliari=e them with
the id=a sf being videe-taped than to ectually tape then¡ at this
point.

Stud=nt= cleaned and sat down to write up the e:':periment.

It wa.=. evident that helf did NtrT understand r.¡hat they were
doing and why....Rodelyn said thst ti¡ås to be expe=tedr it rlês
quit= norrnal, åt this Point.



}úeCnesdalr, November 3Sr 1??1

ÉoCelyn entered with students who attended ts their assigneC
t-a=-!.= inmeCiateiy.

Rooelvn e:<pl<ined with cuF=. in hanC. direction= tc the
expe:-irnenÈ...gccd use of visual=. e=pe,:i=-IJ.y in a second la.nguage
Lld==-

Í'lo=t Ett-{cents r.¡ere p;ying attentien, encept for =ne whe
fiCiIeC rr¡ith hj-= bssþ;.=, until hi= ==atm;:.te fina.ily heLped him
find the ps'-se= in hi= bcel:.. *:-te:- that. h:-= sye= wanCerei all
{j\,¡e!- ihe r-Ð{f¡rr. s¡d h= =e=rneC nfjt t= ts-¡e paying .=ttentien-

Sr:rne =tucients =ls.rified Cir-ection=. verbaIly.

Reielyn =t':cwed, wi-th the ccmputer and the sc¡-een what wsuld
happen . She =r:pl=ineC urhen the ternpers.tur= ri=es againråf-r€l- it
=-r=tsili=es et the ioi+e=t pcint, tha+- j-= the time the enperirnent
i= Ð\'er.

Sl::= =:tFl;:neC, with c'¡srhe;*== hcw ts fsilor+ the experirnents
and hew tc f-i-l.i :n th= shee+-= (resu.lt=).

There wsr= ]stg of Cirec+*isn= tc f'gll.trr-J...serne students werÊ
nsf-- payinç s,ttention. y\¡ere gabbing during the er:planations.

The =.tuËent= e'=.ked a few qu==iisn= and then r+er-e toid ta qo
ei =rí

Siudent=. workeC in grsuFÊ of 3 cr 4

Severel gi-sups were not working, hut severa.I grouFs tllere
abl= te explai-- the er:periment ts rne, show:-ng und=rs't-anding of
r¿hat they üúere dcing ani the underlying scj-entj-fic concept=.

I circ';f g,t=d among=t the =tuCent=. feiçninu ignsranc=. and
a=i;ing ea=h grilllp tc explain what wa=- h;.cpening - in Engli=h (I
ut=eC the e>;=u=e: " I'rn a-n L.A. tes,=her and dsn't unCerstand r can
ycu eirplain what you think. L-= happening?"

I haC sÐrne v-=ry inte:-e=:inç ¡-Espcln'=E= frorn , "I Cunns" Ë_E

"Ëall=e 5ne iRoC=ly:-i) saj-C EO", tc "the ternperature i= çutrpn==d ta
go uE ( or dcwci. b*t it iidn'+- ...rnaybe u¡e didn't rneasiure
c¡r¡-e=tly... " ånc " it give= off heat besauge the cha.nçing of
rnslecule= tE!:.e= energy" and " becåLl--e she (Rccielyni made us be
rnslecui=s. - ,and we held on to each sthe:-. . . " etc.



There ws= Þ.Ery obvieusly a Lst of thinl-::ng gcinç En.'.Ë' 1¡=
i+Êre unceÍ-t;-:n of r¡ha.t the csrnÊutet- exper:ment wa= =;:c3c'=ed t=

=hor+.-.b-r¡.t mÐ=+. s=erned to under=:enci the e;':=hsnge s; mcie='-ti'=¡-
ener-ç;,,,/he;t in chern:sal re=E--isnE. They wEt-E e.Þie ts çue== +'rhi'

+-heir e>lperirnent,s u¡eren' t ++s:-1":ing as th=;-' e::pe=teC thein t= d¿-

i¿.¡he- thê.t ha=pe*edi r.Jith tnought if nc'. nÊtre==ariIv e.c='¿rasT- iL

===frjsd t= h=i¡ -r_ri= =:u¡Jents "et.:piain" whãt rte.= haoo=r,:-rig -g-- "-=':!
=Gí?ìE,=Í= k{liE =n="t, t,-]cugr-rt hac Itcr not:cn eÍ wnaf- Fiõ,= çci-ng Err i-ì¡lf
u::J=r=:acÍ t::e iencus.ge ( i-iei,,¡ wculcj å,ir L 'Ê. t==trr¡Ér- i';ncr+ -Ç=' =-,:;-
=i- Fy-encnT-iî;. The-¡ t¿úEr= "J?T'',¡ p='ii=nt en'i ii=!-1./ Fr='::== :t-. --Ïãi ¡-

_ _ ¡ i 
-êFg.r:J js.¡ Í=- L-i!¡ i= .
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I f sunc th¿t =11 i!-:e =:tudent= Þ';i nt3w had sÐme nEtaEs-' ef
encstherrnac ant =)íc'therffii= reactlons. They aii had sorÐe theer;+
of r+hy t!'ie +-ernperature cf the iiquid CroapeC - having ta da t'rith

=.n =;:ci:;ng= sf s:-¡Er::'r' frr:rn =h= liquiC tc i--he ú:-T shsmi==1' Sc'r=
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d:-=.ni=-r-.iC t=inF=ratür= =hanç= nsd --= Cc i'¡j-'-* t!-'e fa=t " tiå+- '=l-:= ¿---

a 3å=€. ånC th= =iher- i= e-ri acii".. "
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===fl= tO n= ts h¿.ss ie=n F:=gslin'S irsv:ng heci tien "='E'- ü:-li-" *-l-3

r-cie aî rnciec,-iie=. previcu= t= dcinç +.!rÉ eìíFer-im-o-l-=' i ='ì:" t--'i=
Eece¡-t== =c ín3n:1 3f them tcic in= abeut it, t,¡hen I first t;-Ii':='j 's3

thern. r-{ûu¡er/ei-. in retr==p==t'. ',-h=t' s i 1 =e=med mu=h frrõì-=

knoi+I=-dçable by the ti¡ne th= ====nS se-'- Ði =r:per-im=fl*q5 ¡¡JåE 'f1¿'9r-"

th=n r.¿hen the¡ f ir=.'- begEi-. Thei,. certs.inl'¡ wer= bE:i-=r åbLÊ. r-¡-

t-ep¡hofe.tcve:-ÞËli=Éåni-tnCer=t5in'=ingsfthept-:n=ip*'1=
F:ed=1-yn t{¡å.= tri'ing 'i'E ÇÊt ãic;.Ð== tc ti-zen'
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iÉl4t -!-l-r e ,:,¡ii 1''r*i!:l-: i,-'i-: i=. Ll-lat tl-iç: terr:pËiål:LtT-c' ;l¡r;rpi-:"

iASf iìi-rÉfj j;l¡ç. i.3Irtrpr;r¡'ti'-,t-r Ë l-rå,','e ift,:!1'= bå[,: i¡i!ì '='],då'hlre

'l; ;:rir¡: Éj i tr{ i-r Lti" E d ¡¡,: t ÈrcrËË9'

lAË i Tii = 'i ,etnp e r' ð.'l; Lt r' r= i. n,: r =*-== h

ÌAB i ii, ei L +:iiip L:ri' ;rt Ltï r= çl ¡' r;rp Ë. '

hg! Yi=i:, ul-i'jrt thei'e i= fii!:'i'E vJËiLËr thc: 'Leltr;:erå{üL(ï Ë Ce':i'Ë;i:jE::."

F¡ rr...r" ilr.-i C.i l;.HCf i

F4,, The temperå'bLt¡'E ha= i:iU di'ifei"ÊnÊEË ånd ti-ie iL+a':*;i¡I¡i-iã

åi"E di'iì'erent be,-ali=e ¡JË LtgÈd i,ETu¡:,ri ,juti,:c: ar¡d vinËËãi.

85" i-,'=: i.ba!,: ir¡q =,:,då¡'debÊ1'.i t¡e,:åLi=Ë 1e¡'ir,:'ñ .jLti,;Ë årlËi vi.r¡ËË1.1ì"

t. ..-. 1 .- 
- -. . - r. 

--..

lìl-r eri



É-

tr,|:, rltE Ir-C r-iHrllli lf r-r¿H"

i,,. tq,_r .c¡t=.,+rc¡ 
"

Ft1¡ Tl-ie E.r'i¡rr'ltl-ier ¡ii,: i Êci':t i,-,ii =t¡if= rll-¡er¡ vJÊ 'll¡:rt-rr:fieJ tlie Ëpc-rrìË

L,-=.r and fin;i=ht=,1 rrl-r €i-r it =tsyecl tl-¡e =ðrr¡e"

Gtå,3 The Er¡rrtl-iern¡i,: rËå,:ti,t'n --tsi"ted ånd fÍni='lieti lillu tl¡e

,-! ì 'r: ier.- r¡.-, 1- f l-,: -- r 'r- r- L ri-i.j.u ii¡¡-¡¡r i; r. ..,,-:',¡l -Ì- Li;r_r:_.\;.¡ ;ii,,"

tà* ,, it ir: Ínr;:,;'¡t;.rl'rt t,:, gc,t tl¡e +,;rmpei-åtL(i-H å'ü 'l;hg 'r:eqinFrirìËi

.,..i !L-., i-,_--l- :- -.--t-.- !- !L-,! !t-- .t-_'---...-J-...-_i-: ;¡lE Ll .'rpCi lll¡Hl¡L l.ii r-.r¡ tJui L¡-.¡ =Èc' Lilá'.L !i,üi ',,'=i¡llJl=¡f ctLLii d

L..-.._-.---.._ L-! --t-ti_rl5¡_._r¡llf:= I lr_rL ¡_¡f r_¡_¡¿ trr

fi4-f îire teniperstr-rre i iËr=Ë ,:,ì" f all="

êÐE'l [,+hen Y,:'Lt hsve rTr¡:ri¡Ë b;,i,: inq --':,dã ånd Fr,],t å1,1,-l: ':'f vJcirÈÊr tl-ie

r. 
- 

.- -, _,.. - ! ..- -..îÊinpËr' åï Lti Ë Ll-¡'Iï ÊfrËËä"

å6t., i.Jhen Y,:,Ll har¡e fïrr:rrEi kJdtEì- tl-¡ an ba!,: ing =r:rdå the

l___._.__-_ _L --__ J._ ___t,=lllF¡Ht ãLLl¡ tj 'Jl r-.'pi"

Fi*?^I l.Jher¡ I,-,Lt l-ieue å1,],t ,t, l ba!.': inçt =,:,Cå ånd ttre're i=.n3b å1,:,t

.-..a -..t.. *-- t-L, 
-. 

.L,.--__-- _-L-...._ .- -: _-- TL f,.-... !L- i *¡:,f ¡È'ri'[: Ëf ï|iË [Êfi¡-rËrå'ELtf e iiiSe=" lnE fËåËt:'l-t ]¡lrï Tf-; 1:: I=.

t'e'-g,l-r=e thal; there i= âlÈ,t ,t'f enerqy ånd y,r'L( d':,ntt LtsE ;11,:,t



,::,f ErrÉrqi'ãrrrd the¡'e j.= he¡t 1=ft in the envj.r¡I¡r-¡rllÊFrt' F'tt

;',,-.ri-i l-¡åïiì .-rL,-,t ,:,'f wcctei it d,t,ÉËl-¡r*; l-¡åïÊ aI,l't ,l,i b;ii'':j-l-ri-ì =':'j;., 4

'iii= 'i:,:rrrpei-ÈrtLli'Ë Èl ï':tir= be,:autge /rlrLt Ltge ã1':'t 'l'f energy c-tiid

tl-iere i=net heat in 'bhe Énvii-':'l-rmenrü.

lå8. -iiie Ci==,:, Ivirrq is f ir¡i=lied --hei-¡ ai* the hc-tt 'i¿ LiliÈd *iF.

ÍÊ9¡ i.lhc¡ri:y'':'Lt I-rrivË i¡i¡:rI-É'*¡c('bË.¡.'bhan bal': j.t-rÇ Ërl'dã the

-t*rrrpe;-.,.1;Liì.F-' çj ¡r1rpËr b=,:åitËe burt vJhÉn y,:,Li håvË fT¡r:ir'Ê bgi': it'lçi :=¡:tË:: ci

t;lie berriçier'åtLr,iÉ in,:r-eå=e= and I 'bh:i.rr [': th:+t 'bi¡u: iPi{Ë¡:'l-i ir*'r'

ilr :i; i= tii;t thsre is m¡:rre bal,: ing s,,ldå f'lr wãter and uJåter

i:; =,:,al;ecl Ltp in the batlinq s,-rdå and there isntt enr:rLtFh heat

t,r,ffrål:t F å reA,:tiC,n ånd the therrn':,meter i= r;r¡l'}i frreä='L(rinq the

temperåtLtre,:,f the tra!,: ing 5':'då'

tì-
t.:, , I ,, i rl ._, cr.; i _:. ¡+i 

'= i L

Li": " i i]L: 'j.:tÈ i:; ': å¡ Lir-tf I u -i i-r.i\ I LlÞ È

fi3, Tl-¡ = Êì-rii,trthÉ:'h-ri.,:: i'där:t i,lFi :ig Hl-¡Ëi-l thË ,:hemri=t'r ii tå[': e:' tl-re

l-iU-¡'i I'i-,:,fi¡ tl-re eriVif r:'nfi'rEnt¡ bÊ,:åLt5Ë ':,f tliiE i''Ëåt:ti,:,Fr the

'ni.:it:-.ii'= fe*1= ,:,:¡Ldet 
"

F.ì." Tiie¡-e ¿îrË Ciff=rent thinq= L(=,ed E(rd it i:" ån e¡-rdË,thei'¡rri,;

.l-.: --¡ t¿i:_ 1.. ,L !_tl I 
"

85. tdher¡ _\¡':'Lr ha'¡e ål-,:,t ,:,f lenr,:,Tr .juti,:e¡'vinEgåi' be':*aLt='e iÌ

¡-,,¡Ê¡'rt,:,i¡-rÊ= the bal,: inq 
=,:'dË1 "

ElË" l,'Jhu=n 3r:rpLt add =ð:l.t t,:, i,:Ê r:rEåfh, it må!::Eç, 3 T-€carrtj-':';i ilnËl

'bl-ie liç;rl ir¡ the l iclr-tid a;ri --i1qgi!-l:l--t,r-ec.'l:: the ÍIIr¡'rlEË Jrnii
' :.- "'-- ; + *l'*_'il* ""*æ!-*tu'Êæ

il-ii* tu*iii¡:r*i-,'¡'hLt1'ç1 dl',:-!F:: F*15i {-l Cegi''=e = *-iFrd 1t i= g':'l id "



,. _.. J f he Ëüiijt iuf¡..-U'¿==...lTt':'ì:e he¿it . i¡-r t:'i dÉi L':' bi'e,sl'': 'Lhu i;rl¡t'¡-l ulË

il-i-,,ii :i-l-r l;l-re i'ir =t_ î:.-¡]el--irlÊnt .

iËlf" tJl-reri 'Éh*-] ï=mper åtLi.,.È t,eçin= t,:, i- ig= cri-¡d i'L '!':irrigli¡i:, '*l-r Ei

1., i-r .:' r; *niiL =i' å'; Lii- Ê çl ¡ ,;,p -- "

[:29 I'u =L¿ii-t=, vJl-rËn tl-¡ e temr¡;er P.tLtrE beqin-= 'b']' dr':'f-' and it

Ël-l n: ;li,-=:; ' Ll-¡": ilie teiripei"-+.LLtr e i'iäËË"

't,:) L.Jl'ti=.1-, l;l-r ,= l.; er¡Fe'¡;r1:Lr'r"Ë i" iËÉË ':'t I = É:¡i ,l¡tht:¡'rri': åncl r¡JI-rËl-; Ìì-

.-r . .. ... .... ... .; .L .i ,.- .-,ñ Ël ,I,t l.¡ É i. tfi i ¡.- ,,-r..; 
; .._:r._ j:: ¿ ! J, ;: L-:

et-r C,-,ì*iigi-i¡ii,: it i= bai:: il-r Ll =,,-r'iå. €ini 'frlrr- F:.;tl'tl-i EI¡r:i'- j'i

:i. ::i ¡"Jl-r ril-r '1. h e f.; gn¡F er' *\t t..tl' Ë .:r i

Tiie T-Ë-=-.LtLt5 ,:,b'båÍiied HËiYËri!t '¿hat T 'b!-r '-'itqlit,

E,Ë,:.-rLi-=Er,Jl-¡Eit-r j.¡:_rLi ¡':,:!¡TtllÈ-ij.Ei: the rEËLi1tg,:'f the F'ir:'lr':'ï-ti,I'l-rË"

YrrrLt ,: åFt t t sEe t he r eåÈ t i 'l l-t '

The ierrrpEr-åtL(rÉ de,:i Êå=Ê=.

! 
--- -.- -!.,.: i^ì,= iÊmFErãiLtrÊ f,n':i.ea=e="

It.jut--t mi:,:es and g'f,es.

t- ¡. ,,,

Fr*rÌ

.ì. li,;.r-¡i,: ;ii;i-t: ';!-ie Çt'apl'i årrLl'uhe Ë-'..iiJÉrimenb iJ'l,i-¡!L pi'¡:¡vÊ p¡'r:!vË

'f l', i=. F:î,-Ë1.-r'l: 'f ¡:ri tlie EEr:¡l¡l-¡Ëi Fåì'l' ,:''l' 'l;hr- Ë./ipr=i- irnent "

¿''--i

H+"

¡¡e l

¡.4Ê.t

|à7.1 Tl-iE ter-npiei'åtL(i-Ë iii,:ï ËesÊå'+ritli rrt:r¡t' b*el':inq Ë,¡:'dË\'



AE, Ee,-åt-t=Ê '',rh=r¡ ti¡ e bai,: irr q F,r'Ël Ë, LtËÊ= tlre l-r Ëåt it .jur=t Lr-iËi:

t -t- ir 
-._.t-*riir:iL. -i,L ¡-ctll llì_¡! llfr_ri cl¡

q*9f 'r'll-ren :¡/r:rL1 h¡r¡e íT¡,:ji'E 'rtrr'beT- rl ,lrfflpfii-Çç| t':, i:a|.,: inr¡ =,:¡da 
'hhu:

r.____.__._--L ..__ J-T Ë!Trj:] i: l- .Í'Ë Lt i É ç ¡ t;tp Ë .

A1i:r" Tl-r s h=¿t i.:; i-tsËlì t,:' hr eal,: the f¡t,ì.,tÉ? b;'iv;,==r, the

t"tf" Lih'=n tl¡e'heinperå1.Lr'Ë r'j.äË-'Ë åt-r uj ,o,l-iu=¡-r i.b =tey='bl-ie ËåiTiÊ,,

itr?t [,lhEn the terrrpe'r ÈitLrr'Ë Ë] Ì-,:¡i.-Ë. Ëriici url-¡ei-¡ it Ítåi'= the EåiïrE,

i+trr j{i .L.L-- J--,-.,--.--r-..-- .- j-- J...---.-
t"r.--.i i¡-rL', =Hc .L l LiiL. çtjflÌfiÊ'lã'[Ll¡.E Ì-].=L== t-ii- ùi'¡l:rp5"

f¡...1. J -- * ..,.--.t-.
1... -l , l_1.5. l:. .1. I I Lr :_. r_.r L.j Èì:{ "

tbgl i+l¿ffii?ffiil r-Êë(¡:t:i,:,¡-r i= ,*,hi:r tl-ie tenipei':1tr-irF sl¡r;rpË

-.--!; --.. i - .L--. !t-- ¡---.,-.-.-_l-.....- .- i -.. __._r=ci¡-U.ì,r-¡¡ t i= \.J¡ ¡b'l I LllH Lej¡ìÌl-ttr-írj.l;LtïE ai=i:,5"

Tl-r Ë: ËïpEt'iíiEnt:t qå.vr= Lt:t cl ':llÊ.iì,:Ë 'ü':' ËÈË i'i 'bhe l;i-¡ e':,r ie,¿ ¡ilgì-E



á;,,ã,
\--,'

Tt.-. ll-, 
--J- -.-.-L--- -li -- iJ--I:,.¿ " (.-+': lliriiil r: ¡_ rl t' L¡:_rl j Lj j. :_: n I Ll t "

=l:'l 
" 'tr' 6õ'frË*emÞ ¡'Êå¡:t:i,-,n i= uJhen å reå':f, ir:rn tel:es heat

¡.- ..... l-L- 
- --..i 

-- -- -__LI f r-rÍ; L. I rc tit ¡ v I r r_rt ililHI tL "

f.B4! îhi-= f ir-=t ÉïFier imen'l; ,/l-ierr r*le aCde'i irlr:,ï-E bal': i.ng ã,:,dia bl-i¿l¡-;

'*l+.Lgr the terrper€-rtLri'Ê 'ir:'ËË" lri -liie =Ë¡:r:'nd e:.,ìFrer j.r¡ent \+'È

i-i=c;! ;-i'ferr*.! liquii.cl=. Ër-r'b LJhErr uÊ:idijer-i Jì::.,-Ë l;al.,.il¡g E,:'cl ä

tli¡ti LËrir,:,ri .juii':e ,:,r- vineqa¡' the tenrper åtLrr E rr:'se,

E5' Tt-¡ e 'l'ncl niÍ:,ltt-ti-e ,-ar-tàed the qreat==t d'¡''r,F in teinpe:-.r{;i.i'r e

i_ ¡_: : il ¡.r í

:-jü.¡_i;.Lt Ë'.: 'i;here hråE tnr:'re äËti¡I¡t-r in the lernC,n .jr_riCe,



'! :'

ElÊ

E1

T+

In

t¡1,: e=- tl-re heat fr'-,ru

'bl-¡ ic =;r:pr*riinei-rL bhe

!L- --..i.------!LttE eitv j.r !-rtililHtt u "

1 i _. i .l-- ..J: .a È.-.-,-,-,t..
.j- ILiLi j,U= ;(í e Lj.L i itil L-ilr.,,

trIi -iÌ¡i.

_,. .,. ._ _t
ilt!_¡ !.rr¡Li f

l_ -,. ... - ,,- _

:::::,, I.Ì':'

l¿16É. \"r¡ii ;

_-! r, .::: r . r ,=r r"

r.-'. t-.. .t Ì
t:. I I r_¡ \.J i_t j -t- ¡

Ê:1:: t-rtlrËt'fi'r j.,-. ï=-{r-1; i':'i-¡ :it...,r beCl '*rhel-i the terfrpeiåtLi.ïÉ

T1- 'fir,'i=l-,r-d r.rl--- !L- !---- -r.! ç r r¡¡tr=¡isu v¡¡-l El-l trTl t-- IEfl¡iJE:; ciLLl.r rj .=l-li'ELJ Lil(j =EllllL

r-l-,-, J'i rr,-, 1'.r'i rr,- ¡ ì.ar:: i-,-,¡1ñl s'!-r=g l',:.'_.J r r¡ 
'\-|

1.. L-. 
- 

r. -- -.,.,- .-,- - l-.i :"i Ë t: ciliiJ L5 r .:rï Lil- Ë

t......t..:_,_ 
-.-J-,, . i i 

= 
iJ ,i i:. .L l ì :i =.i-.¡'J 

Et

!!.-.--_L .----..1 L -

tl-r t: terii¡rei'¡.tur'¡-Er ì'- i:'-Ëj= i h 
- 
= Ëi,-:,tl¡ei';¡ j.

l. --_..- .: J.. ç..., 
-...,...¡-..L.L--..,- -, -tli r-rF--l lL :r EllL.-,Lilt'; il;..1.r-"

.1i",'Ll-rË e.=:'ipËr' in¡en'L: åFii--l hher e'#;aÊ

1iL_... -.L.--._i ectr_. L lr_rl I I J"L_'Hi .lLt. _-.

,., .,.. ...t

li

-li

,-.8:_.J

r i -_I elal- L I l-ll I

\-rl lHi I c{

.: -.- .L 
--a !- uttEt i

.'\
)

\ Jl.dl !.il

{t'f." t'lhen !r,Ê edded ff¡r;'rË \tåter ånd the Fårt thst ¡rrË rthr-rsE 'Llie

åT!=,JFr' þJå.=; thç =ãrrTrÊ å: I th,:'Lt!ht,

ii.ASJ T,t, ËÉË i1' the tenper'åtLtiÊ r-ise= ¡t¡ì. faL1=."

[A4 I TFr e ,:,r-r1T rÊå,:t i,],t-r ''Ja= tl-¡at the 'l;enrperåtLtre dr ,:,pp:eul .

^r --r'--L --1,:åLtsE the hest breal,: :+ å1. 1 Li¡g¡-lJ" J i, lJ*-{'= ll¡_rL r_r_lllÉJLct¡lç LIC i_¡_r-...-

J_--_- l--L_.-- -:-. ---!L.:-- -1 -- 
!... L-,--...!lr_¡¡r_r_j=. È{liu ltr_rr;J LllHiH l=. ltr_rLlltllll Hl)--c Lr_i iJrt=çil:."

å¡!" tl-re ternpErå'hLtrÊ dr r:,FE.



{t

Ënt" Ye=, j.t beËirr s ,*JhËl-; tl-ie temperåtlrr'¿-,' r i'=,1,Ë å¡.r-¡ d it:

f ini:;he='*hEn'bhe temperåtLrre Et.a),'Ë bhe 
=crt¡'i¡-:"

E;2¡ Ye=, i'b Ê'i;åî-t! wl-iËn the tern¡-.,8rãtLrre çl ¡r;rp*ì. dnd 'fj.rr i=.!-¡r,r=

..L.-.- !L- r-...---.---.r ..-._ !L._
l+llHl I LllC. LHl¡ÌPUi ctLt..i¡ 13 

=Uc1y= 
l, llH :a€(llle"

ffi$tl t';rit =.ÉÊ if the tenrpe'rãtLtre. r 1ËÊs ¡t¡i fai js bEf':,¡'Ë j.t

,-.L-..- !L-
=Lcl)- 

LllC 
=Ë(lllHr

'-..q ÎL- L.-l i.--. -.-.J-r-.+" ¡llC Ucll:. IllLj .t.-¡-¡uc("

Hs, *.i ir¡ the Ëñilr-¡thei'ili,: rÉã¡: L i,r,t-¡ {.;l-¡ e terrrperatLti i: ç1i",;,ppEcl

r.- ,J,, i- !L- _..-!L-...-i - !i -- ÀL.- r.__--.--.L...--, .-i....--
IJLIL J. ll i,ìiH C.:ì¡-¡üllHi llilr- ; Ëct¡- L i.r-r¡l LllH l..H¡l¡HHf C'Li-tf È i i'=bi::.



ib:¡ t 
=,=,:: 

3Li=Ë ',r,h er: I i i

d:''-,F Í¡ terrrperåtLil'E

A:: " l..Jherr ¡rJÊ add rTrr:'¡'E v,rater srid the p;.rt uÉ r-h'-¡sÊ, the ån=krEt'

_t..r.. _, I rt-. _ 
-L 

r
\ejci= LilE =-ill¡E *-'= I Lil¡-rL{Li ilL "

lA3" J,t, ËÊ?Ë il'the'bempei-åtLrrË i-iËËç,:,r fall="
¿ ,lulitrl ,uuué,

lfå4r The,:'nIy reå':tiEn i=. th*¡t the ten-rpersti.tre çl¡r;rpiå,

.¡rE 1.L .: 
--. 

Þ ! - -.--! -.-! L..-.-... 
-.- 

!L- l-.-.-.L- L--.--l 
- -.1 ì Il-..... rÌ---- ---..l-¡J. j.i' .i-=l l L r-r-¡¡¡=i.riili. UHr-ilLi--H L'lr.: ileci.(. lJf Êc(l':.= Ë{LJ. LllF.l ir-rf r-=':/

I

..-..-''r-l-,.--ï.,-r .i -rtt ãrnltl-¡inq Èl_sE t,:, br-ea!,: .

iA6" l-ii* ter:-rperstr-tr u= dT-¡:¡p="

.^ -î ':-'-..-. 4+q ç. ¡
11ì r LtL-È. Îf .J t:!. L.

i:;i, ,, T h e ': å ¡Tr E .:r ;-: fr.rr,rF..J r' ¡r¡r 'l,l îJ ,,

;43; '':'L==u \r.¡l-iË:'I-! i:l-igre t= tTr':,i-Ë rÈ'atHi' the terrrpei--.-,tLtre çl '¡r;,pï:i"

J-..: .-- îL- L--! i _ 
-L__.-L-Jjl:-lr--i:-ri;" l¡lC ¡lt=dL -Lb dlrb¡-lf LrgLI

¡ -.- - -.* ¡... 
-J.. 

.-.-.-I r_.rf r_Hj= LrL-çwHl:jlt

r._L_ _-.1 _
L I I b' llir_i i er_ L.t l_ g:) 

"-,'-<!,-¡¿...-.@

F..-' .fl--. .:- --.-L-- -J.: - .-:-.1-..C,¡:" ;¡lc: !i Èt-r I=. r-c:1f Lr¡-¡ll Ul.r-r.TrlLle!

Llî, Itr= when the temperåtLrì'-e fl¡r;rps bË,:¿it-t=Ê å11 tlie l-ie---rt j.g

!- L-.-_-.t- l_L__ Ì_
L!.--H(j t r_i i,_¡I Hë{!.:. Lile' lt_tl t_gÞ!

E:.:i " It \^,aE different be,:aurse we used different sutbstån':es

..L-:,..L -..,--J. -_J -. J___!-.- Ii 
-_i.JjtI¡_t: l_rl-!_ruL(r_HLi c( l€(:7LHf f e€ìr_L1r_tli"

iSS, Tir= 1¡:¡'¡,reåL: LerrrpeïåtLtrÊ i= ,¡ith vinEg=rÌ-,



1"4

Ei=. r"ll¡ r'r T,:,Lr adi =;rl l- t,:, i+at=i 
' 

t_L=-ilç:-!--::..1iä-Ë.1_ ';,:'..b.i-e'-"1

i!-¡ = 
'l:rrir-,3:.-: b,-+t+le=n-:F,l.,Le'Ír,:'fË':ii1e= enC the +lehei'-9.Ë!Ë.r-r:rliFÏ"

_j*--;-.;,:.,';..a.r

87. Itt= be,:ãuE,€ V,r,Lt L(se dif ferent sLtbstån¡:ÉE whi':h pi-':rdLtr:Ê

dí ff=¡.ent, fa=ter reat:ti,:,ns"

:;.:, ri,.r:-s¿'iGìtj--r'Êårti t irr¡i-ro the heat i= åbË':'i'beil-
,or¿ "/*f/ f

4 zr,lL ' ¿^lttt -
Tlr* 'r,:,i¡-,i:r-irrr=,it= diti I-r,lrt l-i=Ì.¡-, i_rrÈ, L.i:!S-L¡1!-i1JC--ll5 tl-re':'l-ic:= Ãú,> /2

¡-.-s....--. r-L- -...-ieíinrent= br-it Fr,r,t efti::r /ti'Él/L i
1.1 r.j. iì,..r ; d uiIb, ri.iiI

zt -\
( - ,.. -."\ i:-- r .:. ¡- ;

B¡2-l I,i!ierr ,rË =rdd fî'-rr'Ëi r.tc-rtËr i=. the p*rrt tha'b uJäs tl-re 5ãmË :t=;

.- .r._L. _ _Ll-
',+ ts_:- ., | ¡ '_¡ L( ,_l I ¡ {, "

',,..Ê3.-,.ÉT,: .:!ËË :i i 'hi¡ e 'hernpe,åtLtrÉ riåes l:tts fall="

¡44.t Tl-r = ì:'t-;l.i' reåt:ti':¡ti vJå_q that. the ternper-itut're fl¡,;'pl--rbcl "

iif;i, lt :i.=n't r:r:¡¡-rEtãrnt be,:ått=e the heat hree[,.e E(]-l the fr:'rÌ:E=



t/ Lr!

Ê:;,, 5rìitTr.-- E l. i[3 "

'¿f¡9ô Ye=, k,hen ther= Í= in¡:rì'Ë i4Llter- the 1:eirrper.i-atL(i-L-

--t.._ .-,.,
L:E'- I tici:.u= "

åii:j" Thf',: niixLiii-e ,--, I t!'"1, ,1,þ.;i ¡;,;[=-'

F.i;: " T!-¡t= ,l;.s tl"¡ ai i= pr':¡dLl,:Ë?Ll i= ,:år'5,:'l-¡ çl i';'¡'; i;l s"

r,- T.t- .:.- -. .-L-.. +..: --, +l--l !- l -- L---.1- Ë -" l-l -b,j. r'[ :i.:: Ëi ¡::-lËijt .i.t;rl .i. Ï-=år::r';j.':rFi trl-¡ AI tråf:: É= :i!j'r. l. ;¡'-rlll Lilc

L-t I i. j. ; r.,.ri I lili=li ¡ '.. '

ï84r, Tlie r'Éi-:,,:t i,t,i-r i':' f';=ti;:i- .Ìlr;in tii= ':,'Jlì'.:l' EjìFL:r inen'b "

B=;r" Tl-r'= hi:aì-: iÊ -t:i,:rtì 'i,:, l'=\-'LL=a '*rI Lh ÍinL='Jår t!-¡Lt= '';hei"e ;9. g.

-.,... .- .- .r- .-.... -l.... ,.-- .: -- .1. .- -- -- ,.... - {- . ,.- .-
liì i.i:ri.,:l:.ri' Ji"::¡i: :;:¡ i,-rfii.lL't' siLLii b.

Fi=,, Il:ti* h¡€,ltir-r'a6 tÌ'-r r Ë¡r.'j.ïrr:!-¡frrËrr t ¡ir,:rLtncl rç '=':'ld' 7 /.---- /- 'fu2t'a/\,/n,+

l:.rf" *rii-=.rr:åLr=F it i= å differen'b =Ltb=tåFr,lE. /: ll!'%i/:Uz''

i !:: Li ;.'

[ã2.t l'!,:,,, ] th,:,1.t!i-ri the i'=rripei-.={tLtrE cJ¡"':'F:;"



A3,, T,:, l.: ;-¡,;,',; i f thç teri¡-'ei-':iiiii-t- :-,.=e= rt,;' ,-'l i-,:,¡:= u'hErl \,J,::Ll -rdd

'L-lir:, li;[': in!1 =,:,då,,

ÌA.f. Tht= temperaiiti-e ci ,r'ËEr-rtt ':hrilnq€ '!e('j f¿i=t"

iAS¡, Tl-r Ë t=irrper-åtLi i'Ë riE== he':sLt=-e there is a1,:,t å,:tic,n in

the batling gÈ'då gncj'*l-¡eFr the ,,JåtEr- b'real': = the rTrr-'f É,:utle=" l;lie
¡-%

hee,t qË'e= int,:, the envi'rrr,r-rfr¡pflt.

AE " The terrpe'r¡.t¡-ti"p-: çji',;rpE t'=,:åut=e th*--- h¡.:;-, 1. i- LtÌ=Ëi t,-:, '',-ri'ÉÉil,:

i:l¡ç f'-:,r-':f.+g:. het,*,,eerr tlr e fiir:,1Ë':LtLËEi 't,f t,al,: il-rfl g.;r:,Cå,

rqE,, Tl-¡ ¡---cli.::ii',:, 1;*tti:,:-r :ir. 'l:.n:Lt=!-reC a¡cÌ å. 11. tlrri li':.'-,rt i-:-: Llii:1'l

l- 1... - .l-. -.. ,- 
- -l ..- -r l- -. l- 

- 
*, -, J

- ir.- iIl::L:'Lí liii..i ;¡-., LiH L'.::!cLì"

åAft. Tl-: .: är,;ti'= i,rj:1.-'nr'l- tl-rgt i.r::;;i pr-tt the terrrpæi-åtL.li-Ê Ci-,::i-ìË"

i,::.i:r" I:-, tir e i:;,:l Èii;-ii...r;- i.r-r:e:-i{,; rtË LiÌl.r=-'C i''irre¡ar- er¡u ]Ëäi,:':-' .jLii-,:irr,

f:il:i" rir'¿ Ênd':'thermi¡1._.fËå,-L:1,:rii i.= vJl-iEi-r the ,ll-¡EfTri=tr;"' t¡.!':e= tl¡r:

he¡t fi',:,¡Tr the enviì'¡t¡t-rfr¡EFrt , he,:c-(LtEË 't,f thi= l-t:å¡:ti':,1-r Ll-¡u

i_ 
-.-.:-- 

.t-- ¡--ì -.-l J-.-
iiti.,.LLi, I c I= gr_rIltq L.r_,r ¡eHi r_¡,-!.j.Ll h:'¡r n

tlE"4.l Tt i= iif fei"ent b*,:aur=e thi= rr¡i:'';ttrre =t;ri''Ls: riçli'i: åþJë,i.'.

F5., Tlie I-reÊ,b i= Lt=ÊC fa=tel''¡ith virjËü=rT- tlrut= tl"ipi'e Í=;r

H r.e Ët eî;"ä'iã'ËîÏ'ìl:tämõËi'*"dË+'i'¡

FË. It t s be,:autse the =ltrr':'Ltnd ínq en\'/irtr'nfnent is r'31d "



1!:

Ü-lr t-,jiçl-r i',I,-i --=t:rl-t: l:,:' C,I' it å,r¡i j.t fini=hel'*;l-rË'ñ t!-,*

--.-_r .,-- J-.----+! -.t-,----Ltj¡l¡iJCI slùLit H ;Jr-¡e'-l¡' L. i-¡li'{llLl d"

::.: " E;iTrrË crË 1+ l- .

¡cg) E:;,:,therrnic i ¡.,.rher:';i¡e E€-fi1tr8ìiã'tqf-e!¡.¡êeE..aàci endethermic ç

d,l:pn'
hl -l_.Lt-r Iilr-¡ ct| I:i',el 

"

i::i,, Sar-ne ä:r l+-J ,

--\
./t._ \

\
*A'¿.lt YË=;n l:È:,:åi-i=e '+hÈ:r'r '¡Jp =-l-.;,';- 

i;id, i bh':'LiÇht ihat ';h* i-r¡,:!i-Lr

.-,t- -..- .!.,1_ _,J.. 
- 

.! !L_ _ I ___ _.- _.!...__ _. I _t J._ __ y _i/,'.::,-t:í i..ii.rL ,"JH lrLl.L e IllÉ [cml]ljì-ãïL(i-e ,rJ':rLt.iË úi-r:¡l-*i,, i !#åË

-.-,,-,---! I .4f --.- &l-.-.L .L-- 
-..I. 

L.,r .:*- .-.--l- l-L....-j_.'...¡i i L-.,r_.L: Hr-r_.r ttiåt tJIrEfl trÊ FLiî fT¡r:¡i-= ¡d.r.:;.:-lLf .å':r[iå ïilË

l---,--..,-t..,..--. -.,1 J .-.: ---;. r: l¡íl-r t-- ¡ È! L Ll I t: ',i'r-¡Li; Li ¡ r 
=.e 

.

fA3¡ .i.L: i; inip';,¡'ts.n'i t,r,'L;l': c- the i¡iti.rl. ternpcr.r'ti-ri'e ,::'f ii-r e

,u,'. l: Êi. in,:,i-,j'=i.'1 ,:, iirCe'r'.=-.'l:;.nd,Jh.it happ,=n= t,t, the Lenr¡Ë-jj-ä,";Ltr-i,

t.rhen ,Js purt dj.f f'ei"ent pi.t;'p,:,i. 1;i,:rr-¡="

44" The f ir=t ir¡iv;tutre wåE å f ast reã,:t i'r,ñ, it n'aybe burbbled

å b ít and nf ter it uJâs ,:aI m.

65"i tliien tl-ir pïrr,prlr¡-tirt,¡-¡ Ë l-¡s-ive fTr,:¡rE baIinç Ê,],(Jã, tliÉ-=

ter=fiipei'atutr e=, df ':'p=,

,âå,rL.Jhen the,pr':'p,:,rti.r:,r-rg h¿rve rn,:,ts8'¡ahey, 'hhe teirrpei"at¡*rr-e

,-. i .- 
- - 

L r - - -t _ _-- _ _i;=E:= try r:ri'E ¡:r|. ïVJi:t clEq'¡'ËE=,

'¿AV,, üi!-¡ i=n L'e have rrr,:rj'e h.-r1.,: ÍnLl 5¡:rdir the tErrlp,=ì-*ã.tLll-= dr,:,F:i ãrnd

'..rhr=-,n r.JÈ putt Tr¡':,i'Ë uJåtËr the tenrperåtLtrÊ r-r-'=Ë" The T-€r'Ì. i.,:,=.

- r- :: r, rr ,- , ' .; + !-. 4 i f f s ¡" en t p i. rl,p,l,¡ t :i ,:¡r-r 
= "-. ¡ ,:rr¡ ¡ Èl È



J-T

l¡\#" Ele:;'-t=¡ l;i;* t:;rp*-i-*l-lili'u !'fJ':,'Ë 
": 

hË =ä'Ji'¡r'=:::'

å9* iJl-;=n ,¿= p.it i-iì,:¡i'E bai.: :nq !,:,då. the t=in¡eratiti'e ji-,1,¡rp:;,

[^Jl-¡ei-i \+'Ë purt i¡r:',-c'oú]it::;- Ll-,; terri¡-.' EråtLtrË tsr:r=É'

fiAlO¡ t-le =-¿i!rr 
tli;'L ';hen ''JË d.id thi= Ëj/iFîÊî-iirren'1, 'Lhe

'ceirrper:,.tLtrÊ,:,f tl-rË rrrj.:¡tLlrÊ l¡,;,ppeCi he,:ait=e å1 L the he¿it 'I'f

the envirr:rnment v'rhí,:h ËLtr-r':tLtnds the nri:';tut¡-e t+/aE Ltg'ed"

Ë.1 ,, l::rarb¡:'n Ci';,:iíde"

E:;i, Hrr flgfl-fi-tr-ffi¡t'î'î:tEär]t irtrl-r i:, Èi ,::'iciini't:ä1 i"irîr:l{.; j.':r¡r iiia'b

t::1, The Ì: '-rt h Êr rn i F Ëår: t i '-,ñ =t ai- t eCi '*,1-i Fn Ure t ';,¡1,; þ g¡! 'b l-r f.:

=.Ë,å,-Ê bs'r ãFril it 'f inished ,*rhËjr¡ it Ëte,yËLì the =åmÊ slFrd aqain

r+JF t¡:rtt,:hË:d tl-: g Epã,rIF b¿r- "



Jf'

hhe =:iärÊ 
I*'-iy tha'1 the

i .l- l l ¡.:i ltsú "

--oX':'thermi.'-' ì' eå!: t i,:'n :'l;ar t=,-l s,i-rul

f::3" i.i:;: t:åTr 'Lel i ,,Jh.it tf pe ,:,f iÉ*{':'L i,:,F¡ iz happ'=t-ril-iç L-,i'

,.rËr'l:,:li;.nçl the =ti 
j.F, ,:har-t e:iplain be,:åur=e the str i¡*' ':hai't

îirl)."; i i the rÊä':ti¡lrF¡ i= i;=t t:ti 
=1'l'þJ"

l::r;,, El¿il,: il-¡!t Ë,:,dä, çJåtiÊr', .,'i:-re¡ar, 1'=íIr':'n .jUti':u= årÉ'cllt':

r:;L,t!:tË,-Li.il-¡,1-Ëilr rÊ=p,:,=ibl u= f,l,i' the rËår:t i':'t-¡="

l i', å ,:iemi,:¡,r1. i'ä'c-r,lt i'r'n th--;t ta[': e=

l:he heat f :-,:,m the enViïrt¡t-rfTlÊl-'ìt þJhí1e rlË¡¡i rt-remj.,9J. f ¡lrï-rIËa È't'F:- lut

{t"

Itl;I"
(!,

tt Eì'-mLr: feãt:

t: t. i._.å i: +:,; h'=t'.,,rÊ. -=t-t t l-ie =."tt = b ån:: E1,

T E.::¡.,-: '1. i.,:,i-i th¡-{,; l iberate= l-reat '

,,,j.th ¡-,i,:,';,t,f EnEî-çii' -.;¡ur h.'= ¡-¡;;.';

.i- .: -. L- .- ,.., I - 
.L 1,.. .: 

- , +l- .-
r..::-,::.:.;, 1-i;l ::..'ia=Ê= ;i'ì:r-:r ÈliEii i,Ji'" L;lLl

pr¡:'dLr':e hea'L ' Ti-ii= Ë.'¡ii-tÊ¡ iri¡en';

;! :: i'ii?!'Ëi-¡ r:'=- I !'.FrE!.i be'f':,r'e,

Ê'€!3TFL4*--;:Ëi,s*Ë'1,::r,,,,

tle hã','Ê å ,:heii-¡:i.'-:al p1.,:'Cii-t¡::t

i 'l ',; Í t h ån':,t l-iE:- ='-it::.{': c-i.-¡ ,-. Ë

-.r---.,-'....-1 L.i-'.-,'!r1
l-llelllL¡-c{L . Eqi'- u ¿:-.¡l wr¡ +

L_....ì.....-,..r l-- .,--l- +1.. -;l , ;l-Éu i,iE vt-J Liilucl'rL€(llLt üilt

llT?r, !'d,r,r I'bh,-'utÇht thet the tempa'ratlire

tâ3¡ T,-, f:.fi¡lr\J tha.{;: il-re tem¡:er-¡tut¡'e ¡ iËÉ=

'L ii e h ¡r [': i ¡-r q Et:'d;r ,

VJ¡t,LilC df ,:,F 
"

¡:¡f f a.l I = 
,*,hÊn ï,t'Lt ådd

ååf Tire terrrpercr'tLtrE d,l¡EÊ l-¡ rl¡-t ':hë(rìEiË qlti':l': i;"

âã.1 T|= f enrper.ãtLtl-É.ri5Ës be,:¡ttÉe there i= A1':'t Ë,f årltic'n in

the bahinq s':'da.



ÎL -- .L.-.-- -l- åÌLti- Ët"ti-È ¡ ¡ Ir: !l:¡¡li-'É

.r.. r.- .- r -. ..- - -.:- l-..-.{- r.r-¡n,..its ir_rÍ r_r::t L¡EuwÉL'¡

;j¡ rl,[.r Ë L, e'- ¡uti-r+

.r-r_- --... 1-,-..i *-,i. I ¡Fl llll,lj gr-.L(I e!

l-L 
- 

L 
- -!

êt7 " Sl'e +i= Í¿ Ë.. "

êÊ, The di==,-'lLrti,tri-r i-- f inished and å11

';h i ': h k,å= nÈEdEd .

Ft-
-_1 " ,ii.-i É1¡¡=l{ts¡ ,

the lreat i= L(=Ed

Í-'.'.,..-,, il.å,i-lr,:,T¡ i::;':-,.,:i,tje i=: i: i"¡ ,:: ÜåË l-ìT':!iLir:-Èij,,

Ijll " ¡r,Gffdlffij- Ì'i+;rr::: l; i,:,n j. = ;Jl-;L::rì Lþã:.8Ë[P.F;;i9.]tIËF*H.[€P-q-r-r.¡

L- ... -. .- , ..- .-
L. :r: .. -.r i,i ,- lla

iB4B i; ;l EnÊi-å1 , ti¡ e'be'np=i-ätLtT-Ê T-i=== in bhl= Eriperinre'=nt,,

Fi5"'il-,: r-it:1 ..; i.L,1-Ër'";;-i: ti',''i¡'=¡åi- c-rFr d Lr=äi':'n.juLi':e at 3,'I t'e':aLtl¡Ê

i';i-,:: ',,'-.t-r i;.+;i ,;,i- .-r:-iC +;h,= lÉrTr,;,n .jilÍ':e ',,,r!-tEI-r fni..lrd iî¡ål:l É ¿r Ë7fÏiå1ier"

.,.,, ,-,t.. ..-,.,
.'.ill¡i-tril d.LL'l H¡

r'j.-: .,r.....-,.... ....-! .¡ -- -.r .!- .t-.... .i.,:,= th* t r_Ë fTiËi l;=, l::e,::gut=Ë bl-¡ e.i.rli" r,j¡irii; Jr-.i-.t i:tl.,! =i.ir i u'-'

'li:-j¡i,ifr-ìi',:r'';ui'Èi iri tiie i,-É. I-:i=t=- ç''hEtr i¡t:tLi e'drJ the 5,åtlt.

i... i ,' I.lr...r ¡i¡ ¡=ilEii !

l::1,, Ï,rrLr i:lui=h the Ë.pårlF: bsr' anr-l '¡hen Y':'Ll f inish put='h'

..ç 
=!L1| 

UaiE !

*3J 'ull-' =l
'hhc lirie ,:,f tt-re ter,"'pi-=t-;.rtL.trE i'igiiE ,'rl-¡ ti



-^-- \( -, .,__
\ 

Lìl' Lt'_rj,ì

1iã;¡:'ì,-,- ï th,:,ur,!ihi tl-,¿it tl-¡e ternpet'etiir-e .+J¡r,LiLd dr,:,i:"

H3t T,:, ci '=te'r-ä'i¡s the åf-n¡t,Lt¡-¡t,t,f r:h;ri-içlç í¡ ¡-the terrrper'atuti-e=.
t -.

'44.1 Ti-r¡ f =rrip;-'i- =ht-ti"c: C=':i',=;,=eC =1':,u+1¡,

lA5/ Tl-it rE-a'-t i.,t,t-r i= f a=tei- rt,r- 
=1r:rw,=¡-.

jÁ

i]ffil -il-i= t'ËÈi,tLi,t,t-; iz f .igtr=i- i:¡j- Ëj,:,',JË.r "

47. Tlir-'¡-ç: ¿jil-E Ci'Í'ic'rent rËttLrttii,:,n=.,'Ji.th Clf ier'u=nt -+.i¡i':,L(i¡ t=,,

Ê''Î, i::iË:åi;:,'Ë .:.i. ," bl-ie Ífi¡:, 1Ë':irle= åï'Ë L\r-,:,[,: Ë¡-¡ ,

lA5ú î¡r,r r-ri::-,ïE',"'Ê-,.tF:r I,r,L; l-¡ i:.Ë: the f-rr,'L='¡-tlr*'L.eriipei---rtLtr'-r--: !j,:¡É::

i:i, l.i-:' -l-hr :'Íir¡tt.i.r...rr'-¡îi :,:'h,-,F -il-r ;l thi.- T¡rËir''ii. tl-¡.et bh= h,:,r,Cr, år-t=

:.::i, '-t'-,ffiffiÞ l'i::Ì.:i.:::. 1:.i.,::,l r ta[:: e= 'a].,:,t ¡rr 'f enerqj., *rncJ cl,r,Est-¡rt

pirt ba':1,: the eriEr çi y õ{nd tl-i¿-, '1.;.-.ntptli"-(tLrr-Ë çi ¡,;r¡:E"

il'+,, [de- ltËr=d ii.'ife¡"eni Er..tL,sbån,:Ei= ]i1,.È l,:r-n,-:.¡ .juii,:e =,¡d ihe

l- r:'fi

l- l-1 ._.

r* - - -. .-- j r- .: 
- 

í----'i:¡Ë,:åLi'5É 1t i_q fn¡:¡l-EL-èt':idi,:-,*ff¡d l-ia= iTir:,t-Ë ÉT¡Éï-t1/. t,:, l-_¡T.Ëå!.,: tiie
-----l r .ú,-,-f;-ä-i,e*=.*

{ ... ... ... -- --¡ !_: t {_ Ea !

;'1C,,, YrtrL.i pLtt th¡-: g-,å1t,:,rr l;hr: i,rs r?FrC the:=-¡-rLt tål::es the heat

fi',-,íi the, í:tE t,t, þ'¡- e.=.i l.: tl-r e f rlr'j.rlf;¡1. g;-rd ,*:hefr it tå[:: e=. thi=
c+.8-(tFr'

LlnL=l-qi.' thç' i'lË r¡eIt=."

Ef " [-.1e,:*rr-tge the =lth=t,3.r-¡r]tr-, 
rr.,Ë Lr5Fd,\þas mr:rrÊ energy tarid) anci\-+'

r+. -1.;....-..-ì .---. +r--. L-t.;,--. --J-. f--t--..¿i riiS=.r_r.i-1H= LliH LJcii:.i¡i._ì 
=r_ilJai 

lr¡,=ïEt "



:-,r- J ,.r-.-.-. !È,-- {;=rr,pSi"ã--tLtiÊ T¡ r:, IîZIWF ,:hånqË:-= f f¡É i,=i-r,:î t.,:,n h*=rir¡i.., ï,,i ¡Err !,ic. ;ËtïfrËi'ã--tLtiÊ T¡ t:' ICZtUgf ':hångË- 
!r-- ----+;-"

J
-E i -- i 

-L --li-iIr.i'rliHu"

Ëi-l r b: = the ãriff¡Ë a.= the

{;,=riipet-sf;ur¡-e fl¡r-rpË it =tar t=,

t.-'.2" ,ir-, 'Éna':,ttre?'-ññ,:-'re*.;t i'.,¡ i= i+hen '; ti e EËËËi5Ë.Ëtur. eå;ç f. .,-t rre {

i,r,Fr ËF::Ëenpe-iAt ur e.;cf d

,:¡l:- j. l11.= f '1,i" t|¡g ì'Ê;l.': b i':,1-i ,,+:'itl-, .: t. Li är

J.L- -,- .-l
+t'; É{l ILJ

- _.-__---4.
r_ r_' ¡ | '_ t¡ ii t..

IL_-
L I ¡ t=::-.L- {'j.1\ i-J l= l'

L-_- --- T

ír¡er-.t= Cl Íd F¡ 't,'r! heLp

I:.FrËc tl-¡ e ::t:,nr-cL'j;

r:t her m

Lçl ., l.lh=r, .bhe t=irrpEr'å.tLtrË beçi in= i;r;' ri=Ë the rÊã,:"i'-,;-, ,-r. -

._ .., 1i- õi

!L-.
Lilb

å:'" i"i,:,r I Ci;l ¡':,'i !st tl-ie re=ltIt= tha'b I th':'t-tcjh'h.

tA!'i .: í T,:,L', i,;. l¡r-r'l: r-nsååLtT-E f he 'JåtÊi" y ).';:tLl 'j'I'i-;r t [:l-¡r]116r i f tì-ri=

.,.. .... _.-. _.- -. J-, ..- - .- i === ,:rì. fal 1 
= "...Êilt¡iiL-I ftL.L(r H :-

r..l.|+:r Th= Lu=rr:!:er-ËitLtie r Í=E=. E( bit f ¿:r''b=:-.

6*5-{ iìi.riÈi-¡ T':;,l.i l-råvE åi,:'t ,l,f h¡.l,: inÇ ã¡:¡dF¡ ar¡ cl 'bher-e j.=ns t a1,:'t

,;. i L.j;:itÉr the tenipei".-itutre'r i5E='"

ïCa.¡ l.d!-¡ c-l-i i,.':,Lr lravr .-r1.,-,t ,:,f çatEi' and n,:,t åL,t,t ,:,'!' !-ra!.: ;l-rE 5,:,Ja

.r. t- .- .r.. -.. -.. .,...., -..t,., ,.- - J.- - -.,-'l-i-¡ l:: ;Eiri¡:':ii'siLL(f l= |-lf r-rl-rI"

47" [,lhen -yr:'Lt håïu= Jt1,:,t,],f bai,:ii-,g Ë¡:'då *arr d ñ,-:b Ëìli¡-., 1: ,:,'f ç*tLe;'

'il-ie, i*ir:¡:ei"ËitLiT-E r i:lÊ:, be,:autge there i= fTr¡:,iÊ ËnËi'qi sr¡C :"":'Li



ij,-,i-r r'; rr ËÉij s1,I,t ,:,f F-¡-¡E1-q:.i 3,ñü the ¡-E¿t 'l' I thE h=et Ë¡ ':'É:: :;"¡ï'-'

'i;he eil-¡ r.'iï,-ri-r t-:rrEl-¡ -!-.,, i::iii ,rirerl I,lLr. ha'¡l= åi,-:,t ':''f '+iätËi- åi-r'j ì-r '':'':

å1,::¡'È ,1,'l' b;l'i,: inË =.r:'Ce tlrË teirrp*;"åtLtT-É çl ¡rlrpiE be':9,'-t=ç-' Ï'r'Li Ll='str-

;-r1.,:,'i; ,:,f Et-rü:tr];,1 ånCj bhere i=¡t ;,1-¡ i'h,=¿'t ln tlr='=¡-r ïit-';rnä¡ii-il-r'h"

AE' I'b ãt'ty= the =åiliË be':aut=E: ç'het-: )"r:rll Lt'=Ë ä--? filLl:ll-r åË \'¡r:r:-i

.Iål-; .=ir:¡ j,,:,Ll C'll'l-¡ "t t+i,: = .ãñjlrTir:rì-E"

fì 'l ,, f..l .:' .: i-'1 i:.1, !r; r'i' "

Êr :l.i-i,, ¡qll. the 
=i-r 

Êrqi,'I,:,Ll i-r Ëed i--" h'r''¡-ireel': 'tiie f¡r¡l"rlE3"

Ij"j: ,, Ti ii+ ,.-;rt'!J¡-.rti d:i.,:,¡;;de í-- iJTt:'dLi¡:=d"

F-{l-ì" r'ir;;'Énd,:,thei:-r,-E;r'Ëñ,rtirtrt-r j.= vJl-r L=i-r the tenrpEï-citLirÉ liËËi*,,'-"¿
tB4¡ -il¡-: Ieriipei-åtLtr,= ,-hä.iì,-]E:-, i.i'i===i íal. 1=.] vÊl-)r 'i,*;t {;l-r lìt i:liÈì

,;r'l: f¡ ¡1¡- ,=:!. ¡:t i:Ì. i. rn=l-r L ,

[j1,, i..lli=i-, T,-:,i.i h;.¡* ii:l.i'r; ,:,'i ].8¡T,,:,n .juti,:e ,i""'in'=çi aí be':;riii*e rt

L,,.,\â\l\ );r'rtg'¡ ':r:'f¡rlÉ= '-l; + L¡l:i. l-'; ri':'j:i"
1'-',i

I-:l'" l]h=l¡ ir:jLl ;rdd :ll-ie Ë'åiì: {':'-:''l;he i'-l i? r:1'eärÏ 1t Ûrå}''Ë.=' i\

r-j.,t,n ;,,r; d thE he=rt in the liqutid j.:'. L.iî:EL-! 'ì',1, l--:"c',å;i,: tl-ie. L::ii._ 
äì.-, 

-: --- -

.f 
,i.:i-::i-..:'- 

-.rrlii:i tliæ beinper-*tLii'[r çli-r-rp:; :i.ricl :i '!; i= =':'1 :i ci "

I'1" EiL=,:åri-.e, ilig¡ f¡i,tr .liE,tLil-EE A'rEntt b¡',:,1': ET¡ .VËf i/ fcrr=t :.:, tl-r e
'"';--;-;*'* 

' 1-'- "- --*

,::'1.:ltËi' Ë:i'Ë:i- i¡l¡en'; "

l:: 1, Ye=, be,:autse it has a big reå':t ic,n 5r:r YÞ':'ut rlrlrLtld see

urhen it started ånd when it finished.

l::':'. Fl,r,r be,:aut5e there isntt å big reå':ti'l'l-r =È¡ y':'Ll 'rål-rtt seE

',Jhen it çtarts c,r fini=hes.



&3,i EË':È-{LLËÊ ihe I irie çl ¡r;rpE r:,F

.-.- -. ! ..._ .-
L È:ll¡Figf ii.LL.',r H"

-,-___________
:-:¡'., fu!':.tl5lgj-çt- ba!': in! Ft-¡då,

-- : -_-- -t--_.----._t-: ___.. l-L-*l'I:f,HÞ Utjl-rÊl li-i, lli; I-¡l i i-.¡¡=

{ta,- l- er-¡r':'iì .j ir i,: = eiiii

'r' ;. l-¡ tr'Q ;' r ,,

'-.Ê ^ -

.f --t .-.--t

b) The

1 et s rrre see

;':'t h er rn i rEå¡:ti,:,n, the tempei'åtLrre ri=e-= vÉry

in the ,Eã,: t r,:,n@the terrrper *eturr'e f --rL I =..

therfü¡rrrreter /Er:,mFLrter helped me be':aurse this thinq

the thing= I 'taF¡t t see j.n the eli per Írnent,

..-j'r/ ')
í r-..r.-. r r .. ,l
\¡ rr-¡i i yù

[i{?-t l',i,:,, I ih,:,LiÇl-¡ t tl-iai:

[A? ,, r ] a, ,:, j' iJ Ëj i t ,-, l:. ñ ¡tr !,, j

.. .r .-. : I ::. -l , J l.: :: !.. ,l ,-, ¡- =: ¡-. 
,'.! r:

.;'.".!-.1'l¡..r.':'

l-L-. +----.--,.L,...,-- , -. ,ì.J .-t--..-.-.t. lle çHllliJCI rleLli L-- l+,_'Lirú ai ¡"i-.iËù

f the l.,erni:,er atiri-e i- i=e= ,:,1- {,,ri I =

-1-! -¡d,.j. !...r1. t__.r;

â4.1 Tl-r - Ltifi;.:,=;-.:,i:-Li-Êr fi !:'i--= i-r'.-,ì- ¡-h.:-ri-rüel qLt:i' ,:!:: :i..,

45" The ternperatr-rre Çt':'p= h j çher be':aLr=e ther¿ i=

årtti.rrrr í¡ the bal,: ing s¡:rda.

AË'" The tr=mp=r'åtLri-;: Ël ,t'Ei.-. l.,rr!JÈr. L,r:':ar-rss, th.= li=;r'[:

l--'r'Eål': the frt,¡r;g¡ beti+een thæ ff¡rl,frlrrlLtiE:-_.,:,f ,I,.1 1:h,

-.. ... -i -

*- |,:+:¡, 1' q

.4 I .ÉÊ è FH; " if,HH +f.J ':,: :J.

.: -. . 
---r -L _

t-.-t.i--_u-iI:. -L t t!

AB. 'il-¡e di==,:'LLubi-,:'n i= f ini=hed ar¡ d å:t1 _ti-ri= l-¡eab i= urËË?,j

th¿l: i = nËÊd¡-=Li t,r, be Lr=Eid,

A'1 " I,Jl¡ Ërr ï,:'t-i eCd bal.,: inÇ =Ë,då Íis= l-¡'-ittei- ånd¡rl-ren V,:,Li åcld

'.,¡¡ l_: ,3;- i t ! 
= '; r;, ] ¡j ¿, ¡- "

Èii:i" Ee':s,Lrse E¡t,iTlËtl-rinç,:hånqe=.



r-:-:' _ :-: .? i- l-: ¡.: :-; r! j. ._, :,; :i. ii l= i I

l--:ì ì..!l-,,'.,i-, ,' !I thu l-r eat

ihe çi a= '*lr i,:h i 
=

in the u,c-itEi- i=

___-J..--J
F f !_¡ r_j Lt r_ tj ì.J "

Li 
= 

É ii t 'I, t''r i= ¡ 1,:
+ t-. .-

i,:, ¡- ,:- 
= 

I L,=1 .,;eeii

E5 " The bal.; i nç¡

bt-tbb I es a1 ':,t .

-. -.- ..J .t- t,- * ,1, l- -.,r:j i;.., Ì.;¡r::: LilLl

t h= ¡l¡:lrf :l¡;r; Lì1 ËË "

irf iE:-Ënt sr-th=tåi-¡ '-ËË."

g':'da ånd '+JAtef be': aUtge ittg "fiii'¡/" and

bi-eal,: the ¡Trr:¡1 E¡:Lli Ë=

irIÊ':ï' Eålir lirÊ1t5'

iLr= ,3 ji. I'fei-ent =utb=tãTr¡:Ë and the rE'Ët:ti.'l'n i"-,

l:: L. 'ì',:..tt.-.. ¡:ut=h thg' c-Fä':Ê L,ai- c,.l-r d rr-lhÈin ï'.:'Lt f inj.=h put=h 'r't"

tzi-i]_,'u.:Gffiffi}ï-=F.i:ti'],n=-1t.{rtËd\+hÊlii_¡eternp=t.åtL1i.e

f.H]r-.j.]T¡*-i-luÞ t n= t errrp sir' åt Lrr E

,-..1 f:'-,t...! -.- -.-.J-.,....*r 6 !.il\ 1.. r L Ll =r- LI cr !

r-:=,, ,.1@rÉã¡:'LÍ,-,1-r is å ¡:herni¡:åL

t¿Li'.,== thc= heat fr':,rii the Envi¡'rlrl-1ff¡€Frt anC ãn

re(ar:tic,n i= å reå,:tic,n that relEa=e= heat"

tl-r e ter-i:¡:ei's.tut¡'e =t: "i1,"=-C 
l::l-ie Ë.irilir*"

i-ne, t!-le tL=rriiçl-.ir'tLt¡'F r j.=ÊËr'..rhi:T;

I -......,-
!l 

t.-t C :* .! ¡-r rñ, Lil f !

r EåË t i c'n r'Jh i,: h

--**(e:¿*ther m i c\

'Jhel-i

1
:ÌH L

I 'bh,:'urÇht that the ternperatltrE '.J':'Ltld !l':' 1t"¡er.



tê3¡ ïi, ,:-,;-,-ii*;. t,:, l:: ¡-ri:r",, i f tl-¡u= ter-n¡-' ers.tiL¡-= r i=e= r:r'r- f .rl. l. - ';1,=r;

j,',t.'Lr :dci i*i,: ínqi 3,:'Cå.

r¿1r.44 Tiie ternper'åtLtïË cl ,lrÊEl-¡ !t ':hå!ËJ iri:. 'i¿i=l'"

45" The temperåtLrre dr¡:rps be':åttse there i= åIrl't c,f srlt i¡=l-t in

the bal': inçl s¡:'då ånd uJhEn the ¡,JåtË'i LirÈal':Ë the ffr:l¡1É¡ret.Le= the

h=¡, 1: !ì ,t,Eã ii-'i;,:, the en\¡i¡.,lrl-rflr€F¡t,

ÊìL" lliË 'i;ËtTrÊ,erätLtï"É i:lr'¡:'i-rg lJe¡:åLtÊ-e ÏnË |lEãÏ .l= LlsEü L¡-' L,r Eir;!:.

Ll,.: 1',r,i-,-.GiË !r=t'"+eer,'bh= rTr,'-:,LËr:LtL€==,1,f the hsl,:i.i;l ã':,då"

4t llF i F

'+..'. ;:ËË il-*:-r i:,i l:,,

Afi, Th= 'iis=,:'i:-ltÍ'-,t-r i= '!'ini.=i-r *¡C årr d 1".:.:1. tli'.': h=¡.:L :i.= Lt':Ë'i

r r.. -...r. L- ,-.---lÌ;i{,. llciì:ii¡|:i!

tt- -.,..J-. --.-L.-- J-'-..i-!-
::.,:" r,',i,,r:r i.i_::,r!_llï' :-Ël: Lr :-lt; Ljrl-¡i'i!l:'"

-

I:L-: ,',ii-' i'êndc'thermîÐ .rÊctr¡t'L i't't-¡ i':i t+11er: bl-¡e ,:hËffi i=ti-'¡' ta[,: es the

he¡l; f;-,:,¡T¡ the E:-r viï¡t¡!-¡rT¡Eltt be,:aut=r=. ,l,f thi= the ¡r;i.i;fui¡"t: qer'L=

84,, Li; :i.=, iif 1-=:';=:-;t h,=:¡rtt=r: ihi:: ¡r¡i:,;tull= ç'l,c= ii,¡meC:;aLe1;'"

Eii, -i!-r e rrr,-'1Ë',-LilE=. b¡eal: €iild the hest by the m,:,1e,:LtIeE g,:,EE
t.

'ì - !F-,e r.r:, l--'¡

l,çl¡ Ii =tsr¡'i=., vJl-rr=n':'4":'deçlree= l:: and fini=l-i=i¡ 'rJhr:n 1.'3,,':i"

i--F-?,, It -¡t;¡'t'--= ,¡liet-r i'-J"7 r f ini'-=-he= l.=,,':1 "



.,.-!

.-.i" i!'-i i:{¡l--.\4rir "

r,_.¡.i._ __.'bIe"l_.+. l-_;.ãi:: ill!i þr-;üil .L-. r e=ii'-.il;=.

i:::, Éìn çend,:'therrni,:/ r es,:t i':,n i= '¡F¡e¡-r Ít rr¡i:ie= th= h,=st "-'-*--.* -¿

j -¡,:. "

lâ3,

tA4¿

45" l"l':'re F.r;1.:: inq s,:rda, the uJater i= ffr¡:'rE thi,:1,: "

ÊË, lvì,t'i-u- 'råtEr, the =,¡:¡lLrti¡:¡n ha= fn':rrË liqutitt"

å7,, fi_, bliç-' ;;'l'fcli'e¡r:Ê tË'uv,,ËËn 'bhe ð(r-Iir:'Ltt-it 't,'f b,a[,: ir1Ëi i;']¡d¿',.

i^ñ. t_ _r .:.--. 
--J- 

I _,.-.,., !L-. .L.-.--.,-.--!,

'l Éìu:. ;'r.l';'ä l-1 ;ii:: :1. 1-¡! 3rlr,f ¿:"" .LË5Ë inË '[ËÍTr[iÊ;'s-iïLtï-É"

^-r 
-r[-..- ,,-.-l .: -t.-.- !L- 1--.- !L- -l---,-.-... -.!...-.-'F?+ .,1r.:a ili¡...ri = =.i-t.:..i.Li i1=f ;il'.: .i.d==i LilH LL-.'li¡iJL'; sLt..irFl"

!:',:

-t..+l: +;,:' h:"ç.*!,: tl-r+-,rT¡,--¡lir:::¡ILtl.e= thc-tn í= in the Tnr:¡1Er:Ltl-e="

I::: 
jì , 5tj' =t,:,¡pinE the tempei-åtLl'-F '::': ,ii f 'fe;-ent t i.me:-'"

¿ F, t- _.t .:_-._ _.__.t... ---J .i-.-..b':,, il :r¡tLti'È IîJ l¡; Eå. l:: 1l'-r '; Ë¡:'clËi åTrÊr Vl-FiÊQc-t'i"

B6- T!-re -=;,Lt Íi*il:t ÊË the ieirrpei-åtLt'¡'Ë i'r-,:F"

I .i ,ì!,.i ,{=Þ1. Fc!-s(Lt=H Li¡l= 8.1ìpCr ifllHllL Lt=H= r-rL¡lgi r iLiLiiu=!

[!f* EÈ,:åur=e *-:l-r e terrrperãtL.ì!'E r i=E'="

nü':rtneffn r--L=år:t i.,r,r-r i= v,!her-i the li i.qut:¿ *Lï1.=--!nl:,1.-e

ht -



!L-
Li le {:tlll¡-rLl

J. i. L¡ Ll j. l-¡ l-l:f

L.----t !L.-.

.l-t-,--r

L--! rL_-
ìIEdL LIIHII

âlâ3¡ T'.-, ;ir=3!;Lli"q: hl;e ili'l'l ,=i"ETr¡:r=='

4-ê+c ll, ,-*s,;-i=É:. t:rE ';eiúp,=T-;itLi'r"Ë.: t,r, Ci-,-,Ë"

åã. TI-¡ * l;-,::,p iz ã1¡-.rt.JEi,

iA6 I Tir,= j i" ,:,p j. = f a=_.1 er ,

rA7g, Tl:E ¡1¡:ti:l"E itÃli=Ì- iri hhe Íii,-ri'8 ,:hãnGE,,

tAAJ EiË,:*ii(Ë,-= tl¡É-, í'ÈE{::ti':,1-, i= dr-r;r'=il*+li 'h':' llE':':,rT¡Ë ¡I¡l¡1f! .

Ë:i, l'"],,:il,: i: å,-l-r åït'¡ith three thinç=,

É:¡il-: . lt"',. *,n Ë,;iC,lrxplÈ':,f ,:her¡ri':aI b':,ndinË l:e,:Èr*t=F thu=IË iË Ë

i'äär'::: ti,r,t-¡ '*'hel-¡ the ËLib=tån':E= E(re ñii'iË¡ il-¡ ::Êrtåin

i--r ï r:r ii rl: ¡' f, i rlr l_¡ r. "

L1; " ,_.ct J LJ r_rl | (J L r_r i i Lt L-j "

ffi*f.¡ Th ir 'L errr;: e,- *¡t Lt r' u=

j:Ì:, JiiiEllåì.l trer:âLi-ãt

Fra TL-- 
--1! 

L.---l .-.trltrr, ¡lìt= :ac(I l. Lrf ljctF.þ

.t- i -_i ijÈlt_ l, r i-ll ¡ "

-L----_- J--.L-._I-llÈttlLlH= ¡ c{!LHf .

the¡=e re çrpprlrgif,r.

rL_ __i,-_ 1 
-_ -.J l,.L- i --Lltc fltr_¡rtjr_LtIH= r_r¡ L, ltE I¡_E r_l Ec{lli"



-Ê7. The s,:'l vEnt= årE 5tr':,nqer.

t::1" l,.Ji-r ,=;-; t+JÊ =taitei the !:¡:¡rTrpLltEr ;'nrj pi a':ed th= fJl-rlr'F.rË --i-¡ tir-

'ã¡t, 1ui'üir:rt-¡ ãttd I'ini=h,=d *thu=rr thE ternpei'åtLtÏe' Trr:¡ 1':'lirl=':-

.a.-.-.,-,r,:,-l
ij | ¡_¡F¡f_.._! il

::::,, 5an-re thinçr.
¡,----:4r.Æ\e !.... ., i.:rzr:::"(€.*:i!.!fgf:fl]j5 f ¡..Ì.I ¡ ,-;,:'r c¡ :-e¡-''*1y "

':'-ì,, -hE 
=':, 1'..'ent-"'i. l-rÊ!ì ;1r y i'iã.tei', 1ËtTr':'l-r .;i L.iÍ':É"

ên d ':,t l-rer nr -g[hËÌ:liiÈ*ep"FååLqlF-l$LÞp,s*=-1-F"!**f r¡n;l

there i=nt t å vi=ib1e reã':ti.,r,t-r, lile;:r,:ti,-:¡r'ìdEtÐÞ- i;he

?,-temperatür.e,,drr'c,þs-..1¡r¡ÍCPJ5¿¡;.rrcì we ¡:r:¡Ltl d gee the d i f f erenÈÉ "

hle ;:cnurl d , seEl:.wfia'Lì-.,t¡åE|:iJ.råPp€FtiJ.JB:r:fJrtfu,.t'f¡e.;,-temFF-l,etut:e'i;uhen 
- 
-,d

ithe Eutbst anceF . êLF--,.tlì¡.Ee.q.,

FAtl. \,',.:,.-, Ï tl-r ,;,'*tef l¡t bl-¡at ',.lh¡3n 7,:,Lr p,-tt frr':ri'E trii:ihr"ì' ril-t ['r

.L,-.-..-..-,,. -..1.. ..- -. .I...- .-,,,..
'. r.i: I i, i.-r E: ; i:l ! L. : i: r'J ¡ :-r Fi l- ,:

g-n$,, -l-,.-: 1:,,=i; th;.t tl'i'¡ tei-nper a'bltr e l'i=.e= r:¡i' Cl'i:iil 5"

êì44¡ The ,:::l 1:,r i-.i¡lrr' i¡lrl-t j.s th*rt the ';'=mpÉi-¿iti..lï'Ë' ;li-rlrp:':i"

Ê,AEl, fìhs¡-¡ _i'rtiLi piit;r¡:.i'El b*i,: i¡Ë =,:,då the terr'pei'å'tLtre çl¡r;rp'-"

'.nAl L.lii=n )',-,Lr p.it i-;.::i'r. ¡aler- the terrrper'åtLtr'Ê i- ise="

r-i r " lllr-i c{ll:}rrJeÍ "

l-ri:," l'ì¡-¡ c{¡ ¡ÞvJl=r "

Ë+St i thinl,: tl-t;r+; the= irr!-,rE tJåtL=ì"t t hç'L,"-:rnpu=r st i-it- e CÈ': r- Ë¿i=ËË.



.E':'" T'[i= qà= FÌi.¡:¡LlLr¡:ed iE ¡]ñïll¡rrl-¡ di':,:iide"
-,.,.----

F3í,-E¡Ë_.'=,t_[ef ,È. i= TIl"l. .'\l:= heat in ç.,;,'t *¡ i= ii=,-,,:! i,]-,;-

bi'e¿1,: in!ì tl-i= r-ri,:'1ë'::r1a'r '!:rt,'i.rr! -#üii1démþetãturg;..drgpE.,

F*l.l ff,e re=uilt=. ¡('rÉ dif fe'rent LÉ,:aut=.e 'rJF ut=ed thE vine;isr

Ër,rà,.te.rir¡iåÍËËur-ê.,ilr-o-fijiËd;¡fdítËv"

tts5i I'ií:itr-r¡-e +iL bal;i.nçi =.,:¡dËr ,1 ,o'åtEr i,/3, the trrrrper'.ftLrï u= i=,

:: 1"5 j.:: tl-r u= hígihæ=t" Tlie ,:¡ni:y' rr=aËt=r-rn i= IfÊ':åL:=.,-= the vineqar

*tnd the 1en¡,:,Tr .juti,:e has lesE f¡rr'¡'rtË.,

86,, Tlie l-¡eåt;11-r;,¡3 and tl-¡ e i,rÉ ¡-rÊmÊ ir-t:e;e=.
F.'-r h I -

^,.-t 
ht_

qËL Ëe':aut=.e if T,I'L¡ d,:'ntt n¡ÊaSLtre rvJe +.'¡t¡t-r!t l,.fi ¡-,'*l

Jtrlr'ilrlLtlÊ- ,:h;n'Jerj anC if the {,Jå,tpr- gÊtÊ h':,'L,,

!L-_



^.4 F,.-.!..i r.r .=,..,,1 å tal.': g=. thi=: \!-q.tÉi' t,:' f-n3i'l E- E¡nETqj/,
H+¡ Lì*;iì...i1È =!'-

'i=,, Ii cit:rË'* =lr-¡'v''1y"

BB,, :..i i.':,Lt FLit þ.latÊï- f ii'st ti'i,-'r-e i= :-r l::iL ,r,f tll-rc-i[ìiË in 'Llr=

r. -. .-.-. -, ,--.,. .: {- , , -- i--
ii !.':t-'

ê1,, i"l,: ,.:;:-Ìi='Èã:- "

riÍj , Li¡,:;;t=e i,he i¡n,:: l,=r:Lile¡ d,:' ¡..r'lrt m¿{l': € å T-Ê;.:';i':'f; bÊ':aui=;- the

Ë$i t 1'= =t i. l- i t he =ãiriie "

lq'ri, lrl¡::r ål-¡Ë\qtËI "

Ë:Ê1Ql ïr-,i-i ,-r?,i'r ËËË j. i bhe ''L.eriperåtLiì'c1 ':h*(ilËlË= ''!'hÈ:Ti .1.''l'Li' pLit ti+':'

rTrr:rf Ê,-Li1E* if tl-ie;'fiiå.1:lE ã reå':ti'l'n ånd ':h*lng'=: thE

! ..-. .-.- -..... - l- , ,.- .-
.. iiIii¡.-ti:j; :-i'. Lii =' "

f:::j, Tli¡: .;å= tl-ia{.: i= F,r r:,dLt,:Éd i-- t:;il'tf r:rn di,:':,';iije"

I¿B33 I i: " = trh,=it T,-:.:'. ij;tt 5. 1.:.qurid Ëind bii= Ê'l:,L id it irr.tl'.ËI tlie

r.¡-':!'¿¡r- *l-r.rt-i.rr:i -l - ---
-., , 1r -- L-'i I Li - i -¡í-: ,

84, There is å big rEar:t i':,n becanse the ':herni,:a1:: cì.ïg]

r;rp p rlrÇ | f, Ç m¡:r 1 e¡: Ll1 eË .

85, Eal:inÇ 5r:¡da ãnd vinegår äre twt:' srppr;rsif,s m':'1e':Uleg ånd

'-åLrEe å biS reå¡:tir:rn and the çJåter dr,:,ps-

ElËl I tl';iiil.,: bhaL the tenrperåtLii-e riães be¡:È-(L.ii;': ti-¡ttl-c- i:¿¡-:rl; Et

ì.Ëã.¡:ti.,t,t-¡ , tl-re j.,IE ¡:,nlY frrÊr'i:l EE tl-¡e'fEå¡lti'¡n.

E:f " ld,:, ån =tiJE'i

i:, " l..l':' ;.n ='Jer ã "

!l ¡ S.L'lilsi i,

!+;:: ., I'r: tJåE d:fiæ:'ent ihan I th':'utËht"



iì:r . Ele,:e',:=e the tenpe':-;tui;-g !:ål-: 'lh¿-t¡'J* tir= 1'e=''ll'-'l"

,+.¡,..E:i.ri,: :.-.J =,;,,iå q,:,e= utntil i"t ':ål-: .='nC n,:'tiin! =l=E he¡pi.:r: ::.,

.J__:,,-..-- r

:.F TL_ L_-.L t-.---1.-. .-1 I !l-.- f-.---.-ir;r¡" lTitr1 ne.ã.f lll-=ål:: = €tl.i LlìH ll-rr r-ri-À

fAêt l-h,.-- t e;-lr¡ ,.ï:'r'- ã.* Lr ¡' Er :-l ¡ r;r¡ !. "

.4-
¡i..'" ;,i:Í= i; .-.j ,:: r:'.

&18¡ -l-he tempElatLtj'Ê çl rr¡rpi:"

iÊ-9.r'/e=, 'ç.'i-¡ El there j.= irr':'r'E rr'r.ãtÉr- the tenp=i'3tLlt--= di'':'F=',

iAl{tJ EË':å;.iÊË,tlie rr. l-¡irr i;'*Ë Fi-if ,:h¡'¡çi '=Lj'bhe Írl¡r-'¡: Ë and thg

''; *iri¡:er å b Ltr e i¡ r;rpPÊd "

ii'.-,:|., lll*r:-l-r':rn r-l j.,:,:lidC' r*rå=; tl-r e CléiË.

Ftr,, A ,:herni'-af ì'Ea':ti,:'n i= when the ì'eår:tir,n tal':e= the heat

-t--. - - !L-- --,.,,:,,, -----J-'.: r:rt; ;l;r= Cl¡v.i.; r-rl ;l¡lFJl|\¿!

ir:i,ii ,, IlÌ:::. 'l¡r';,tc:- hhc-rl-, l:h,: ':,tie¡','

E|.J"-|-hr:i-;e,:;tLiÊjËc\''ithvÍnegar:"..:f*E."i:Eï-ffiii

tlåùÇs dlFI¡

FË" The envir':'nment is ':c'1der,

fll" Eitr,:a'-t:=,.1 ,+È LisE filr:,i'-a ,:he,Tri,:El= l.it,: e 1"iTr Ëçl a]' and bal': inE

,- . ...1 -.

E:Ë,l-.c Tl-,t teilipei-åtLtr-E i= ¡t¡trn=.tånt ''JhEn uE gtart.

*2..f ;lir-- Leirrpei".(''uLtl-E i= ,1 r;r¡5f ;'¡f, trJl-r êl-r r+JÉ =tart"

tC-" i ..-IL
.:rrr_rLl I ssru&rÞE¡.f ÏteillË^5.¿g'å}li;fr fi Ëft Ê:ds*'@

f.s' uh enî'+ti É;;[ã¡¡äitrËädffiäqd6ËFg,?



¡::'+, Flei,: i nÇ S,rrrji*,'

il:I".f.r,:,thermîÞ is ç'hen the temperåtL(re rises tlrii= "'i;Ëi-, 'ï',:iL'



Letter c,f f:ansent

Septernber !8, 1'l'31

Deer Farent {.s) r

I am writing t,t request permi=sic'n f'=r Yr-¡ur child t¡
part i,: ipate in å Fe=Êår¡rh study airned at determin inq the
ef fert,r,f fiìi¡rì'tr¡ÊümpL(ter:based srience 1ab,-rrat*ry a¡t ivities
È¡n gtudent urnder=tanding ,=f science. A microcxrnputer-baged
labc,ratc,ry t.MEL) inv'=lves using the ccrnputer t,= c'=Ilect and
analy=e srientifi': data using electrical prebes and sens'3r=,
I f patterns ,:f student utnderstanding tan be ident if iedr this
rnåy pr'=m'=te mif,re effective use,:f the MBL in the instru,:ti¡n
Ê'f scientific Ê':'nËepts.

As å participant in the study yËrur rhild will be inv*lved in
å ser'iee- È¡f l ess,lns using the computer in the 1ab¡rat,=ry,
Str-rdent= r¡i 11 be requrired t'= lteep a ic,urnal r-'f their
learningt Fr.:greee dutr ing a rhemistry unit and may be ':h':'sen
f,rr intervie'*r pLrrprlrsss tr, deterrnine what learning is takinçt
pI a':e ur=ing the l"lBL, The r-tnit sh'=uld take ab,=ut 3 rnr,nths tc,
,: ':'fnp I et e.

Al.1 inf,:rmati¡n ga.thered will be ccnfidential and anonymity
-'r'f parti':ipants wilL be ensured'

Sturdents are en':È'Lrraged t,r, c,=nt inue ifl=it part ic ipat ion in
the str-rdy r:rnr:e å ':'Jrnrrittment has been made. H'lwever, the
r ight t,:, withdraw is år¿ailab1e and stude'nts are subje,:t tur
rr¡:¡ penalty if they d'= Err.

The f indinçts uf the str-tdy wil l be used in a Master t s rrf
Edr-r':at i¡n thesis f '¡r the UniverEity .- f Manit,=ba and ui11 be
available tr:r pårent= Ltpr:'n requtest ':tn':e it i5 cr-rmPleted.

Furrther in f r'rmat i,-rn rnay be abtained by tonta':t ing rne at
Viscr,utnt AI ey:ander Sch':',¡i 7 45!:8945, dur ing sch,:,=1 hours,
F1ease cr,rnplete the fr,rm,:rn the ba,:!: af this påge and heve
yr:¡ur rhild return it tr' rne.

Y¡trLn-s truly,

l'1=, R. St,=eber
S': ien':e teacher
Vis':,:unt Aley;ander


